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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the prevalent integration of microprocessors into almost every electrical device,
appliance and technical process, software controllers of hardware systems play an
increasingly important role. The interaction of software with physical devices and
processes can exhibit complex, mixed continuous-discretebehavior that defies the an-
alytical capabilities of classic feedback control theory,which is directed mainly at
purely continuous-time and continuous-valued systems, aswell as those of computer
science, which deals with discrete-time and discrete-valued systems. Systems with
mixed continuous-discrete behavior are calledhybrid systems. They have been studied
since the early 1990s and are the subject of a multitude of ongoing research activ-
ities. The proper functioning of hybrid systems is often highly desirable, as in the
case of safety critical applications, or because the numberof systems in place and
high maintenance costs economically justify closer scrutiny. Many of such systems,
e.g., embedded systems, must function correctly without human intervention, either
because such an intervention is not possible at the time of operation, or because er-
roneous intervention would be disastrous. The latter was the case in an accident on
July 1, 2002, when a Russian Tupolev TU154M passenger airplane found itself on a
collision course with a Boeing B757-200 cargo plane, 35 000 feet above Lake Con-
stance between Switzerland and Germany. A built-in safety system, theTraffic Alert
and Collision Avoidance System(TCAS), correctly alerted the pilot to avoid the colli-
sion by pulling the plane up, while the human airspace controller in charge, impaired
by adverse working conditions, ordered it to push down. The pilot followed the advice
of the human controller, which resulted in a collision that killed 71 passengers and
crew. An official investigation by the German Federal Bureau of Aircraft Accidents
Investigation (BFU) included the following in its recommendations [SBB+04]:

ICAO [International Civil Aviation Organization] should change the in-
ternational requirements [. . . ] so that pilots flying are required to obey
and follow TCAS resolution advisories (RAs), regardless of whether con-
trary ATC [Air Traffic Control] instruction is given prior to,during, or
after the RAs are issued. Unless the situation is too dangerous to comply,



2 Introduction

the pilot flying should comply with the RA until TCAS indicates the air-
plane is clear of the conflict. [. . . ] ICAO should ensure a high level of
acceptance and confidence of pilots staff in ACAS by improvingeducation
and training.

These conclusions underline the importance of designing software for critical appli-
cations with an utmost level of confidence, as well as the needto educate about its
capabilities and limitations. It is the goal offormal verification, i.e., a mathematical
modeling of the system and formal proof of its properties, toensure the safety of a
system to such a high level of confidence, and critical parts of the TCAS have been
formally verified [LLL00]. Because of the inherent complexity, the analysis is limited
to critical components of the system at the design level and usually requires a cer-
tain level of abstraction from physical details. Other causes for a malfunction of the
system, such as hardware failures, are better addressed using methods such as hazard
analysis, or statistical reliability analysis.

The necessity of high-confidence systems is expected to increase over the next
years as new technologies spread software controllers intosafety critical consumer ap-
plications. E.g., in the automotive sector drive-by-wire,pre-safe systems and other
driver assisting technologies are destined to proliferatewithin the next decade [All03].
In health care, critical applications include automatic heart defibrillators, health mon-
itoring systems and automatic medication devices. A significant portion of high-
confidence systems will be part of homeland security and anti-terrorism systems such
as soft walls, which are safety controllers designed to prevent planes from flying into
designated areas [Cat04].

While formal verification has become a standard tool in the design of discrete sys-
tems such as digital circuits, its application in hybrid systems in hindered by the in-
herent complexity of the discrete-continuous behavior. Most systems are naturally
divided into interacting components, also referred to as modules or subsystems, based
on their physical manifestation or function. The behavior of the system is then a sub-
set of the product of the behaviors of the components, with a corresponding increase
in complexity. Verification is limited in its application torelatively simple systems
because the computational cost increases exponentially with the number of compo-
nents and variables involved. This phenomenon is referred to as thestate explosion
problem. While the state explosion also takes place in purely discrete systems, hybrid
systems are in addition subjected to the complexities of higher dimensional continuous
dynamics, which increase dramatically with the number of state variables.

To enable the verification of large hybrid systems, we followtwo fundamental
approaches that are successfully being applied in the discrete domain: abstraction and
compositional reasoning. In anabstractionof the system, information is discarded that
is irrelevant to the proof of the properties. Such a simplified model must be conserva-
tive with respect to those properties. Acompositional analysisof the system examines
parts of the system in such a way that properties of the entiresystems can be deduced.
A particularly effective form of compositional proof is assume/guarantee-reasoning, in
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which the specification of a subsystem is used as an assumption restricting the behavior
of the other subsystems, thus leading to a circular or chain-rule type of proof.

To formally show that a model is indeed an abstraction of another we construct
a simulation relationbetween the states of the models. A statesimulatesanother if
the same, or more, behavior is possible. Intuitively, this is conservative in the sense
that if something cannot happen in the abstraction, it will not happen in the original
either. The same approach can be used to compare a system and its specification, so
we equivalently refer to the refined model as the system, and to the abstract model
as the specification. Whether a compositional analysis is always valid depends on
how simulation is defined, and not all types of simulation arecomputable for hybrid
systems. It is the central goal of this thesis to show compositionality for a type of
simulation that is computable, and in its pursuit we accomplished advances in the
following areas:

• The classic concept of simulation relations requires the system and the specifica-
tion to range over the same set of actions. We propose an extension to arbitrary
actions, and show that it is an upper bound on any such extension that preserves
compositionality. This extension simplifies models and proofs, and is relevant
to both discrete and hybrid systems.

• We propose a novel circular assume/guarantee rule for simulation relations ap-
plicable to discrete as well as hybrid systems. An assume/guarantee rule is a type
of compositional proof that permits tighter specificationsby combining the mod-
ules of the system with assumptions about the behavior of their environment, and
thus yields an overall smaller set of problems. If these assumptions depend on
the specifications in a circular manner, the rule is only sound if additional con-
ditions are fulfilled that break this circularity. We establish assume/guarantee
conditions for simulation relations and show that they are sufficient and neces-
sary for the existence of a simulation relation.

• We show that simulation for hybrid systems is compositionalif the subsystems
share no variables. We illustrate how for such cases simulation relations can be
computed algorithmically and applied to minimize models.

• For hybrid systems with shared variables we present a formalism that is compo-
sitional for two important classes of hybrid systems: hybrid systems with unre-
stricted inputs and hybrid systems defined by linear predicates, convex invariants
and piecewise constant derivatives, so-calledlinear hybrid automata(LHA). Be-
cause any hybrid system can be approximated arbitrarily close by a LHA, this
makes any hybrid system accessible to compositional reasoning by using such
an overapproximation.

• We implement algorithms for checking simulation and assume/guarantee rea-
soning in PHAVer, a verification tool for linear hybrid automata that is publicly
available [Fre05].
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1.1 Context

Simulation relations, introduced by Milner [Mil71], are readily applied in a composi-
tional analysis [GL91], an approach that only recently has seen an increased interest
in the area of hybrid systems [HQRT02, TP02, TPL02]. Both the system and its spec-
ification are given in the form of a hybrid automaton, i.e., a state-transition system in
which the dynamics of the continuous variables depend on which node, orlocation,
the system is in. Hybrid automata can be interpreted semantically as infinite labeled
transition systems (LTSs) with a structure imposed by the separation between continu-
ously changing variables and discrete changes in their dynamics. This interpretation is
called atimed transition system. Simulation for hybrid systems can be defined based
on these TTS-semantics, as proposed by Henzinger in [Hen96], and preserve safety
properties. Continuous variables in the system and the specification are related by
an equivalence relation that is imposed on the simulation relation as an upper bound.
So far not further explored in literature, this approach turns out to be cumbersome in
practise, and the structural separation between locationsand variables is lost. Lynch
et al. use in their framework of Hybrid Input/Output Automata a definition of simula-
tion based on trajectories [LSV03]. While this approach is inherently compositional,
it does not easily admit a finitary representation and therefore is not immediately open
to practical applications.

A framework for compositional reasoning based on simulation relations for dis-
crete systems was proposed by Grumberg and Long [GL91]. We adopt this framework,
and extend it with our notion of simulation over arbitrary alphabets. A special form of
compositional reasoning is assume/guarantee-reasoning (A/G-reasoning). It combines
the system and its specification during the analysis in two distinct forms, circular and
non-circular. In a chain argument over the entire system, referred to asnon-circular
assume-guarantee reasoning, each subsystem is conform with the specification under
the assumptions that are already established as true, and guarantees in turn a behavior
that is used as an assumption for the analysis of the next subsystem. The core ofcircu-
lar assume-guaranteeis to allow a circular dependency between the assumptions and
the guarantees. If such a circularity exists, addition reasoning is required to guarantee
soundness of the conclusion.

A/G-reasoning was pioneered by Jones [Jon81], and Misra andChandy [MC81].
While the soundness of non-circular A/G-reasoning directlyfollows from composi-
tionality, the circular version requires further scrutinyof the system. Henzinger et
al. showed in [HQRT02] that A/G-reasoning is sound for receptive discrete systems.
Extensions of A/G-reasoning to hybrid systems proposed in literature have not been
based on simulation, but also depend on receptiveness, see [AH97, HQR98, HMP01].

So far there exists no tool support for either checking simulation or assume/gua-
rantee-reasoning of hybrid systems. The tool most related to PHAVer is HyTech
[HHWT97], a tool for checking reachability of linear hybrid automata. While pow-
erful in its functionality, its infinite precision arithmetic is limited to a small number
of digits, and therefore quickly leads to overflow problems that severely limit its ap-
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plicability. CheckMate [CK03], a prominent verification toolfor non-linear hybrid
automata based on Matlab/Simulink supports non-determinism only in the set of ini-
tial states. Its floating point arithmetic is, strictly speaking, not sound, and does not
support open sets, which can lead to problems, e.g., when modeling if–else structures.
The tool d/dt performs a reachability analysis of piecewiselinear and nonlinear hybrid
systems by overapproximating sets of states with a rectangularized representation. It
is algorithmically sound but restricted by a termination condition that depends on an
under-approximation of the reachable states, and also prone to the flaws of finite pre-
cision arithmetic.

1.2 Overview

This thesis is divided into three parts: In Part I we present simulation and compo-
sitional reasoning for labeled transition systems, thus providing the foundation for
the subsequent extension to hybrid systems. In Part II theseresults are extend in a
straightforward manner to hybrid systems whose componentsdo not share continuous
variables. In Part III, we use a modified semantics calledhybrid labeled transition
systemsthat enable us to handle hybrid systems with shared variables. We also present
our verification tool PHAVER. In each of the parts, we define simulation and present
compositional and assume/guarantee reasoning for the respective class of systems. An
overview on related work can be found at the end of each chapter. We proceed with an
outline of each of the parts.

We begin in Chapter 2 with recalling labeled transition systems, and discuss how
they can be used to model systems with variables and their directed interaction in
a sender/receiver fashion. In Chapter 3, the classic conceptof simulation relations,
which only compares LTS of the same alphabet, is extended toΣ-simulation, which
covers arbitrary alphabets. We use chaos automata to obtainbasic theorems of compo-
sitional reasoning and relate classic simulation withΣ-simulation. We present compo-
sitional reasoning in three major rules: compositionality, decomposition of the specifi-
cation, which in this form is novel as far as we know, and non-circular assume/guaran-
tee-reasoning. In Chapter 4 we present our novel proof rule for circular assume/guaran-
tee reasoning, and show two ways to implement such a proof in practise: by trimming
bad states separately from each simulation relation, and bytrimming bad states based
on a composite list of potentially bad states. The presentation of the rules is divided
up for simulation andΣ-simulation since they take on slightly different forms, with
Σ-simulation being the more compact one.

In Part II we extend the compositional framework of Part I to hybrid systems that
do not share any variables. In Chapter 5 we introduce the basics of hybrid automata
and their labeled transition system semantics. We give a summary of well-established
efficiency improvements of the reachability analysis, since they are equally relevant to
computing simulation relations and the set of reachable states can be used to initialize
simulation relations before the fixed-point computation. In Chapter 6 we define simu-
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lation for hybrid systems based on their TTS-semantics. Equivalence relations are used
to describe the relation of variables in the system and the specification, e.g., to express
which variables refer to the same physical property and which are unrelated. We show
that this definition is compositional as long as the hybrid automata do not share any
variables. The compositional framework of Part I is appliedto hybrid systems, and we
provide criteria for the equivalence relations under whichthe compositional rules hold.
We describe how simulation relations can be computed inRn and summarize methods
to improve the efficiency. The extension of the assume/guarantee-reasoning, given in
Chapter 7, is straightforward under the premise that there are no shared variables, and
only differs with those from Part I by giving upper bounds on the equivalence relations
that are admissible.

In order to deal with shared variables, Part III introduces aslightly different for-
malism for hybrid systems. In Chapter 8 we present a class of hybrid input/output
automata (HIOA), which are hybrid automata with dedicated input- and controlled
variables, of which only a subset of output variables is available to other automata. We
propose an extended version of labeled transition systems,which inherit the separa-
tion of variable valuation and locations from hybrid automata. They have an environ-
ment action that receives special treatment in parallel composition, which allows us the
definition of TTS-semantics of HIOA that preserve the invariants. Chapter 9 defines
simulation for HIOA, and discusses the differences betweensimulation based on tra-
jectories and simulation based on TTS-semantics. The equivalence between variables
in the system and the specification is imposed by demanding that input and output
variables are considered identical in both, while state variables that are not outputs are
not related. Compositional reasoning is shown to be possibleby applying the TTS-
semantics to the subsystems, and, essentially, analyzing the behavior of the composed
TTSs. For general case this amounts to abstracting from the continuous interaction,
while discrete changes of the variables are taken into account. We show the that there is
no overapproximation, and therefore full compositionality, when hybrid systems have
either unrestricted inputs, or convex invariants and piecewise constant bounds on the
derivatives, i.e., LHA. In Chapter 10, we adapt our assume-guarantee-rule to HIOA.
However, we suffer the same abstraction of the continuous interaction as in the rest
of the compositional framework, so that the rule is mainly useful for hybrid systems
with unrestricted inputs and LHA. In the final chapter of PartIII, we present our tool
PHAVer, which we used successfully to verify reachability problems of hybrid systems
with linear and affine dynamics. We illustrate the algorithms for on-the-fly approxi-
mation of affine dynamics, and for managing complexity by limiting the number of
bits and constraints in polyhedral computations. We also implemented the algorithms
for checking simulation and assume/guarantee reasoning presented in this thesis, and
illustrate them with some examples.

Conclusions from each of the parts are collected in Chapter 12.The appendix
contains an overview of the input language to PHAVer, a summary of this thesis in
Dutch, a summary in German, and a curriculum vitae.
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Discrete Systems





Introduction

In Part I we revise and extend a framework for compositional reasoning to labeled
transition systems. We will build on this framework in the subsequent parts, where it is
applied to hybrid systems. The merit of treating discrete systems before moving on to
hybrid systems lies in the clarity and conciseness of definitions and proofs, the hybrid
extension of which can be cumbersome at times. We have tried to keep definitions and
proofs consistent in their structure throughout the thesis, and hope this part may serve
as an introduction as well as a reference for the hybrid context.

One of the most fundamental concepts for modelling systems is the state-transition
paradigm. In the context of systems theory, astateis a configuration of the system
such that, given all future inputs, the entire future of the system is determined. In
the presence of non-determinism, the state provides knowledge about the set of the
possible future behavior. Thebehaviorof a system is reflected in changes of its state
called transitions. A transition is a directed edge that connects a state to another if
the system can change to that state. The combination of states and transitions is a
directed graph called astate-transition system. A state change can be associated with
a qualifier, e.g., time elapse. To capture this, a label is attributed to each transition,
which leads to the general model paradigm oflabeled transition systems.

In the context of modeling and analysis, labeled transitionsystems fall into two
main categories:finite and infinite systems, depending on whether the set of states,
transitions or labels is finite or not. This distinction is made since algorithms based
on explicit enumeration of states terminate for finite systems, while infinite systems
require symbolic algorithms, i.e., algorithms that operate on sets of states. From this
point of view, a hybrid system is simply an infinite labeled transition system with a
special structure: by introducing real-valued variables the infinitely many states and
transitions can be represented by a finite labeled graph, in which the nodes and arcs
describe entire sets of states and transitions. This is somewhat analogous to the way
a differential equation is a finite representation of a possibly infinite set of functions.
With such an interpretation, many properties and results for labeled transition systems
can be applied to hybrid automata, which is why we introduce the central concepts
for labeled transition systems before proceeding with their extension and adaptation to
hybrid systems in Parts II and III.

Most systems are naturally subdivided into components thatare distinct in their
physical or functional manifestations, in the following called modulesor subsystems.
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A divide-and-conquer approach models those parts and combines the separate analy-
ses of the parts to provide some implication about the properties of the entire system.
This is referred to ascompositional reasoning. The interaction of modules can be cap-
tured in with discrete events, or transitions, and with variables that are shared between
systems, and which can enable or disable transitions. In practical applications, this
interaction is often considered to be directional, i.e., some modules govern certain be-
havior, while others merely react to it. One way to deal with directional interaction and
shared variables is to define a powerful, but consequently complex modeling formalism
that explicitly takes those phenomena into account, e.g., I/O automata [LT87, Lyn96]
or C/E systems [SK91]. In contrast, in Parts I and II we use a simple formalism and
discuss how directional interaction and shared variables can be modeled consistently
within this framework. While this limits the expressivenessof our models, it allows
us to apply compositional reasoning in a simple and straightforward manner, as will
be shown in Chapter 3. The interaction of shared continuous variables limits the ways
in which a compositional analysis can be performed. Such a formalism will be the
subject of Part III. Our conclusions for Part I can be found inSect. 12.1, pp. 168.



Chapter 2

Modeling with Labeled Transition
Systems

In the following section we summarize some basic mathematical concepts and nota-
tion. We introduce labeled transition systems, their semantics and their interaction
through parallel composition in Sect. 2.2. The modeling of directional interaction
with is synchronization labels discussed in Sect. 2.3, and Sect. 2.4 describes models
of shared variables with dedicated read- and write-access.Section 2.5 summarizes
related work for this chapter.

2.1 Preliminaries

The following definitions summarize some fundamental mathematical conventions on
relations, which will be extensively used in throughout thesubsequent chapters.

Definition 2.1 (Binary Relation). A binary relation over sets X and Y is an ordered
triple R= (X,Y,G(R)), with a graph G(R) ⊆ X ×Y of the relation R. Usually, R is
identified with G(R). If elements x∈ X and y∈Y are in the relation, this is denoted as
(x,y) ∈ R, R(x,y) or xRy. A binary relation over X×X is simply called a relation over
X. It can be:

• reflexive: xRx

• symmetric: xRz⇒ zRx

• antisymmetric: xRz∧zRx⇒ x = z

• transitive: xRy∧yRz⇒ xRz.

To shorten a frequently used notation for a given setX′ ⊆ X, we writeR(X′) for
the setR(X′) = {y|∃x∈ X′ : (x,y) ∈ R}.

Definition 2.2 (Preorder). A preorder is a relation that is reflexive and transitive.
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Definition 2.3 (Precongruence). A binary relation� is aprecongruencewith respect
to an n-ary operator f(x1, . . . ,xn) if it is invariant under f :

xRy⇒ f (x,x2, . . . ,xn)R f(y,x2, . . . ,xn)

Definition 2.4 (Partial Order). A partial order is a relation that is reflexive, antisym-
metric and transitive.

A partial order can be constructed from a preorder� by defining an equivalence
relation≈ overX ×X such thatx ≈ y⇔ (x � y∧ y� x). The relation implied by�
over the quotient setX/ ≈ (the set of all equivalence classes defined by≈) then forms
a partial order.

Definition 2.5 (Equivalence Relation). An equivalence relationis a relation that is
reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

2.2 Labeled Transition Systems

A labeled transition system is a directed graph with labelededges. In addition to states
and transitions, a set of labels calledalphabetis associated with the system. All labels
on transitions must be from that alphabet. The following definition also includes a
dedicated set of initial states, from which all behavior of the system originates:

Definition 2.6 (Labeled Transition System). [Kel76] A labeled transition system (LTS)
is a quadruple P= (SP,ΣP,→,P0) with

• a set SP of states,

• a set of synchronization labelsΣP calledalphabet,

• a transition relation →⊆ SP×ΣP×SP and

• a set ofinitial states P0 ⊆ SP.1

The semantics of a labeled transition system is captured by the concept of arun. A
run is considered a behavior of the system only if it begins inone of the initial states,
in which case it is called anexecutionof the system:

Definition 2.7 (Run, Execution,Reachability). A run of a labeled transition system P
is a finite or infinite sequence of states and labels

σ = p0
α0→ p1

α1→ p2
α2→ . . .

such that for each pair of states pi, pi+1, i ≥ 0 there exists a transition pi
αi→ pi+1. It is

an executionof P if p0 ∈ P0. A state p is calledreachableif there exists an execution
with p= pi for some i≥ 0.

1We allow an empty set of initial states to be consistent with hybrid automata. We use labeled
transition systems to define the semantics of hybrid automata. Since hybrid automata can have an
empty set of initial states, see Def. 5.2, labeled transition systems should, too.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of a labeled transition system

Reachability can be used to specify many safety properties ofinterest, and is im-
plemented in most verification tools for hybrid systems.

Example 2.1.Figure 2.1 shows a graphical representation of a LTS P, where

• SP = {p0, p1, p2, p3, p4},

• ΣP = {a,b,c},

• →= {(p0,a, p1),(p0,a, p2),(p1,a, p3),(p2,b, p3),(p2,c, p3),(p4,b, p3)}, and

• P0 = {p0}.

The states are represented by edges, and the transitions by vertices in the graph. The
initial state is marked with an arrow. The executions of P are

p0
a→ p1

a→ p3,

p0
a→ p2

b→ p3, and
p0

a→ p2
c→ p3.

The states p0, p1, p2, and p3 are reachable, while p4 is not.

The analysis of a system is greatly simplified if its behavioris deterministic, i.e.,
uniquely defined. We differentiate between the deterministic future of a single state,
and call it successor-determinism, and the deterministic future of the automaton, for
which we require that there be only one initial state.2

Definition 2.8 (Determinism). A labeled transition system P issuccessor-determini-
stic if in each state the label determines uniquely the successorstate, i.e., for allα ∈ Σ,
p, p′1, p′2 ∈ ΣP holds:

(p
α→ p′1∧ p

α→ p′2) ⇒ (p′1 = p′2)

It is deterministic if it is successor-deterministic and has only one initial state.

2One could generalize to the case where there is a set of initial states, but all outgoing transitions
lead to the same target state, which in turn would guarantee adeterministic future. However, this seems
to have no advantage.
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Labeled transition systems interact by synchronizing on transitions with a common
label. Transitions with labels that are not in the alphabet of the other system take
place independently. Theparallel compositionoperator merges two labeled transition
systems to a single new one, whose states consist of a pair of states of the original
systems.

Definition 2.9 (Parallel Composition). [Kel76] Consider labeled transition systems
P = (SP,ΣP,→P,P0) and Q= (SQ,ΣQ,→Q,Q0). Theparallel composition P||Q is a
labeled transition system C= (SC,ΣC,→C,C0) where SC = SP×SQ, ΣC = ΣP∪ΣQ,
C0 = P0×Q0 and the transition relation is given by the rules:

(i)
α ∈ ΣP∩ΣQ∧ p

α→P p′∧q
α→Q q′

(p,q)
α→C (p′,q′)

(ii)
α ∈ ΣP\ΣQ∧ p

α→P p′

(p,q)
α→C (p′,q)

(iii )
α ∈ ΣQ\ΣP∧q

α→Q q′

(p,q)
α→C (p,q′)

A labeled transition system can be represented graphicallyas a labeled graph. The
following example includes figures in which the states are represented by rounded
boxes, labeled with a name, and the transitions are arrows between the boxes, anno-
tated with the transition label. In cases where drawing a transition arrow to its target
state is impractical, we simply write the name of the state location at the tip of the
arrow. Initial states are marked by a small incoming arrow with no source state.

2.3 Modeling Directional Interaction

The simultaneous triggering of state changes in several components takes place by
synchronizing transitions that have a common label. The next two sections deal with
basic aspects of such models and presents ways to model directional interaction and
shared variables in a manner that will allow the use of the compositional methods in
the subsequent chapters. While some modeling requirements seem complicated and
work-intensive, e.g., introducing a new label for each sender and copying transitions,
they are easily implemented as part of a graphical editor or analysis tool and in practise
do not overly increase the complexity of the analysis.3

When modelling physical systems, a causal relationship is usually associated with
signals. In the strict sense, causality is associated with aprecedence in time. But more
importantly, while some parts of the system act independently, others wait and act
according to signals. For example, a controller signals a valve to open and proceeds

3Such an increase was witnessed in the translation from directional interaction in C/E systems to the
synchronization labels of linear hybrid automata [Kow96, KEPS99]. However, that translation involved
adding states as well as transitions, while the translationproposed in Sect. 2.3 only adds transitions.
Experimental results indicate that the analysis is more sensitive to the number of states.
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with its operation whether the valve opens or not. In the abstract setting of automata,
this is captured by the notion that the sender of a signal behaves independently of
the reception. A receiver can wait for the signal and change its state accordingly, or
simply do nothing. The deciding factor is that the receiver cannot block the sender in
its transition. We define non-blocking as follows:

Definition 2.10 (Non-Blocking). A labeled transition system P with alphabetΣP is
non-blocking 4 on a labelα if eitherα /∈ ΣP or for all states p there exists an outgoing
transition with labelα:

∀p : ∃p′ : p
α−→ p′. (2.1)

Consider a system consisting of multiple automata. With Def.2.10, an automaton
is areceiverof a labelα if it is non-blocking onα. Conversely, it is asenderof α if all
other automata withα in their alphabet are receivers ofα. Note that a an automaton
can be a receiver as well as a sender, or neither.

While being a receiver is a local property of an automaton, it depends on the entire
system whether an automaton is a sender of a label. Any automaton of the system
could block the label and therefore lead the sender to a dead-lock. This can quite easily
lead to modelling errors. They can be avoided by introducingdedicated semantics for
sending and receiving labels. A consistency check can then verify that all automata
observe the sending and receiving directives. An alternative consists of automatically
forcing non-blocking for all receivers by augmenting theirtransition relations:

Definition 2.11 (Forced Non-Blocking). Theforced non-blocking transition relation
of a labeled transition system P is given by

→′ = → ∪ { (p,α, p) | ∄p′ : p
α→ p′ } (2.2)

Forced non-blocking can easily be implemented by a preprocessing stage in ana-
lysis tools. On top of helping to avoid modeling errors, it relieves models of cluttering
self-loops and can greatly enhance their readability. The following propositions de-
scribe how non-blocking behaves under composition:

Proposition 2.12. If Q is non-blocking onΣ ⊆ ΣP, then a transition with labelΣ takes
place in P||Q if and only if it takes place in P, i.e., for allα ∈ Σ,(p,q) ∈ SP×SQ, p′ ∈
SP:

(∃q′ : (p,q)
α→ (p′,q′)) ⇔ p

α→ p′. (2.3)

Proof. (Sufficient) Assume that there exists aq′ such that the transition(p,q)
α→

(p′,q′) exists. Sinceα ∈ ΣP it holds with Def. 2.9 of parallel composition, that either
(i) α /∈ ΣQ andp

α→ p′, or (ii) α ∈ ΣQ andp
α→ p′ as well asq

α→ q′, which proves the

4In an input/output setting, non-blocking is also referred to as input-enabledness.
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sufficient implication. (Necessary) Assume that there is a transitionp
α→ p′. SinceQ

is non-blocking inα, Def. 2.10 yields that there exists aq′ with q
α→ q′. With Def. 2.9

of parallel composition, this implies a transition(p,q)
α→ (p′,q′), which concludes the

proof.

Proposition 2.13. For labeled transition systems P and Q, P||Q is non-blocking onα
if and only if P and Q are non-blocking forα.

Proof. There are four cases to be considered:

(i) α /∈ ΣP∪ΣQ: By Def. 2.9 of parallel composition,α /∈ ΣP||Q, and triviallyP||Q,
P andQ are non-blocking forα.

(ii) α ∈ ΣP\ΣQ: By definition,Q is non-blocking onα. Assume thatP||Q is non-

blocking onα, so that for any(p,q) there exist(p′,q′) with a transition(p,q)
α→

(p′,q′). By Def. 2.9 of parallel composition,α /∈ ΣQ implies a transitionp
α→

p′ in P. Since this is the case for allp, P is non-blocking, which proves the
sufficient implication.

Assume thatP is non-blocking onα. Then for anyp there existsp′ and a tran-
sition p

α→ p′, and withα /∈ ΣQ, Def. 2.9 of parallel composition implies a tran-

sition (p,q)
α→ (p′,q). ThereforeP||Q is non-blocking onα.

(iii) α ∈ ΣQ\ΣP: The argument is symmetric to (ii).

(iv) Otherwiseα ∈ ΣP ∩ ΣQ: Assume thatP||Q is non-blocking onα, so that for

any (p,q) there exist(p′,q′) with a transition(p,q)
α→ (p′,q′). Definition 2.9

of parallel composition implies transitionsp
α→ p′, q

α→ q′ in P andQ. Since
this is the case for allp andq, bothP andQ are non-blocking, which proves the
sufficient implication.

Assume thatP andQ are non-blocking onα. Then for any(p,q) there exist
(p′,q′) and transitionsp

α→ p′, q
α→ q′. Definition 2.9 of parallel composition

implies a transition(p,q)
α→ (p′,q), so thatP||Q is non-blocking onα.

It follows immediately from Prop. 2.13 that blocking is invariant under composi-
tion. We do not restrict the requirement of non-blocking to states that are reachable
from the initial state because instead the model can easily be adapted accordingly.

In cases where multiple automataPi are senders of a labelα, the only solution is
to rename the labelα to αi in Pi and in the receivers insert for each transition with
labelα a copy that has the labelαi . Multiple receivers do not interfere with each other.
According to Prop. 2.13, their composition is still a receiver, and with Prop. 2.12 a
transition in the composition corresponds to a transition in both of the receivers.
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2.4 Modeling Shared Variables

Many technical systems include quantities, switches or other memory of some form
that could be modeled quite conveniently using variables. Each value of a variable
corresponds to a state and the formalism of labeled transition systems would be eas-
ily extended to include variables in the form of a state vector or otherwise. However,
shared variables in hybrid automata require a special treatment in compositional ana-
lysis, as will be discussed in Part III. For the formalism presented in this thesis, it
is therefore advantageous to model such shared variables with synchronization labels
where possible.

Every variable that takes only finitely many values can be modelled using syn-
chronization labels. The difference between shared variables and a model using solely
synchronization labels lies in the fact that the labeled model includes an explicit rep-
resentation of the possible changes in the variable. With synchronization labels, au-
tomata can only block transitions, i.e., prevent a variablefrom taking values that it
would be able to take without the interference. Therefore the set of values of a variable
under the influence of an automaton is a subset of the values itwould take without it,
so that safety properties are preserved. This is formally captured by compositionality
as it will be defined in Sect. 3.1. On the other hand, in a model with shared variables
an automaton could set the variable to a new value that otherwise might never occur,
and thus change safety properties.

In order to properly model read- and write-access of variables, a sender/receiver
semantics as introduced in Sect. 2.3 should be applied. Write-access corresponds to a
sender semantics, while the automaton that models the variable is the receiver. In other
words, each automaton accessing the variable should have its own set of labels for that
purpose, and the variable model should be non-blocking on those labels. Read-access
is characterized by two conditions: The variable should notchange its state through
read-access, and in each state of the variable there should be at least one transition with
a read-access label. That way an accessing automaton is not deadlocked if it offers all
possible read-access labels. Formally, the model of a shared variable can be described
as follows:

Definition 2.14(Shared Variable Model). A shared variable modelin a labeled tran-
sition system P is defined by M= (P,ΣR,ΣW) where

• read-accesslabelsα ∈ ΣR do not change the state and for all states there exists
at least one outgoing read-label, i.e. for all p∈ SP:

– there existsα ∈ ΣR: p
α→ p and

– for all α ∈ ΣR: p
α→ p′ ⇒ p′ = p,

• write-accesslabelsα ∈ΣW are non-blocking and cause at least one state change,
i.e., for all α ∈ ΣW there exist p, p′ ∈ SP with p

α→ p′∧ p′ 6= p.
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Figure 2.2: A boolean variableb modeled with synchronization labels for read-access
by P and read/write-access byQ

We also say that P is a shared variable model over(ΣR,ΣW). The set ofread-statesSR

andwrite-statesSW of the variable is the subset of SP for which there exist incoming
transitions with labels inΣR∪ΣW:

SR = {p′ |∃α ∈ ΣR, p : p
α→ p′},SW = {p′|∃α ∈ ΣW, p : p

α→ p′}. (2.4)

The shared variable model is calledwrite-deterministic if each write-access label
leads to a dedicated state, i.e., for allα ∈ ΣW there exists a p′α ∈ SP such that for all
p∈ SP holds that

p
α→ p′′ ⇔ p′′ = p′α . (2.5)

Note thatΣR andΣW are disjunct by definition. IfSR 6= /0 thenSR = SP. The following
example shall illustrate the concept of a shared variable model with read- and write-
access:

Example 2.2. Figure 2.2 shows the model of a boolean variable for access by two
automata P and Q, P with read-access and Q with read/write-access. Synchroniza-
tion labels b_is_0k and b_is_1k, k∈ {P,Q}, represent read-access, and b_to_0Q and
b_to_1Q the write-access by Q. Initially, the value of the variable isundetermined
so that both states are initial states. Still, the model is write-deterministic according
to Def. 2.14 because after write-access, the state of the variable is determined by the
write-access labels.

It is easy to see from this definition that several modules interfere in reading and
writing to variables unless they are nonblocking in a convenient manner. To avoid mod-
elling errors, it is therefore advisable to introduce for each pair of variable of model
and accessing module a separate set of labels. The gain from using explicit models of
variables is that all automata can freely be abstracted, minimized and analyzed with
the methods discussed in the following chapters.

2.5 Related Work

For an overview of discrete event models and their application, refer to [VK88]. An
educational tool called LTSA [MK01] is available from Jeff Magee. It accompanies
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his book on concurrency [MK99] and provides a graphical userinterface for mod-
elling and analyzing both safety (reachability) and liveness (progress) properties of
labeled transition systems. A model for shared variables using discrete I/O-automata
is given by Lynch in [Lyn96]. There, the set of shared variables is modeled by a single
monolithic I/O-automaton to ensure consistency.





Chapter 3

Simulation Relations for Labeled
Transition Systems

Simulation relationswere introduced by Milner in 1971 for the purpose of comparing
programs [Mil71]. They define a preorder� such thatP � Q for automataP andQ
if every behavior ofP finds a match inQ. In such a comparison,P could be, e.g.,
an implementation andQ a specification, orP a refined andQ a more abstract model.
Simulation relations are known to preserve safety properties, e.g., ACTL* formulas
[CGP99], and provide a sufficient condition for language inclusion. Classically, simu-
lation relates two systems with identical alphabets. We present a new extension, called
Σ-simulation, to compare automata with arbitrary alphabets. Our definition contains
conventional simulation as a special case whenP andQ have the same alphabet, and
we can show that it is the largest compositional extension ofclassic simulation. In
1991, Grumberg and Long presented a framework for compositional reasoning based
on a precongruence for Kripke structures [GL91], and a version based on simulation
relations can be found in [CGP99].We apply this approach to labeled transition sys-
tems andΣ-simulation. ForΣ-simulation, any chaos automaton functions as an identity
element with respect to parallel composition, which allowsus to derive the proposi-
tion P||Q � P, which is fundamental to compositional reasoning, insteadof giving a
constructive proof as in [GL91]. The structure of the proofsis shown in Fig. 3.1. Five
fundamental properties of simulation, shown as rectangular boxes in Fig. 3.1, are es-
tablished by constructing witnessing simulation relations. Their algebraic combination
lets us establishP||Q� P and three central theorems for compositional reasoning:

• compositionality,

• decomposition of specification, and

• non-circular assume-guarantee reasoning.

This chapter establishes the first two rules. Non-circular assume-guarantee reasoning
is left to the next chapter, where we will also deal with circularity.
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P�Chaos(P)

3.13

P∼= P||Chaos(Σ)

3.14

Precongruence

3.11

P� P||P

3.19

Commutativity

3.4

P||Q� Q

3.18

Decomp. of Spec.
P� Q1∧
P� Q2

⇔ P� Q1||Q2

Compositionality
P1 � Q1∧
P2 � Q2

⇒ P1||P2 � Q1||Q2

Non-circular A/G
P1 � Q1∧

Q1||P2 � Q2
⇒ P1||P2 � Q1||Q2

Figure 3.1: Structure of compositional reasoning framework

In the next section, we recall classic simulation, and show that for a preorder com-
positionality is equivalent to being precongruence, i.e.,invariance under composition.
Simulation is extended in Sect. 3.2 to accommodate arbitrary alphabets in what we call
Σ-simulation. We show that it is compositional, and furthermore the largest compo-
sitional extension of simulation to arbitrary alphabets. We derive the building blocks
of compositional reasoning and propose a theorem for the decomposition of the spec-
ification. In Sect. 3.3 give a brief summary on computationalaspects of simulation
relations and outline basic algorithms. We conclude the chapter with Sect. 3.4, where
we give an overview of related work.

3.1 Simulation

Simulation relations are widely used to show abstraction and refinement between mod-
els and specifications. They preserve the branching structure of systems and provide
a sufficient condition for language inclusion that can be established with lower com-
plexity. Also, their precongruence properties are ideallysuited for compositional rea-
soning. Intuitively, a simulation relation relates two states in the following way: A
stateq simulates a statep if, starting from stateq, the same, or more, things can hap-
pen as when starting from statep. The reader is referred to [CGP99] for a detailed
introduction to simulation. In the following, letP andQ be labeled transition sys-
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temsP = (SP,ΣP,→,P0) andQ = (SQ,ΣQ,→,Q0). We formally define simulation for
labeled transition systems following the classic definition by Milner:

Definition 3.1 (Simulation). [Mil71] For any P and Q withΣP = ΣQ, a relation R⊆
SP×SQ is asimulation relation if and only if for all(p,q)∈ R,α ∈ ΣP, p′ ∈ SP holds:

p
α→ p′ ⇒ ∃q′ ∈ SQ : (q

α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈ R)

A state qsimulatesa state p if there exists a simulation relation R with(p,q) ∈ R,
written as p� q. Q simulatesP, denoted as P� Q, if for every state p0 ∈ P0 there
exists a state q0 ∈ Q0 such that p0 � q0, i.e., if for any simulation relation R holds
P0 ⊆ R−1(Q0). The relation R is then called awitnessfor P� Q.

A well known, and most fundamental, property of simulation is that it is apreorder,
i.e., reflexive and transitive [CGP99]. It can therefore be used to define equivalence
by mutual simulation. There are two kinds:Similarity of LTS P,Q requires that both
simulate each other, therefore is the natural equivalence for simulation and preserves
the same class of properties.Bisimulationon the other hand requires that the same
relation witnesses both directions, and so imposes a state-by-state equivalence. It is
the most finely grained notion of equivalence commonly used,and preserves allCTL∗

properties [CGP99]. Formally, the definitions are as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Similarity, Bisimulation). [CGP99]Given LTS P,Q, we say that P and
Q aresimilar , written as P≃Q, if and only if P�Q and Q�P. A relation R⊆SP×SQ

is a bisimulation relation if and only if R witnesses P� Q and R−1 witnesses Q� P.
P and Q arebisimilar , written as P∼= Q, if and only if there exists such a relation.

Note that for similarity, the simulation relation witnessing P � Q can be entirely
different from the one witnessingQ � P. Simulation is a necessary condition for
similarity, and similarity is necessary for bisimulation1:

Proposition 3.3. [Par81]For all P, Q, P∼= Q⇒ P≃ Q ⇒ P� Q.

Note that if there exist simulation relationsRP�Q for P�≈ Q andRQ�P for Q�≈ P,
it is a sufficient condition for bisimulation thatRP�Q = R−1

Q�P, but not a necessary one.
The following classic example, which can be found, e.g., in [CGP99, p.173], illustrates
the difference between similarity and bisimulation:

Example 3.1. To illustrate the difference between similarity and bisimulation, con-
sider the labeled transition systems P and Q in Fig. 3.2. Simulation relations for
P� Q and Q� P exist, see Table 3.1, and therefore P≃ Q. There exists no bisimula-
tion relation between P and Q because location1 in P has no bisimilar location in Q,
so P≇ Q.

A rather practical property of parallel composition is its commutativity down to
structural isomorphism [GL91]:

1A unified hierarchy for equivalences of concurrent systems has been established by van Glabbeek
[Gla90]. See [HS96] for a survey of behavioral equivalencesand [SIRS96] for a survey of their com-
plexity.
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Figure 3.2: Similar, yet not bisimilar, labeled transitionsystems

Table 3.1: Simulation relations for Ex. 3.1

(a) RP�Q

P\Q q0 q1 q2

p0 • – –
p1 – • –
p2 – • –
p3 • • •

(b) RQ�P

Q\P p0 p1 p2 p3

q0 • – – –
q1 – – • –
q2 • • • •

Proposition 3.4. For any P,Q holds P||Q∼= Q||P.

Proof. Let R= {(p,q) | (q, p) ∈ SQ||P}. It directly follows from the definition of par-

allel composition that any transition(p,q)
α−→P||Q (p′,q′) entails a corresponding tran-

sition (q, p)
α−→Q||P (q′, p′) with ((p′,q′),(q′, p′)) ∈ R. Since every initial state(p0,q0)

of P||Q has a match(q0, p0) in the initial states ofQ||P, and((p0,q0),(q0, p0)) ∈ R, R
is a witness forP||Q∼= Q||P.

With Prop. 3.3 it is straightforward that the commutativityextends to bisimulation,
similarity and simulation:

Corollary 3.5. With Props. 3.4 and 3.3 holds P||Q≃ Q||P and P||Q� Q||P.

Most systems of practical interest can be divided into a set of subsystems, e.g.,
by physical aspects or function. A compositional approach to modeling and analysis
of such a system is based only on the descriptions of subsystems, without further in-
formation about the composed system, a concept that was firstformalized by Gottlob
Frege in 1923 [Fre23]. In the context of automata and simulation, compositionality is
captured by the following definition (for related work see Sect. 3.4):

Definition 3.6 (Compositionality). [SS01, AGLS01]A relation∼ between automata
is compositional if P1 ∼ Q1 and P2 ∼ Q2 implies P1||P2 ∼ Q1||Q2.
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For practical purposes it is reasonable to require the composition operator to be
commutative and associative. The following proposition relates compositionality to
invariance under composition2. It motivates the requirements for a compositional
simulation relation in the next section:

Proposition 3.7. For a commutative composition operator||, a preorder∼ is compo-
sitional if and only if it isinvariant under composition, i.e., if

P1 ∼ Q1 ⇒ P1||P2 ∼ Q1||P2. (3.1)

Proof. For the sufficient direction, assume that∼ is compositional. Since∼ is reflex-
ive,P2 ∼P2 holds. Using the definition of compositionality,P1 ∼Q1 andP2 ∼P2 imply
P1||P2 ∼ Q1||P2, and so∼ is invariant under composition. For the necessary direction,
assume that∼ is invariant under composition. ThenP1 ∼ Q1 impliesP1||P2 ∼ Q1||P2.
Also, P2 ∼ Q2 and commutativity of composition impliesQ1||P2 ∼ Q1||Q2, and by
transitivity P1||P2 ∼ Q1||Q2.

A preorder that is invariant under a composition operator iscalled aprecongruence
with respect to that operator. It is a well known fact that simulation is a precongru-
ence with respect to parallel composition, therefore readily applied in compositional
reasoning. We recall the formal statement:

Proposition 3.8. [CGP99]Simulation is a precongruence with respect to parallel com-
position over the set of labeled transition systems with identical alphabets.

We omit the proof because this is a well established result. Also, we will extend
simulation in Sect. 3.2, and the proof of the corresponding proposition on precongru-
ence in that section, Prop. 3.11, contains Prop. 3.8 as a special case.

3.2 Σ-Simulation

In the following, we extend the classic definition of simulation to compare systems
with arbitrary alphabets. Because we intend to use this extension for compositional
reasoning, Prop. 3.7 requires that it to be a precongruence,i.e., a preorder that is in-
variant under composition. If we simply apply classic simulation to automata with
differing alphabets, it is not preserved under parallel composition, as illustrated by the
following example:

Example 3.2. Consider the LTSs P1, Q1 and P2 shown in Fig. 3.3, with alphabets
ΣP1 = {a}, ΣQ1 = {a,b} and ΣP2 = {b}. Q1 is blocking on a label that is not in the
alphabet of P1, and so P1||P2 � Q1||P2 even though P1 � Q1 holds.

2Invariance under parallel composition is part of the compositional reasoning framework presented
in [GL91]. It is also required by Alur and Henzinger in [AH97]in their modular framework for hybrid
systems.
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Figure 3.3: Justification of non-blocking requirement

As a consequence of this deficiency of classic simulation, weimpose additional
restrictions. Consider simulation for LTSP,Q, i.e.,P� Q. For labelsα that are in the
alphabets of bothP andQ we retain Def. 3.1 of simulation, and call it condition (i).
The remaining cases, in which the label is not in both alphabets, are:

(ii) α ∈ ΣQ\ΣP: As illustrated by Ex. 3.2,Q should be non-blocking on all labels
that are not inΣP. This is necessary, amongst other reasons, to preserve non-
blocking, since if a labelα is not inΣP, P is non-blocking onα by definition3.

(iii) α ∈ ΣP\ΣQ: Labels that are not inΣQ are allowed as long as the transitions don’t
lead to violating states. Therefore the target states of such transitions must be
inside the relation.

As far as we know, this extension is novel, and we call itΣ-simulation. The conditions
are motivated formally at the end of Sect. 3.2.2 by showing that any relation that shall
imply simulation in a manner that is invariant under composition must be a subset of a
Σ-simulation.4 We defineΣ-simulation for an arbitrary alphabetΣ′, and write�Σ if Σ′

is the union of the alphabets on both sides of the inequality.5

Definition 3.9 (Σ-Simulation,Σ–Similarity, Σ-Bisimulation). Given an alphabetΣ′

and LTSs P, Q, a relation R⊆ SP×SQ is aΣ′-simulation relation if and only if for all
(p,q) ∈ R,α ∈ Σ′, p′ ∈ SP holds:

(i) α ∈ ΣP∩ΣQ and p
α→ p′ ⇒ ∃q′ ∈ SQ : (q

α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈ R)

3Strictly speaking, non-blocking is not required of all states inQ, but only of those in the witnessing
simulation relation. This is relevant ifQ is non-deterministic or has unreachable states.

4Jonsson defined in [Jon94] simulation forΣQ ⊆ ΣP, but without including any additional conditions.
As we show in Sect. 3.2.2, this is not invariant under composition and, consequently, not compositional.

5The case whereΣ′ ⊂ ΣP∪ΣQ is useful for dealing with uncontrollable and unobservabletransitions,
which are not used in this thesis.
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(ii) α ∈ ΣQ\ΣP and∃q′ ∈ SQ : (q
α→ q′∧ (p,q′) ∈ R)

(iii) α ∈ ΣP\ΣQ and p
α→ p′ ⇒ (p′,q) ∈ R.

A state qΣ′-simulatesa state p if there exists aΣ′-simulation relation R with(p,q)∈R,
written as p�Σ′ q. Q Σ′-simulatesP, denoted as P�Σ′ Q, if for every state p0 ∈ P0

there exists a state q0 ∈ Q0 such that p0 �Σ′ q0, i.e., if for anyΣ′-simulation relation R
holds P0 ⊆ R−1(Q0). The relation R is then called awitnessfor P�Σ′ Q. LetΣ = ΣP∪
ΣQ. Σ-similarity andΣ-bisimulation are extended from Def. 3.1 in the straightforward
manner, and denoted with≃Σ′, respectively∼=Σ′.

It follows directly from the definitions that simulation andΣ-simulation are identi-
cal if both sides of the inequalityP� Q have the same alphabet, so that simulation is
a special case ofΣ-simulation:

Proposition 3.10.For any P,Q with ΣP = ΣQ holds P� Q ⇔ P�Σ Q.

If it is clear from the context which notion of simulation is required, we will omit
the distinction between� and�Σ, and simply write�. With its three conditions,
Σ-simulation is more cumbersome than simulation for low level proofs, i.e., proofs
that involve the construction of a witnessing simulation relation. High-level proofs,
however, can be simpler and more flexible because of the ability to compare arbitrary
LTS, as will be evident in the following sections. Particularly interesting is the ability
to compose and decompose specifications, which will be shownin Sect. 3.2.2. Also,
specification models can be slightly smaller, since non-blocking labels do not have to
be modeled by self-loops. In Sect. 3.2.1 we will introduceChaos-LTS to close the gap
between simulation andΣ-simulation and show that they can be expressed in either
form. It remains to be shown that the goal of this section, to define simulation with
precongruence properties for arbitrary alphabets, was attained:

Proposition 3.11. With respect to parallel composition,Σ-Simulation is a precongru-
ence on the class of labeled transition systems.

Proof. The proof is carried out by constructing witnessing simulation relations. It is
similar to the corresponding proof for simulation given in [GL91], of which a didacti-
cally refined version can be found in [CGP99, p. 176,188].

Reflexivity:
R= {(p, p)} is a witness that� is reflexive, since only condition (i) applies andp

α→
p′ ⇒ (p

α→ p′∧ (p′, p′) ∈ R). It is easy to see thatP0 ⊆ R−1(P0), soR is a witness for
P�Σ P.

Transitivity:
Let R1 andR2 be witnesses forP �Σ Q andQ �Σ S respectively. We will show that
R= {(p,s)|∃q : (p,q) ∈ R1∧ (q,s) ∈ R2} is a witnessing simulation relation. Consider
p,q,swith (p,q) ∈ R1 and(q,s) ∈ R2.
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(i) Let α ∈ ΣP∩ΣS. ThenR is not a simulation relation ifp
α→ p′ and there exists

nos′ : s
α→ s′ with (p′,s′) ∈ R. It will be shown that this is never the case.

– If α ∈ ΣQ, then case (i) applies toR1 and there exists aq′ with (q
α→ q′∧

(p′,q′) ∈ R1). Sinceα ∈ ΣS, case (i) applies also forR2 ands′ exists with
(q′,s′) ∈ R2. With (p′,q′) ∈ R1 follows that(p′,s′) ∈ R.

– If α /∈ ΣQ, then case (iii) applies toR1 and therefore(p′,q) ∈ R1. For R2,
case (ii) applies and therefores′ exists with(q,s′)∈ R2. Again,(p′,s′)∈ R.

(ii) Let α ∈ ΣS\ΣP. It must be shown thats′ exists withs
α→ s′ and(p,s′) ∈ R.

– If α ∈ ΣQ, then case (ii) applies toR1 and there exists aq′ with (q
α→

q′ ∧ (p,q′) ∈ R1). Sinceα ∈ ΣS, case (i) applies toR2 ands′ exists with
s

α→ s′ and(q′,s′) ∈ R2. With (p,q′) ∈ R1 follows that(p,s′) ∈ R.

– If α /∈ ΣQ, then case (ii) applies toR2, ands′ exists withs
α→ s′ and(q,s′)∈

R2. Since(p,q) ∈ R1 it follows that(p,s′) ∈ R.

(iii) Let α ∈ ΣP\ΣS. It must be shown thatp
α→ p′ ⇒ (p′,s) ∈ R.

– If α ∈ ΣQ, then case (i) applies forR1 and there exists aq′ with (q
α→ q′∧

(p′,q′) ∈ R1). Sinceα /∈ ΣS, case (iii) applies also forR2 and(q′,s) ∈ R2.
With (p′,q′) ∈ R1 follows that(p′,s) ∈ R.

– If α /∈ ΣQ, then the only option is (iii) and therefore(p′,q) ∈ R1. In com-
bination with(q,s) ∈ R2 this implies(p′,s) ∈ R, as required.

By definition of simulation it holds thatP0 ⊆ R−1
1 (Q0) andQ0 ⊆ R−1

2 (S0). So for every
p0 ∈ P0 there is aq0 ∈ Q0 with (p0,q0) ∈ R1, also as0 ∈ S0 with (q0,s0) ∈ R2. With
(p0,s0) ∈ R it follows thatP0 ⊆ R−1(S0), and consequentlyR witnessesP�Σ S.

Invariance under Composition:
It must be shown that ifR0 is a simulation relation forP � Q, then there exists a
simulation relation forP||S�Σ Q||S. We will show thatR= {((p,s),(q,s))|(p,q) ∈
R0} is a witnessing simulation relation. Assume that(p,q) ∈ R0.

(i) α ∈ (ΣP∪ΣS)∩ (ΣQ∪ΣS): It must be shown that if(p,s)
α→ (p′,s′) there exists

(q′,s′) with (q,s)
α→ (q′,s′) and((p′,s′),(q′,s′)) ∈ R.

(a) α ∈ ΣP: Then (p,s)
α→ (p′,s′) implies p

α→ p′ and therefore(p,q) ∈ R0

implies that aq′ exists withq
α→ q′ and(p′,q′) ∈ R0, and by parallel com-

position there is a transition(q,s)
α→ (q′,s′), and((p′,s′),(q′,s′)) ∈ R.

(b) α /∈ ΣP∪ΣQ: Then(p,s)
α→ (p′,s′) impliess

α→ s′ andp = p′. Then there

is also a transition(q,s)
α→ (q′,s′) with q = q′. Since(p,q) ∈ R0 it follows

that(p′,q′) ∈ R0 and((p′,s′),(q′,s′)) ∈ R.
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(c) α ∈ ΣQ\ΣP: By parallel composition it holds thatp = p′. Then case (ii)

applies forR0 andq′ exists withq
α→ q′ and(p,q′) ∈ R0 and therefore there

is a transition(q,s)
α→ (q′,s′) and it holds that((p,s′),(q′,s′)) ∈ R.

(ii) α ∈ (ΣQ∪ΣS)\(ΣP∪ΣS) = ΣQ\(ΣP∪ΣS): It must be shown that there exists

(q′,s′) with (q,s)
α→ (q′,s′) and((p,s),(q′,s′)) ∈ R. Sinceα /∈ ΣP, (p,q) ∈ R0

implies with case (ii) thatq′ exists with(p,q′) ∈ R0. Sinceα /∈ ΣS, s′ = s and
therefore((p,s),(q′,s′)) ∈ R.

(iii) α ∈ (ΣP ∪ ΣS)\(ΣQ ∪ ΣS) = ΣP\(ΣQ ∪ ΣS): It must be shown that if(p,s)
α→

(p′,s′) then it holds that((p′,s′),(q,s)) ∈ R. By parallel composition,(p,s)
α→

(p′,s′) implies a transitionp
α→ p′ ands= s′. Therefore(p,q) ∈ R0 implies with

case (iii) forR0 that(p′,q) ∈ R0. For anys= s′ holds((p′,s′),(q,s)) ∈ R.

From the premise it follows that for everyp0 ∈ P0 there exists someq0 ∈ Q0 with
(p0,q0) ∈ R0. With the definition of parallel composition it follows that for every
(p0,s0) in the initial states ofP||Sandq0 ∈ Q0, (q0,s0) is in the initial states ofQ||S.
From the definition ofR andR0 it follows that for everyp0 ∈ P0 there exists such a
q0 ∈ Q0, and consequentlyP0×S0 ⊆ R−1(Q0×S0) holds, which makesR a witness
for P||S�Σ Q||S.

3.2.1 Simulation,Σ-Simulation and Chaos

Proposition 3.10 states that simulation is a special case ofΣ-simulation. In the follow-
ing we will expressΣ-simulation in terms of simulation, which allows us to effortlessly
switch between the two types of simulation. Since the alphabets on both sides of an in-
equalityP�Q need to be equal, we add additional labels by composing both sides with
a so-called chaos system that creates the appropriate transitions 6. The lemmata estab-
lished in this section allow the manipulation of inequalities involving chaos automata
and are essential building blocks of our framework for compositional reasoning. In
every state of a chaos system, there is a transition for everylabel in the alphabet:

Definition 3.12(Chaos). A chaossystem over the alphabetΣ0 is the labeled transition
system Chaos(Σ0) = ({chaos},Σ0,→,{chaos}) with → = {chaos}×Σ0×{chaos}.
For a labeled transition system P= (SP,ΣP,→,P0), let Chaos(P) := Chaos(ΣP).

A chaos systemΣ-simulates every other LTS, making it an upper bound on any set
of LTSs:

6The inspiration for the chaos system comes from the theory ofCommunicating Sequential Pro-
cesses by C.A.R. Hoare, see [Hoa85], pp.126. There, a CHAOS process over an alphabetA can non-
deterministically produce any action fromA at any time. In [Lon93], an automaton⊤(A), similar in
spirit to theChaosautomaton here, is defined for Kripke structures [Lon93, p. 71] and used to relate
structures with different alphabets.
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Lemma 3.13.For any P and any alphabetΣ′, P�Σ Chaos(Σ′).

Proof. Let R= {(p,chaos)|p∈ SP}. We show that the conditions (i)-(iii) of Def. 3.9
are fulfilled, so thatR is aΣ-simulation relation:

(i) α ∈ ΣP∩Σ′: By Def. 3.12, a transitionchaos
α−→ chaosexists for anyα ∈ΣP∩Σ′.

Therefore, for anyp′ with p
α−→ p′ there exists aq′ = chaoswith (p′,q′) ∈ R.

(ii) α ∈ Σ′ \ΣP: By Def. 3.12, a transitionchaos
α−→ chaosexists for anyα ∈ Σ′ \ΣP.

Therefore, there always exists aq′ = chaoswith (p,q′) ∈ R.

(iii) α ∈ ΣP\Σ′: For any(p,q) ∈ R and anyp′ with p
α−→ p′ it holds that(p′,q) ∈ R.

For all p0 ∈P0 holds that(p0,chaos)∈R, soP0 ⊆R−1(chaos) holds, andR is a witness
for P�Σ Chaos(Σ′).

It follows from Lemma 3.13 and its proof that the set of allChaos-automata form
an equivalence class with respect to bisimulation, and therefore also with respect to
similarity and simulation. The composition of an arbitraryautomatonP with a chaos
automaton is in the same equivalence class with respect to bisimulation asP. This is
expressed by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.14.For any P and any alphabetΣ′, P∼=Σ P||Chaos(Σ′). 7

Proof. We will show thatR= {(p,(p,chaos))} is a witness forP �Σ P||Chaos(Σ′),
and thatR−1 witnessesP||Chaos(Σ′) �Σ P. To prove the first claim, we demonstrate
that the conditions (i)-(iii) of Def. 3.9 are fulfilled byR, and that the initial states are
properly contained inR:

(i) α ∈ ΣP∩ (ΣP∪Σ′) = ΣP:

– α ∈ ΣP∩Σ′: By Def. 3.12, a transitionchaos
α−→ chaosexists for anyα ∈

ΣP∩Σ′. Therefore, for anyp′ with p
α−→ p′ there exists aq′ = (p′,chaos)

with (p′,q′) ∈ R and(p,chaos)
α−→ (p′,chaos).

– α ∈ ΣP \ Σ′: For any (p,q) ∈ R and anyp′ with p
α−→ p′ it holds that

q = (p,chaos) andα ∈ ΣP\Σ′ implies by the definition of parallel compo-
sition an independent transition(p,chaos)

α−→ (p′,chaos). Therefore, there
always exists aq′ = (p′,chaos) with (p′,q′) ∈ R.

(ii) α ∈ (ΣP∪Σ′)\ΣP = Σ′ \ΣP: By Def. 3.12, a transitionchaos
α−→ chaosexists for

anyα ∈ Σ′ \ΣP. By the definition of parallel composition,α ∈ Σ′ \ΣP implies
that there is a transition(p,chaos)

α−→ (p,chaos) in P||Chaos(Σ′). Therefore,
there always exists aq′ = (p,chaos) with (p,q′) ∈ R.

7See also [Lon93, p. 77] for a similar application to Kripke structures.
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(iii) α ∈ ΣP\ (ΣP∪Σ′) = /0 does not occur.

Since for all p0 ∈ P0 holds that(p0,(p0,chaos)) ∈ R, and (p0,chaos) is an initial
state ofP||Chaos(Σ′), it follows that R is a simulation relation that witnessesP �Σ
P||Chaos(Σ′). Now we show in a similar manner thatP||Chaos(Σ′) �Σ P holds:

(i) α ∈ (ΣP∪Σ′)∩ΣP = ΣP:

– α ∈ ΣP∩Σ′: By Def. 3.12, a transitionchaos
α−→ chaosexists for anyα ∈

ΣP∩Σ′. By definition of parallel composition, a transition inP||Chaos(Σ′)
occurs if and only if there is a transitionp

α−→ p′. It immediately follows
that there exists ap′ with ((p′,chaos),q′) ∈ R−1.

– α ∈ ΣP \Σ′: By the definition of parallel composition there is a transition
(p,chaos)

α−→ (p′,chaos) if and only if p
α−→ p′. Therefore, there always

exists ap′ with ((p′,chaos), p′) ∈ R−1.

(ii) α ∈ ΣP\ (ΣP∪Σ′) = /0 does not occur.

(iii) α ∈ (ΣP ∪ Σ′) \ ΣP = Σ′ \ ΣP: By Def. 3.12, a transitionchaos
α−→ chaosex-

ists for anyα ∈ Σ′ \ΣP. By the definition of parallel composition,α ∈ Σ′ \ΣP

implies that there is a transition(p,chaos)
α−→ (p,chaos) in P||Chaos(Σ′), and

((p,chaos), p) ∈ R−1.

For all (p0,chaos) with p0 ∈ P0, i.e., all initial states ofP||Chaos(Σ′), holds that
((p0,chaos), p0) ∈ R−1 and p0 is an initial state ofP||Chaos(Σ′). Therefore,R−1

is a simulation relation that witnessesP||Chaos(Σ′) �Σ P andR is a Σ-bisimulation
relation that witnessesP∼=Σ P||Chaos(Σ′).

From Lemma 3.14 and the transitivity ofΣ-simulation, it follows that the chaos
automaton is an identity element forΣ-simulation. For any alphabet, it can be added
and omitted at will:

Theorem 3.15.For any P, Q and arbitrary alphabetsΣ1, Σ2 holds:

P�Σ Q ⇔ P||Chaos(Σ1) �Σ Q||Chaos(Σ2). (3.2)

Proof. Assume thatP�Σ Q holds. With Lemma 3.14 it follows thatP||Chaos(Σ1) �Σ
P, and by transitivity followsP||Chaos(Σ1) �Σ Q. Similarly, Lemma 3.14 implies
that Q �Σ Q||Chaos(Σ2), and by transitivity we getP||Chaos(Σ1) �Σ Q||Chaos(Σ2).
Assume thatP||Chaos(Σ1) �Σ Q||Chaos(Σ2) holds. With Lemma 3.14 it follows that
P�Σ P||Chaos(Σ1), and by transitivity followsP�Σ Q||Chaos(Σ2). Similarly, Lemma
3.14 implies thatQ||Chaos(Σ2) �Σ Q, and by transitivity we getP�Σ Q.

Theorem 3.15 immediately allows us to formulateΣ-simulation in terms of clas-
sical simulation by composing chaos automata with both sides, which balances the
alphabets:
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Corollary 3.16. For any P,Q, P�Σ Q if and only if P||Chaos(Q) � Q||Chaos(P). 8

Proof. With Theorem 3.15,P �Σ Q is equivalent toP||Chaos(Q) �Σ Q||Chaos(P).
The alphabet on both sides is equal toΣP∪ΣQ, so that with Prop. 3.10 this is equivalent
to P||Chaos(Q) � Q||Chaos(P).

According to Corollary 3.16, any of the following proofs or algorithms forΣ-
simulation can be applied to classic simulation by balancing the alphabets with chaos
automata. We can now easily show thatΣ-simulation is an upper bound on any relation
that implies simulation invariant under composition:

Theorem 3.17(Maximality of Σ-simulation). For any LTS P,Q and a relation R, it
holds that(p,q) ∈ R implies(p,s) � (q,s) for any state s of an arbitrary LTS S with
ΣP∪ΣQ ⊆ ΣS if and only if(p,q) ∈ R⇒ p�Σ q.

Proof. For the sufficient condition, assume that(p,q) ∈ R⇒ p�Σ q. With Prop. 3.11
it follows that(p,s) �Σ (q,s). Since the alphabets on both sides are equal, Prop. 3.10
yields that(p,s) � (q,s). For the necessary condition, assume(p,q) ∈ R⇒ (p,s) �
(q,s). Let’s consider(p,s) � (q,s). Because the alphabets on both sides are equal,
Prop. 3.10 yields that(p,s) �Σ (q,s). Since the assumption holds for anyS, let S=
Chaos(ΣP∪ΣQ). With Theorem 3.15,(p,chaos) �Σ (q,chaos) ⇔ p�Σ q. So for this
choice ofS, (p,q) ∈ R⇒ (p,s) � (q,s) implies p�Σ q. If Rmust imply(p,s) � (q,s)
for anyS, it cannot be larger than�Σ.

We can conclude thatΣ-simulation is the largest, or most permissive, preorder that
implies simulation and is invariant under composition.

3.2.2 Decomposition of the Specification

We proceed with the remaining fundamental propositions in the compositional frame-
work of Fig. 3.1. They culminate in a theorem showing that when specifications, i.e.,
the right side of an inequalityP� Q, are composed and decomposed, the composition
operator on the right hand side of the simulation inequalitybehaves like a logical AND
operation. The sufficient direction of the decomposition isbased on the following fun-
damental property of simulation:

Proposition 3.18. [GL91] For any P,Q, P||Q�Σ Q.

Proof. With Lemma 3.13 holdsP �Σ Chaos(ΣP), witnessed byR′ = {(p,chaos)},
and with invariance under composition followsP||Q�Σ Chaos(ΣP)||Q, witnessed by
R′′ = {((p,q),(chaos,q))|(p,chaos) ∈ R′} = {((p,q),(chaos,q))}. Lemma 3.14 and
commutativity yieldsChaos(ΣP)||Q�Σ Q, witnessed byR= {((chaos,q),q)}, and the
conclusion follows by transitivity withR= {((p,q),q)} as a witness.

8A similar approach is used in [Lon93, p. 120] to compare Kripke structures of different alphabets.
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The necessary direction of the decomposition relies on an equally fundamental propo-
sition, which shows that a labeled transition system can be arbitrarily composed with
itself without effect on the preorder:

Proposition 3.19(Idempotency). [GL91] For any P holds that P�Σ P||P.

Proof. Let R = {(p,(p, p)) | p ∈ SP}. For anyp′ ∈ SP,α ∈ ΣP with p
α−→P p′ there

trivially exists a transition(p, p)
α−→P||P (p′, p′), and(p′,(p′, p′)) ∈ R. Consequently,

R is a simulation relation. Since for everyp0 ∈ SP0 there exists a state(p0, p0) in the
initial states ofP||P, R is a witness forP�Σ P||P.

Using these propositions and the precongruence propertiesof simulation, we can
show that the specification can be decomposed arbitrarily.

Theorem 3.20(Decomposition of Specification). For any P,Q1,Q2, P�Σ Q1||Q2 if
and only if P�Σ Q1 and P�Σ Q2.

Proof. Assume thatP�Σ Q1||Q2. According to Prop. 3.18 it holds thatQ1||Q2 �Σ Q1

andQ1||Q2 �Σ Q2. From transitivity follows the sufficient direction of the theorem.
For the necessary direction, assume thatP�Σ Q1 andP�Σ Q2. With compositionality
it holds thatP||P�Σ Q1||Q2, and with Prop. 3.19 and transitivity followsP�Σ Q1||Q2.

The generalization to an arbitrary number of LTSs follows immediately by recur-
sion. Together with Corollary 3.16 Theorem 3.20 also provides a decomposition for
the simulation of Def. 3.1:

Corollary 3.21. For any P, Q1 and Q2 with ΣP = ΣQ1 ∪ΣQ2 it holds that P� Q1||Q2

if and only if P� Q1||Chaos(P) and P� Q2||Chaos(P).

This concludes the decomposition of the specification, which allows to verify
smaller sub-specifications instead of a single large one. The decomposition of the
system, and using proofs on parts of the system instead of a single one, will be the
subject of Chapter 4 on assume/guarantee-reasoning.

3.3 Computing Simulation Relations

The computability of simulation relations as the least fixed-point of a monotonic opera-
tor follows from Tarski’s fixed-point theorem [Tar55]. Herewe recall a direct standard
proof :

Definition 3.22 (Simulation up ton). [CGP99] For each n≥ 0, the relation�n⊆
SP×SQ is inductively defined as follows:

1. p�0 q ∀(p,q) ∈ SP×SQ,
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procedureCheckSimulation
Input: labeled transition systemsP,Q
Output: a simulation relationR

R := SP×SQ

R′ := /0
while R 6= R′ do

R′ := R
R := R\{(p,q)|p α→ p′∧∄q′ : q

α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈ R}
od

Figure 3.4: Algorithm for checking simulation of labeled transition systems

2. p�n+1 q⇔∀α ∈ ΣP∩ΣQ : p
α→ p′ ⇒ ∃q′ : q

α→ q′∧ p′ �n q′.

Proposition 3.23. [CGP99]For all n ≥ 0,

(i) �⊆�n.

(ii) �n+1⊆�n.

(iii) If �n=�n+1, then�n=�.

It follows immediately from Def. 3.22 and Prop. 3.23 that�n+1 can be constructed
by trimming�n:

�n+1=�n ∩
{

(p,q) ∈�n |p α→ p′ ⇒ q′ : q
α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈�n

}

.

This is equivalent to

�n+1=�n \
{

(p,q)|p α→ p′∧∄q′ : q
α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈�n

}

This leads to the algorithm in Fig. 3.4. Its correctness is assured by Prop. 3.23 (iii).
Termination is guaranteed by Prop. 3.23 (ii) and the finiteness ofSP×SQ. Simulation
can be checked in polynomial time, and algorithms that are quadratic in the size ofP
andQ have been presented in [HHK95, BP95]. Figure 3.5 shows the same algorithm
for Σ-Simulation. As has been pointed out in [WL97], the simulation relationR in the
algorithm from Fig. 3.4 can be initialized withR := reachP||Q instead ofR := SP×SQ.

Proposition 3.24. If a relation R⊆ SP×SQ witnesses P� Q, then so does R′ = R∩
reachP||Q.

A corresponding algorithm that iterates on a waiting listW is shown in Fig. 3.6.
SinceR is initialized with the reachable states,W is initialized with R and the set of
bad statesF could contain the entireW in the first iteration, the space requirement
could be 2×|reachP||Q|.
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procedureCheckSigmaSimulation
Input: labeled transition systemsP, Q
Output: a Σ-simulation relationR

R := SP×SQ

R′ := /0
while R 6= R′ do

R′ := R
Fi := {(p,q)|∃α ∈ ΣP∩ΣQ : ∃p′ : p

α→ p′∧∄q′ : q
α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈ R}

Fii := {(p,q)|∃α ∈ ΣQ\ΣP : ∄q′ : q
α→ q′∧ (p,q′) ∈ R}

Fiii := {(p,q)|∃α ∈ ΣP\ΣQ : ∃p′ : p
α→ p′∧ (p′,q) /∈ R}

R := R\(Fi ∪Fii ∪Fiii )
od

Figure 3.5: Algorithm for checkingΣ-simulation of labeled transition systems

procedureCheckSimulation2
Input: labeled transition systemsP,Q
Output: a simulation relationR

R := reachP||Q
W := R
while W 6= /0 do

F := {(p,q) ∈W|p α→ p′∧∄q′ : q
α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈ R}

R := R\F
W := pre(F)∩R

od

Figure 3.6: Algorithm for checking simulation of labeled transition systems with a
waiting list and starting fromP||Q

Figure 3.7 shows an on-the-fly algorithm that simultaneously builds the reachable
states and checks for simulation. It constructs the set of reachable statesA and a set
of bad statesB. In the first interior loop, the reachable state space is explored with a
waiting listW as long as no bad states are encountered. A bad state is a statethat either
has no matching successor inQ or all those successors are bad states. In the second
interior loop, the bad states are backpropagated. The constriction to reachable states
in the waiting listV can significantly reduce the search space, since otherwise both the
forward and backwards reachable states of(p0,q0) might be visited.

It is not possible to restrictA to states that are not forbidden, i.e., that are outside
of B, because this can lead to infinite loops.

In the deterministic case, checking for simulation corresponds to simply checking
for the reachability of bad states in the compositionP||Q. Bad states are those(p,q)
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procedureCheckSimulation3
Input: labeled transition systemsP,Q
Output: whetherp0 � q0

R := /0, A := /0, B := /0
W := P0×Q0, V = /0
while W 6= /0 and V 6= /0 do

while W 6= /0 and V = /0 do
A := A∪W
V := {(p,q) ∈W|p α→ p′∧∄q′ : q

α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) /∈ B}
W := post(W)\A

end while
while V 6= /0 do

V := {(p,q) ∈ (pre(V)∩A)\B|p α→ p′∧∄q′ : q
α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) /∈ B}

B := B∪V
od
if ∃p0 : ∄q0 : (p0,q0) ∈ B then return false

od
return true

Figure 3.7: On-the-fly algorithm for checking simulation oflabeled transition systems

in which p has an outgoing transition with a label that is not in any outgoing transition
of q.

Proposition 3.25. If Q is deterministic, then P� Q if and only if for all (p,q) in
reachP||Q holds that p�1 q.

This reduces the complexity of checking for simulation of states tremendously,
since the simulation relation cannot exist as soon as a bad state is found. The corre-
sponding on-the-fly algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.4 Related Work

Compositionality A more refined definition of compositionality is given by Zwiers
[Zwi89], and it was put in the context of related work by de Roever in [Roe98]. The
termcompositionalitydescribes a top-down perspective, in which for any global spec-
ification there exists a decomposed specification for each module that together allow
the deduction of that global property. Expressed by simulation, this means that for
anyQ there existQi with Pi � Qi such thatQ1|| . . . ||Qn � Q. In our framework, this
follows trivially since system and specification are given in the same formalism, as au-
tomata. A trivial choice isQi ≡Pi. On the other hand,modularityrefers to a bottom-up
perspective, in which any global property that follows fromthe modular specifications
must also be provable in the proof system at hand. So for anyQ with Q1|| . . . ||Qn�Q it
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procedureCheckSimulation4
Input: labeled transition systemsP (possibly non-deterministic)

and deterministicQ
Output: whetherp0 � q0

A := /0
W := P0×Q0

while W 6= /0 do
A := A∪W
V := {(p,q) ∈W|p α→ p′∧∄q′ : q

α→ q′}
if V 6= /0 then return false
W := post(W)\A

od
return true

Figure 3.8: On-the-fly algorithm for checking simulation with deterministic specifica-
tion

must hold thatP1|| . . . ||Pn � Q, which is fulfilled by our definition of compositionality
and the transitivity of simulation.

Van der Schaft and Schumacher give a similar definition in [SS01] asrule of mod-
ular behavior. Alur et al. have presented such a rule for hierarchical hybrid systems
based on trace inclusion in [AGLS01]. An extensive overviewon simulation for dis-
crete systems is given by Lynch and Vaandrager in [LV95]. VanGlabbeek provides
in [vG01] an introduction and survey on the concept of branching time, and its impli-
cations on bisimulation equivalences. Algorithms for computing simulation relations
for finite and infinite discrete systems can be found, e.g., in[HHK95]. An algorithm
by Tan and Cleaveland [TC01] combines the benefits of two classic algorithms, the
simulation algorithm by Bloom and Paige [BP95] and the bisimulation-minimization
algorithm by Paige and Tarjan [PT87].

Simulation A framework for compositional reasoning based on a precongruence
over Kripke structures was established by Grumberg and Long[GL91]. A version
closer to simulation (but based on infinite paths) can be found in [Lon93], and a defi-
nition based on fair simulation is presented in [CGP99]. Compared to the structure in
this thesis as shown in Fig. 3.1, Prop. 3.18 is established byconstructing a witnessing
simulation relation instead of being derived. The proof rule for decomposition is not
explicitly derived in [GL91], but all its building blocks are present.

Simulation relations are frequently applied for verifyingprograms because they
provide a sufficient condition for trace inclusion at a lowercomplexity. The notion
of simulation used here is also referred to asforward simulation. For a sufficient and
necessary criterion about trace inclusion, it is necessaryto check forward as well as
backward simulation[SAGG+93]. In [SAGG+93], simulation of two high-level spec-
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ifications for a communication protocol was verified using the Larch Shared Language
(LSL) and the Larch Proof Assistant (LP). They conclude:

We use simulation proofs because we believe that this method captures for-
mally the natural structure of many informal correctness proofs for both
finite and infinite state systems. In particular, it catches the structure of
proofs based on successive refinements. [. . . ]
Simulation relations, like invariants, tend to capture central ideas; hence,
they provide important documentation for algorithms. Simulations also
tend to be readily modifiable when implementations are modified or when
related algorithms are considered.

This immediately relates to the context of reusable models in industrial applications
and provides a strong argument for simulation relations, especially in the domain of
embedded systems. Simulation between LTSs only preserves safety properties. Fair
simulation, which is capable of checking liveness, has beenexamined, e.g., in [CGP99]
and [HKR97]. Toolsthat support simulation for discrete automata and labeled transi-
tion systems are FC2TOOLS [BRRS96], Aldébaran [FKM93] and Mocha[HLQR99],
see also p. 62.



Chapter 4

Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

Compositional verification as presented in the last chapter required a conservative ab-
straction for each component of the system. For a systemP = P1|| . . . ||Pn, the con-
struction of an abstracted versionQi for each componentPi, i.e.,Pi � Qi, the composi-
tionality of simulation allows us to conclude thatP1|| . . . ||Pn � Q1|| . . . ||Qn. However,
in many cases a direct abstraction of the formPi � Qi yields little room for simplifi-
cation, so one might not findQi with a substantially lower complexity thanPi. It is
the interaction of the subsystems that produces the final behavior of the plant, which
is only a small fragment of the product of all possible behaviors of each subsystem
on its own. Therefore, a much simpler abstractionQi can be constructed if someas-
sumptionsabout the behavior of the rest of the system are made. For example, a tank
with inlet and outlet valves could be in one of four modes: theinlet or the outlet valve
open, or both open or closed simultaneously. If the assumption can be made that inlet
and outlet valves are never open at the same time, the model only has to reflect three
modes. Aguaranteeof Pi is an aspect of its behavior that is true when the assumption
is fulfilled.

There are two ways to combining assumptions and guarantees:In the first case,
the assumption that justified the abstractionQi is independent of the guarantees ofPi,
which is in the following referred to asnon-circular assume-guarantee reasoning. Its
soundness follows directly from compositionality. In the second case, the assump-
tion directly or indirectly depends on the guarantees ofPi, which leads to a circular
structure. This circularity requires additional conditions to ensure the conclusion is
sound. In this chapter, we present such assume/guarantee conditions for simulation,
and discuss how they can be computed compositionally. In thefollowing, assume-
guarantee reasoning is presented for a systemP1||P2 to show thatP1||P2 � Q1||Q2. The
generalization to an arbitrary number of subsystems is straightforward.

The next section recalls standard non-circular assume/guarantee reasoning for sim-
ulation, and in a more compact form forΣ-simulation, since the right hand side of the
simulation inequality can be decomposed. In Sect. 4.2, we motivate the necessity of
the assume/guarnatee conditions with some examples, and propose our assume/guar-
antee theorem for simulation. TheΣ-simulation version, proposed in Sect. 4.3, is again
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more compact, but the assume/guarantee conditions are morecomplex. A summary of
related work can be found in Sect. 4.4.

4.1 Non-circular A/G-Reasoning

Non-circular A/G-Reasoning with Simulation A simple form of assume-guarantee
reasoning relies on the fact that simulation is a precongruence. The abstraction of one
automaton serves as the guarantee to another:

P1 � Q1

Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2

P1||P2 � Q1||Q2
. (4.1)

This yields a triangular structure. The proof is straightforward: P1 � Q1 ⇒ P1||P2 �
Q1||P2 due to invariance under composition. Through transitivityfollows fromQ1||P2�
Q2 thatP1||P2 � Q1||Q2. The following lemma allows a more efficient computation of
Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2:

Lemma 4.1. 1 For any labeled transition systems P1, Q1 and Q2 with ΣP1 = ΣQ1, if a
simulation relation R witnesses Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2, then so does

R′ = {((q1, p2),(q1,q2))|∃q̂1 : ((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R}. (4.2)

Proof. First we show thatR′ is a simulation relation, and afterwards that the initial
states are properly contained inR′. Consider a state((q1, p2),(q1,q2)) ∈ R′ with a
transition(q1, p2)

α−→ (q′1, p′2). We will show that this implies a transition(q1,q2)
α−→

(q′1,q
′
2) with ((q′1, p′2),(q

′
1,q

′
2) ∈ R′. By definition ofR′, there exists a ˆq1 such that

((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R. (4.3)

• If α ∈ ΣQ1∩ΣP2, this implies transitionsq1
α−→Q1 q′1 andp2

α−→ p′2. Because (4.3),

there exists a transition(q̂1,q2)
α−→ (q̂′1,q

′
2) with ((q′1, p′2),(q̂

′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R. With

α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣP2 this implies a transitionq2
α−→ q′2, so that in state(q1,q2) there is

also a transition(q1,q2)
α−→ (q′1,q

′
2), and with((q′1, p′2),(q̂

′
1,q

′
2))∈R follows that

((q′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R′.

• If α ∈ ΣQ1 \ΣP2, this implies a transitionq1
α−→Q1 q′1 and p2 = p′2, and by the

definition of parallel composition also a transition(q1,q2)
α−→ (q′1,q2). Because

of (4.3), there exists a transition(q̂1,q2)
α−→ (q̂′1,q2) with ((q′1, p2),(q̂′1,q2)) ∈ R,

so that((q′1, p2),(q′1,q2)) ∈ R′.

1This lemma was contributed by Frits Vaandrager, whose authorship is gratefully acknowledged.
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• If α ∈ ΣP2 \ΣQ1, there is a transitionp2
α−→P2 p′2 andq1 = q′1. Because of (4.3),

there exists a transition(q̂1,q2)
α−→ (q̂1,q′2) with ((q1, p′2),(q̂1,q′2)) ∈ R. By def-

inition of parallel composition, this implies a transitionq2
α−→Q2 q′2, and conse-

quently a transition(q1,q2)
α−→ (q1,q′2). Since((q1, p2),(q̂1,q′2)) ∈ R, it follows

that((q1, p2),(q1,q′2)) ∈ R′.

SinceR is a witness, it holds that for any(q1, p2) ∈ Q01× P02 there exists a pair
(q̂1,q2) ∈ Q01×Q02 such that((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R. Since(q1,q2) ∈ Q01×Q02, and
((q1, p2),(q1,q2)) ∈ R′, it follows that for any state(q1, p2) ∈ Q01×P02 there exists
also a corresponding state inR′.

Lemma 4.1 allows to computeR over the state spaceSQ1 ×SP2 ×SQ2 instead of
SQ1 ×SP2 ×SQ1 ×SQ2. With Corollary 3.21, the inequalityQ1||P2 � Q1||Q2 can also
be simplified toQ1||P2 �Chaos(Q1)||Q2.

Non-circular A/G-Reasoning with Σ-Simulation Thanks to the decomposition of
the specification, the proof rule is simpler forΣ-simulation:

P1 � Q1

Q1||P2 � Q2

P1||P2 � Q1||Q2
. (4.4)

P1 � Q1 ⇒ P1||P2 � Q1||P2 due to invariance under composition. Also,P1||P2 �
Q1||P2 ⇔ P1||P2 � Q1 by decomposition of the specification according to Theorem
3.20. Through transitivity follows fromQ1||P2 � Q2 thatP1||P2 � Q2. By composition
of the specification, also Theorem 3.20, follows thatP1||P2 � Q1||Q2.

4.2 Circular A/G-Reasoning with Simulation

In circular assume-guarantee reasoning the componentsP1 andP2 interact so closely
that neither one fulfillsQ1 or Q2 directly, i.e.,P1 � Q1 andP2 � Q2. To restrict the
behavior of each module,P1 is composed withQ2 andP2 with Q1. However, such
a proof is only sound if additional conditions ensure thatQ1 and Q2 do not block
transitions that are enabled in the composition ofP1 andP2. It is known that these
conditions must be non-propositional, e.g., use induction[VV01, HQRT02]. The basic
structure is:

P1||Q2 � Q1||Q2

Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2

A/G-conditions

P1||P2 � Q1||Q2
. (4.5)

Three fundamental properties shall be illustrated by examples:
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Figure 4.1: A/G-reasoning yields a false negative for Ex. 4.1

• The rule is not complete, even without A/G-conditions.

• The rule is not sound without appropriate A/G-conditions.

• The A/G conditions must be at least as expressive as simulation.

The first example shows that the proof rule is not complete, i.e. there are systems that
fulfill P1||P2 � Q1||Q2, but notP1||Q2 � Q1||Q2 andQ1||P2 � Q1||Q2:

Example 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows automata P1,P2,Q1 and Q2, all with alphabetsΣP1 =
ΣP2 = ΣQ1 = ΣQ2 = {a,b}, and the composed automata P1||P2, Q1||Q2, P1||Q2 and
Q1||P2 that arise in circular A/G-reasoning. Even though P1||P2 � Q1||Q2, circular
A/G-reasoning fails because Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2. Note that non-circular A/G-reasoning
also isn’t possible: P1 � Q1, but Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2.

Without the A/G-conditions, the rule is not sound. It is entirely up to the A/G-
conditions to ensure that violations as in the following example are detected:
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Example 4.2.Consider a system, where P1 and P2 are chaos, and neither specification
Q1 nor Q2 have any transitions, formally:

P1 = Chaos(Σ), Q1 = (Q01,Σ, /0,Q01),
P2 = Chaos(Σ), Q2 = (Q02,Σ, /0,Q02).

Then the parallel composition P1||Q2 = (P01×Q02,Σ, /0,P01×Q02) has no transitions,
and neither do Q1||P2 and Q1||Q2. Therefore both P1||Q2 � Q1||Q2 and Q1||P2 �
Q1||Q2 hold. Yet P1||P2

∼=Chaos(Σ), so that the system does not fulfill the specification:

P1||P2 � Q1||Q2.

It is important to note that the A/G-conditions are not just asimple condition for
ensuring soundness. As the next example illustrates, they are a vital element to the
meaning of such a proof. The A/G-conditions must be as least as expressive as simu-
lation, and they must differentiate between the system and the specification, i.e., what
is on the left hand side of the conclusion and what is on the right hand side.

Example 4.3. Consider a LTSs P2, P3, Q1, Q2, Q3 with equal alphabets2, and the
following two proof rules:

(a) P2||(Q1||Q3) � Q1||Q2

(Q1||Q2)||P3 � Q1||Q3

A/G-conditions

P2||P3 � Q1||Q2||Q3

(b) (Q1||P2)||Q3 � Q2

Q2||(Q1||P3) � Q3

A/G-conditions

Q1||P2||P3 � Q2||Q3
.

The upper inequalities are equivalent for both proofs:

P2||(Q1||Q3) � Q1||Q2 ⇔ P2||(Q1||Q3) � Q1∧P2||(Q1||Q3) � Q2

⇔ P2||(Q1||Q3) � Q2 ⇔ (Q1||P2)||Q3 � Q2,

and similarly for the second inequality. Yet the conclusions are entirely different. Con-
sider that the conclusion of (a) implies P2||P3 � Q1, while in (b) Q1 relaxes the speci-
fication. The consequences are obvious if one considers a Q1 without any transitions.
While the conclusion of (a) is only fulfilled by a system P2||P3 without transitions, the
conclusion of (b) would always be fulfilled (as long as Q2||Q3 has an initial state).

The examples showed that there can be transitions in the composed systemP1||P2

that can be impossible to check for validity by simply looking at the inequalities in
(4.5). While the desired conclusionP1||P2 � Q1||Q2 is a statement over a subset of the
state space of all four automataP1, P2, Q1 andQ2, the inequalitiesPi||Q j � Q1||Q2

only refer to states in the subspace over the three automataPi, Qi andQ j . One could
say that common transitions ofP1||P2, i.e., those with a label in bothΣP1andΣP2 are not
predictable in those subspaces. They must be accounted for by limiting the transitions
that are allowed to occur in (4.5). This is formalized by the following Theorem:

2The same argument can be made for arbitrary alphabets usingΣ-simulation.
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Theorem 4.2 (A/G-simulation). Consider LTSs P1, P2, Q1 and Q2 with alphabets
ΣP1 = ΣQ1, ΣP2 = ΣQ2 for which simulation relations R1 and R2 witness, respectively,

P1 ||Q2 � Q1 ||Q2 (R1) and (4.6)

Q1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2. (R2) (4.7)

Let the relations R′1 and R′2 be defined by

R′
1 = {(p1,q1,q2)|∃q̂2 : ((p1,q2),(q1, q̂2)) ∈ R1}, (4.8)

R′
2 = {(p2,q1,q2)|∃q̂1 : ((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R2}. (4.9)

Then the relation

R= {((p1, p2),(q1,q2))|(p1,q1,q2) ∈ R′
1∧ (p2,q1,q2) ∈ R′

2} (4.10)

is a simulation relation3 for P1 ||P2 �Q1 ||Q2 if and only if for all((p1, p2),(q1,q2))∈
R andα ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 the followingA/G-condition holds:

(p1, p2)
α→P1||P2

(p′1, p′2) ⇒ (∃q′1 : q1
α→Q1 q′1∨∃q′2 : q2

α→Q2 q′2). (4.11)

Proof. Consider the relation

R= {((p1, p2),(q1,q2))|∃q̂2 : ((p1,q2),(q1, q̂2))∈R1∧∃q̂1 : ((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2))∈R2}.

We show that under the hypothesis a transition(p1, p2)
α→P1||P2

(p′1, p′2) implies a tran-

sition (q1,q2)
α→Q1||Q2

(q′1,q
′
2) such that((p′1, p′2),(q

′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R. Consider such a tran-

sition for(p1, p2,q1,q2)∈ R, so that there exist ˆq1, q̂2 with ((p1,q2),(q1, q̂2))∈ R1 and
((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R2. Let Σ1 = ΣP1 = ΣQ1 andΣ2 = ΣP2 = ΣQ2.

(a) If α ∈ Σ1\Σ2, then by the definition of parallel composition there is a transition

p1
α−→P1 p′1,

and P2 does not participate in the transition, i.e.,p2 = p′2. Sinceα /∈ Σ2, it
follows by the definition of parallel composition that thereis a transition

(p1, q̂2)
α→P1||Q2

(p′1, q̂2).

Since((p1,q2),(q1, q̂2)) ∈ R1 this implies that there is someq′1 with a transition

(q1, q̂2)
α→Q1||Q2

(q′1, q̂2)

3Note thatR might not be a witness forP1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2, since not all initial states ofP1||P2 are
guaranteed to have a matching initial state inQ1||Q2.
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and therefore a transition

q1
α→Q1 q′1

exists with((p′1,q2),(q′1, q̂2)) ∈ R1. With ((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R2, it follows that
there is a transition

(q1, p2)
α→Q1||P2

(q′1, p2),

which in turn implies that there exists a ¯q1 with a transition

(q1, q̂2)
α→Q1||Q2

(q̄′1, q̂2)

and((q′1, p2),(q̄′1,q2)) ∈ R2, and therefore((p′1, p2),(q′1,q2)) ∈ R.

(b) If α ∈ Σ2\Σ1, a symmetric argument to (a) proves that a transition

(q1,q2)
α→Q1||Q2

(q1,q
′
2)

exists with((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

(c) Otherwiseα ∈ Σ1∩Σ2 and there is a transition

p1
α→P1 p′1 as well asp2

α→P2 p′2.

According to the A/G-condition of Theorem 4.2 there is a transition in Q1 or in
Q2. Let’s consider a transition inQ2, a transition inQ1 is symmetrical. From
((p1,q2),(q1, q̂2)) ∈ R1 follows that if

q2
α→Q2 q′2 (4.12)

then there exists a ˆq′2 and a transition

(q1,q2)
α→Q1||Q2

(q′1, q̂
′
2).

This implies a transition

q1
α→Q1 q′1

and that((p′1,q
′
2),(q

′
1, q̂

′
2))∈R1. We must now show that(p′2,q

′
1,q

′
2)∈R2. Since

(p2,q1,q2) ∈ R′
2 there exists some ˆq1 with ((q1, p2),(q̂1,q2)) ∈ R2. This implies

that there is a transition

(q1, p2)
α→Q1||P2

(q′1, p′2),

which in turn implies there exist ˆq′1, q̄
′
2 and a transition

(q̂1,q2)
α→Q1||Q2

(q̂′1, q̄
′
2)

with ((q′1, p′2),(q̂
′
1, q̄

′
2)) ∈ R2. Since the initial choice ofq′2 in (4.12) was not

restricted, we can setq′2 = q̄′2, and consequently((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R, which

shows thatR is a simulation relation.
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The necessary direction of Theorem 4.2 follows directly from the definitions of simula-
tion and parallel composition. For all((p1, p2),(q1,q2)) in any simulation relation for
P1||P2 � Q1||Q2, and any labelα ∈ ΣP1 ∪ΣP2 it holds that a transition(p1, p2)

α→P1||P2

(p′1, p′2) implies either

• α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2: ∃q′1,q
′
2 : q1

α→Q1 q′1∧q2
α→Q2 q′2, or

• α ∈ ΣQi ∩ΣQ j , (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}: ∃q′i : qi
α→Qi q′i.

It is easy to see that the A/G-condition is fulfilled in any of these cases.

Note that condition (4.11) is maximal in the sense that it is fulfilled for any relation
that witnessesP1||P2 � Q1||Q2. This is underlined by the following corollary, which
relates the A/G-conditions to�1-simulation (see Def. 3.22, p. 33):

Corollary 4.3. Given that P1||Q2 � Q1||Q2 and Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2, it holds that a rela-
tion R according to (4.10) is a simulation relation for P1||P2 � Q1||Q2 if and only if it
is a simulation relation for P1||P2 �1 Q1||Q2.

Proof. For the sufficient direction, it follows directly from the definition of �1-simu-
lation that the A/G-condition is fulfilled. The necessary direction is guaranteed by
Prop. 3.23.

Assume/guarantee-reasoning based on Theorem 4.2 is carried out in the following
steps:

1. InitializeR1 andR2, e.g., with the entire or only the reachable state space.

2. ConstructR from R1 andR2.

3. Trim states inR that violate the A/G-condition (4.11).

4. If states were trimmed, turnR into a simulation relation, e.g., with a fixed-point
algorithm.

5. If the initial states are contained inR, thenP1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2 holds.

This approach is not compositional, becauseR is constructed for the composed system
and subject to a fixed-point computation in step 4. It yields an advantage over a non-
compositional check if the fixed-point computation ofR1 andR2 is significantly faster
than computingR in the first place. This is most likely the case if few states need to be
trimmed fromR.

If possible, we would like to avoid the explicit construction of Rand computations
in the space ofP1||P2 as much as possible. We can do so under the premise that the
initial states are only a small part of the entire state space. We preemptively remove
potentially violating states already fromR1 andR2, so that we are guaranteed thatR
fulfills the A/G-condition (4.11). The check of the initial states remains, but does not
necessarily require to construct all ofR. In the procedure above, we replace steps 2.–4.
with:
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2∗. Trim states inR1 andR2 that could violate the A/G-condition (4.11) inR.

3∗. TurnR1 andR2 into simulation relations.

4∗. ConstructRonly for the initial states.

Sufficient conditions are used to perform step 2∗. The following corollary applies
to a number of practical cases, and follows immediately fromTheorem 4.2 and the
definition of non-blocking:

Corollary 4.4. A/G-reasoning according to (4.5) is sound if Q1 is non-blocking over
Σ1 and Q2 is non-blocking overΣ2 with Σ1∪Σ2 = ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2.

It is often demanded in assume-guarantee reasoning thatQ1 andQ2 are non-bloc-
king, see e.g. [HQRT02], and it is easy to check for finite systems.4 In the next couple
of sections we present other sufficient criteria for step 2∗.

4.2.1 Separate Trimming

Ideally, one would like to trimR1 andR2 separately, i.e., without taking into account
the pairs of states that eventually constituteR in (4.10). In such a scheme, a state
((p1,q2),(q1, ·)) is removed fromR1 if

∃α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2, p′1 ∈ SP1 : p1
α→ p′1∧∄q′1 : (q1

α→ q′1)∧∄q′2 : (q2
α→ q′2). (4.13)

The computation ofR2 is performed symmetrically toR1. The overall algorithm for
obtainingR is shown in Fig. 4.2. It follows directly from the definition of parallel
composition that it guarantees the A/G-condition (4.11). In it, R1 andR2 are initialized
with the set of reachable states and turned into simulation relations before the trimming
so as few states as possible are trimmed because of condition(4.13).

Example 4.4. Consider the automata shown in Fig. 4.3. Both P1||Q1 � Q1||Q2 and
P2||Q2 � Q1||Q2 hold. The simulation relations R1 for P1||Q1 � Q1||Q2 and R2 for
Q1||P2 � Q1||Q2 are shown in Tab. 4.1. All the states fulfill condition (4.13),so that
none have to be trimmed.

Unfortunately, separate trimming is unsuccessful in many,if not most, practical
cases. This forces us to consider schemes that relateR1 andR2, such as the one pre-
sented in the next section.

4Corollary 4.4 is consistent with the assume/guarantee-rule for simulation by Henzinger et al. in
[HQRT02]. There, the A/G-rule for Moore machines is shown tobe sound if all automata are non-
blocking in the input labels and there is finite non-determinism. Since input- and output labels are
disjoint, and the output labels of the Moore machines that are composed are disjoint, In the correspond-
ing setting using LTSs, the conditions of Corollary 4.4 are fulfilled, so that our rule assures soundness
as well.
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procedureCheckAGSimulationSeparate
Input: labeled transition systemsP1, P2, Q1, Q2

Output: A/G-simulation relationsR1, R2

R1 := reachP1||Q2||Q1||Q2
, R2 := reachQ1||P2||Q1||Q2

R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1||Q2
(R1)

R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q1||Q2
(R2)

R1 := R1\{(p1,q2,q1, ·)|α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p′1 : p1
α→ p′1∧∄q′1 : q1

α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2
α→ q′2}

R2 := R2\{(q1, p2, ·,q2)|α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p′2 : p2
α→ p′2∧∄q′1 : q1

α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2
α→ q′2}

R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1||Q2
(R1)

R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q1||Q2
(R2)

Figure 4.2: Algorithm for A/G-simulation by separate trimming
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Figure 4.3: A/G-reasoning with separate trimming works forEx. 4.4
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Table 4.1: Simulation relations for Ex. 4.4 after separate trimming

(a) R1

P1||Q2
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3)

(0,0) • – – –
(1,1) • • – –
(2,3) • • • •

(b) R2

Q1||P2
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3)

(0,0) • – – –
(1,1) • • – –
(2,3) • • • •

4.2.2 Composite Trimming

In many cases the interaction between the modules is such that a separate trimming
is too restrictive andR1 andR2 must be considered together. Informally, this can be
explained as follows: A safety specification basically consists of forbidding undesired
actions. If these are actions common toP1 andP2, they are either forbidden (don’t
occur) inQ1 andQ2 or they disappear in the composition ofQ1||Q2. In the former case,
P1 has transitions that are neither inQ1 nor Q2, and a symmetric argument holds for
P2. Whether those transitions are still inP1||P2 can not be decided by simply looking
at P1|||Q2 or Q1||P2. But there is a sufficient condition: If for all states(·,q2,q1) ∈ R′

1
in which P1 has such bad actions,P2 doesn’t, i.e.(q1, p2,q2) ∈ R′

2 implies that there is
no outgoing transition with the bad label.

Example 4.5.Consider the automata shown in Fig. 4.4, where P1 of Ex. 4.4 was fitted
with a self-loop with label b in state p1 = 2. The composed automata are the same as
those shown in Fig. 4.3(e)–(h). Also, the simulation relations are identical to the ones
shown in Tab. 4.1, so that P1 ||Q2�Q1 ||Q2 and Q1 ||P2�Q1 ||Q2 both hold. However,
the outgoing transition in state p1 = 2 has no match in the associated states(q1,q2) in
R1. Trimming the states separately yields the relations R∗

1 and R∗2 shown in Table 4.2.
Iterating the fixed-point operator for simulation on R∗

1 yields an empty relation, so that
the proof is no longer possible. In order to be sound, it must be checked whether for
any state(p1 = 2, p2) in P1||P2 there is also an outgoing transition in P2. In R1, p1 = 2
is associated with(q1,q2) = (3,3). In R2, (q1,q2) = (3,3) is only associated with
(p2,q2) = (2,3). Since p2 = 2 has no outgoing transition with label b, the conditions
of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied.

The sets of critical labels and states inR1 and R2 that could violate the A/G-
conditions are:

DP1 = {(q1,q2,α)|α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p1 : (p1,q2,q1) ∈ R′
1∧

p1
α→ p′1∧∄q′1 : q1

α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2
α→ q′2} (4.14)

DP2 = {(q1,q2,α)|α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p2 : (q1, p2,q2) ∈ R′
2∧

p2
α→ p′2∧∄q′1 : q1

α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2
α→ q′2}. (4.15)
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Figure 4.4: A/G-reasoning with separate trimming fails, but composite trimming
works for Ex. 4.5

Table 4.2: Simulation relations for Ex. 4.5 after separate trimming

(a) R∗
1

P1||Q2
�Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3)

(0,0) • – – –
(1,1) • • – –
(2,3) – – – –

(b) R∗
2

Q1||P2
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3)

(0,0) • – – –
(1,1) • • – –
(2,3) • • • •
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procedureCheckAGSimulationComposite
Input: labeled transition systemsP1, P2, Q1, Q2

Output: A/G-simulation relationsR1, R2

R1 := reachP1||Q2||Q1||Q2
, R2 := reachQ1||P2||Q1||Q2

R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1||Q2
(R1)

R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q1||Q2
(R2)

DP1 = {(q1,q2,α)|α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p1, q̂2 : (p1,q2,q1, q̂2) ∈ R1∧
p1

α→ p′1∧∄q′1 : q1
α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2

α→ q′2}
DP2 = {(q1,q2,α)|α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p2, q̂1 : (q1, p2, q̂1,q2) ∈ R2∧

p2
α→ p′2∧∄q′1 : q1

α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2
α→ q′2}.

if DP1 ∩DP2 6= /0
R1 := R1\{(p1,q2,q1, ·)|∃p′1 : p1

α→ p′1∧ (q1,q2,α) ∈ DP2}
R2 := R2\{(q1, p2, ·,q2)|∃p′2 : p2

α→ p′2∧ (q1,q2,α) ∈ DP1}
R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1||Q2

(R1)
R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q1||Q2

(R2)
end if

Figure 4.5: Algorithm for A/G-simulation by composite trimming

It is a sufficient condition for A/G-simulation that

D = DP1 ∩DP2 = /0. (4.16)

If there are such violating states, one can trim the relations. An element(p1,q2,q1)

of R1 is removed ifp1
α→ p′1∧ (q1,q2,α) ∈ DP2, and symmetrically forR2. The proof

concludes if there is a simulation relationR′
1 that is a subset of the trimmed relation

R1. An algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.5, and using the definition ofparallel composition
it is easy to see that the resultingR1 andR2 fulfill the A/G-condition (4.11).

Note that ifQ1 andQ2 are non-deterministic, there is a choice whether to remove a
state inDP1∩DP2 from R1 or R2. If Q1 is deterministic, the bad state should be removed
from R2, and symmetrically forQ2 andR1. If both Q1 andQ2 are deterministic, there
is no solution as soon asDP1 ∩DP2 is non-empty. There is the possibility of trying all
combinations, but that will likely defy the advantages of the A/G-approach compared
to simply a composed analysis.
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0a b

(a) P1

0c d

(b) P2

0

1

a c

b d

(c) Q1

0

1

a d

c b

(d) Q2

0,0

(e) P1||P2

0,0

1,0

0,1

1,1

a

d

c

b

(f) Q1||Q2

0,0

0,1

a

b

(g) P1||Q2

0,0

0,1

c

d

(h) P2||Q1

Figure 4.6: A/G-reasoning fails in Ex. 4.6 because of the initial states

4.2.3 Checking the Initial States

To finalize the A/G-proof, it must be shown that all the initial states ofP1||P2 have
a matching initial state ofQ1||Q2 in R. For the simulation relation (4.10), it must
be shown that for all(p1, p2) ∈ P01×P02 there exist(q1,q2) ∈ Q01×Q02 such that
(pi,q1,q2) ∈ Ri for i = 1,2. It follows fromPi||Q j � Q1||Q2 that for anypi there exists
some pair(q1i ,q2i) ∈ Q01×Q02, but the important point is that this must be the same
pair for bothp1 andp2.

Example 4.6. Consider the automata shown in Fig. 4.6, all with the alphabetΣ =
{a,b,c,d}. All states are initial states. Table 4.3 shows the A/G-relations R1 for
P1||Q2 � Q1||Q2 and R2 for P2||Q1 � Q1||Q2 as well as their quantified counterparts
R′

1 and R′2. The simulation relation R constructed according to (4.10)is empty, while
there exists a simulation relation R′ that contains all states, since P1||P2 doesn’t have
any transitions. Therefore the A/G-reasoning fails in thisexample.

It follows that the circular A/G-reasoning is only a sufficient condition with respect
to the containment of the initial states. There exist cases in whichR1 andR2 exist, but
no simulation relation can be constructed fromR1 andR2 that contains the initial states
appropriately, even though a globalR′ exists andP1||P2 � Q1||Q2 holds. A sufficient
condition for the containment is that for all(p1,q2) ∈ P01×Q02 andq1 ∈ Q01 holds
(p1,q1,q2) ∈ R′

1. Alternatively a symmetric argument is valid forR′
2.
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Table 4.3: Simulation relations for Ex. 4.6 after separate trimming

(a) R1

P1||Q2
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

(0,0) • – – –
(0,1) – – – •

(b) R2

P2||Q1
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

(0,0) – – • –
(0,1) – • – –

(c) R′
1

P1\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

0 • – – •

(d) R′
2

P2\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

0 – • • –

(e) R

P1||P2
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

(0,0) – – – –

(f) R′

P1||P2
\Q1||Q2 (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

(0,0) • • • •
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4.3 Circular A/G-Reasoning with Σ-Simulation

The structure of circular assume-guarantee reasoning forΣ-simulation is simpler be-
cause of the ability to decompose the specification according to Theorem 3.20, from
which it follows thatP1||Q2 �Σ Q1 holds if and only ifP1||Q2 � Q1||Q2, analogously
Q1||P2 �Σ Q2 holds if and only ifQ1||P2 � Q1||Q2. We obtain the following structure:

P1||Q2 �Σ Q1

Q1||P2 �Σ Q2

A/G conditions

P1||P2 �Σ Q1||Q2
. (4.17)

In contrast to the A/G-rule of Theorem 4.2,Σ-simulation allows us to compare au-
tomata of arbitrary alphabets. The definition ofΣ-simulation is split into three cases
as it may be that a label is exclusively to the alphabet of system, exclusive to the spec-
ification, or common to both. This is also reflected in adaption of the A/G conditions
(4.11) toΣ-simulation. The A/G conditions must now ensure not only thenonblocking
of labels common to both specifications and subsystems, but also the nonblocking of
labels that are not part of the system. We get the following theorem:

Theorem 4.5(A/G-Σ-simulation). Consider LTSs P1, P2, Q1 and Q2 with

P1||Q2 �Σ Q1 and (4.18)

Q1||P2 �Σ Q2. (4.19)

If there exist simulation relations R1 for (4.18) and R2 for (4.19) such that for all
p1, p2,q1,q2 with ((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1, ((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2 andα ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 there∃q′1 :

q1
α→ q′1 or ∃q′2 : q2

α→ q′2 whenever:

(i) α ∈ ΣP1\ΣP2 and p1
α→ p′1,

(ii) α ∈ ΣP2\ΣP1 and p2
α→ p′2, or

(iii) α ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 and p1
α→ p′1 and p2

α→ p′2, or

(iv) α /∈ ΣP1 ∪ΣP2,

then there is a simulation relation for P1 ||P2 �Σ Q1 ||Q2 given by

R= {((p1, p2),(q1,q2))|((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1∧ ((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2}. (4.20)

Proof. In the following discussion we will identify what the A/G-conditions have to
guarantee in order for the proof rule to be sound.

(i) α ∈ (ΣP1 ∪ΣP2)∩ (ΣQ1 ∪ΣQ2) and(p1, p2)
α→ (p′1, p′2):
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(a) If α ∈ ΣP1\ΣP2 then(p1, p2)
α→ (p′1, p′2) if and only if p1

α→ p′1 andp′2 = p2.

(α) If α ∈ ΣQ1\ΣQ2 then there exists a transition(p1,q2)
α→ (p′1,q

′
2) with

q′2 = q2 and((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 implies with Def. 3.1(i) thatq′1 exists

with q1
α→q′1 and((p′1,q

′
2),q

′
1)∈R1. Sinceα /∈ΣQ2 and((q1, p2),q2)∈

R2 it follows from Def. 3.1(iii) that there is a transition(q1, p2)
α→

(q′1, p2) with ((q′1, p2),q2)∈R2. By definition of the parallel composi-

tion there is a transition(q1,q2)
α→ (q′1,q

′
2) with q′2 = q2, and therefore

((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

(β ) If α ∈ ΣQ2\ΣQ1, a symmetric argument to (α) shows that(q1,q2)
α→

(q′1,q
′
2) with q′1 = q1 and((p′1, p′2),(q

′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

(γ) Otherwiseα ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2. From((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 follows from Def.

3.1(i) that ifq2
α→ q′2 then alsoq1

α→ q′1 and((p′1,q
′
2),q

′
1) ∈ R1. If so,

then((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2 imply with Def. 3.1(i) that((q′1, p′2),q
′
2) ∈ R2,

and therefore((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

In the case thatq1
α→ q′1, ((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2 imply with Def. 3.1(i)

that q2
α→ q′2 with ((q′1, p′2),q

′
2) ∈ R2. Then according to the above,

((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

This is a case where the A/G-conditions are needed to ensure that
either q′1 or q′2 exist. Here,α ∈ (ΣP1\ΣP2)∩ (ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2) and p1

α→ p′1
and the A/G-conditions must imply that either q1

α→ q′1 or q2
α→ q′2.

(b) If α ∈ ΣP2\ΣP1, a symmetric argument to (b) proves that(q1,q2)
α→ (q′1,q

′
2)

with ((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

For (γ), this is a case where the A/G-conditions are needed to ensurethat
either q′1 or q′2 exist. Here,α ∈ (ΣP2\ΣP1)∩ (ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2) and p2

α→ p′2 and

the A/G-conditions must imply that either q1
α→ q′1 or q2

α→ q′2.

(c) Otherwiseα ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 and there are bothp1
α→ p′1 andp2

α→ p′2.

(α) If α ∈ ΣQ1\ΣQ2 then this implies a transition(p1,q2)
α→ (p′1,q

′
2) with

q′2 = q2 and((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 implies with Def. 3.1(i) thatq′1 exists

with q1
α→q′1 and((p′1,q

′
2),q

′
1)∈R1. Sinceα /∈ΣQ2 and((q1, p2),q2)∈

R2 it follows from Def. 3.1(iii) that there is a transition(q1, p2)
α→

(q′1, p′2) with ((q′1, p′2),q2)∈R2. By definition of parallel composition,

(q1,q2)
α→ (q′1,q

′
2) with q′2 = q2, and therefore((p′1, p′2),(q

′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

(β ) If α ∈ ΣQ2\ΣQ1, a symmetric argument to (α) shows that(q1,q2)
α→

(q′1,q
′
2) with q′1 = q1 and((p′1, p′2),(q

′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

(γ) Otherwiseα ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2. From((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 follows from Def.

3.1(i) that ifq2
α→ q′2 then alsoq1

α→ q′1 and((p′1,q
′
2),q

′
1) ∈ R1. If so,

then((q1, p2),q2)∈R2 implies with Def. 3.1(i) that((q′1, p′2),q
′
2)∈R2,

and therefore((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.
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In the case thatq1
α→ q′1, ((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2 implies with Def. 3.1(i)

that q2
α→ q′2 with ((q′1, p′2),q

′
2) ∈ R2. Then according to the above,

((p′1, p′2),(q
′
1,q

′
2)) ∈ R.

This is a case where the A/G-conditions are needed to ensure that
either q′1 or q′2 exist. Here,α ∈ (ΣP1 ∩ΣP2)∩ (ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2) and p1

α→ p′1
and p2

α→ p′2 and the A/G-conditions must imply that either q1
α→ q′1

or q2
α→ q′2.

(ii) α ∈ (ΣQ1 ∪ΣQ2)\(ΣP1 ∪ΣP2):

(a) If α ∈ ΣQ1\ΣQ2 then((p1,q2),q1)∈R1 implies with Def. 3.1(ii) thatq′1 ex-

ists withq1
α→ q′1 and((p1,q2),q′1)∈R1. Sinceα /∈ΣQ2 and((q1, p2),q2)∈

R2 it follows from Def. 3.1(iii) that(q1, p2)
α→ (q′1, p2) with ((q′1, p2),q2)∈

R2. By definition of the parallel composition,(q1,q2)
α→ (q′1,q

′
2) with

q′2 = q2, and therefore((p1, p2),(q′1,q
′
2)) ∈ R.

(b) If α ∈ ΣQ2\ΣQ1, a symmetric argument to (a) shows that(q1,q2)
α→ (q′1,q

′
2)

with q′1 = q1 and((p1, p2),(q′1,q
′
2)) ∈ R.

(c) Otherwiseα ∈ ΣQ2 ∩ΣQ1, and since it holds that((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 and
((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2, either bothq′1 andq′2 exist, from which it follows that
((p1, p2),(q′1,q

′
2)) ∈ R, or neither exist.This is a case where additional

conditions are needed to ensure that either q′
1 or q′2 exist. Here,α ∈ (ΣQ1∩

ΣQ2)\(ΣP1 ∪ΣP2) and C must imply that either q1
α→ q′1 or q2

α→ q′2.

(iii) α ∈ (ΣP1 ∪ΣP2)\(ΣQ1 ∪ΣQ2) and(p1, p2)
α→ (p′1, p′2):

(a) If α ∈ ΣP1\ΣP2 then(p1, p2)
α→ (p′1, p′2) if and only if p1

α→ p′1 andp′2 = p2.
Then((p1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 implies with Def. 3.1(iii) that((p′1,q2),q1) ∈ R1.
Sincep′2 = p2, ((q1, p′2),q2) ∈ R2 and therefore((p′1, p′2),(q1,q2)) ∈ R.

(b) If α ∈ ΣP2\ΣP1 then in symmetry to (a):((p′1, p′2),(q1,q2)) ∈ R.

(c) Otherwiseα ∈ ΣP1 ∩ ΣP2. Then p1
α→ p′1 and p2

α→ p′2. ((p1,q2),q1) ∈
R1 implies that((p′1,q2),q1) ∈ R1 holds, and((q1, p2),q2) ∈ R2 implies
((q1, p′2),q2) ∈ R2. Therefore((p′1, p′2),(q1,q2)) ∈ R.

In the above discussion, four cases were isolated where the A/G-conditions must en-
sure that eitherq1

α→ q′1 or q2
α→ q′2. These are precisely the A/G-conditions stated in

the hypothesis, which concludes the proof.

Note thatRdoesn’t necessarily contain the initial states. As with A/G-simulation, it
follows from the definitions of simulation and parallel composition that the conditions
(i)–(iv) are fulfilled for any simulation relation that witnessesP1||P2 � Q1||Q2. The
checking for containment of the initial states is done as forsimulation in Sect. 4.2.3,
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procedureCheckAGSigmaSimulationSeparate
Input: labeled transition systemsP1, P2, Q1, Q2,
Output: A/G-simulation relationsR1, R2

R1 := reachP1||Q2||Q1
, R2 := reachQ1||P2||Q2

R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1
(R1)

R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q2
(R2)

R1 := R1\{(p1,q2,q1)|∃α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 :

∄q′1 : (q1
α→ q′1)∧∄q′2 : (q2

α→ q′2)∧ [(α ∈ ΣP1 ∧∃p′1 : p1
α→ p′1)∨α /∈ (ΣP1 ∪ΣP2)]}

R2 := R2\{(q1, p2,q2)|∃α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 :

∄q′1 : (q1
α→ q′1)∧∄q′2 : (q2

α→ q′2)∧ [(α ∈ ΣP2 ∧∃p′2 : p2
α→ p′2)∨α /∈ (ΣP1 ∪ΣP2)]}

R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1
(R1)

R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q2
(R2)

Figure 4.7: Algorithm for checking assume-guaranteeΣ-simulation by separate trim-
ming

with R′
1 = R1 andR′

2 = R2. An algorithm for checking A/G-simulation by separate
trimming is shown in Fig. 4.7. It is easy to see thatR1 andR2 fulfill conditions (i)–(iv)
after the trimming. Figure 4.8 show the algorithm for composite trimming adapted to
Σ-simulation.
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procedureCheckAGSigmaSimulationComposite
Input: labeled transition systemsP1, P2, Q1, Q2

Output: A/G-simulation relationsR1, R2

R1 := reachP1||Q2||Q1
, R2 := reachQ1||P2||Q2

R1 := R1\{(p1,q2,q1)|∃α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 :

∄q′1 : (q1
α→ q′1)∧∄q′2 : (q2

α→ q′2)∧ [(α ∈ ΣP1 \ΣP2 ∧∃p′1 : p1
α→ p′1)∨α /∈ (ΣP1 ∪ΣP2)]}

R2 := R2\{(q1, p2,q2)|∃α ∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 :

∄q′1 : (q1
α→ q′1)∧∄q′2 : (q2

α→ q′2)∧ [(α ∈ ΣP2 \ΣP2 ∧∃p′2 : p2
α→ p′2)∨α /∈ (ΣP1 ∪ΣP2)]}

R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1
(R1)

R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q2
(R2)

DP1 = {(q1,q2,α)|α ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 ∩ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p1 : (p1,q2,q1) ∈ R1∧
p1

α→ p′1∧∄q′1 : q1
α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2

α→ q′2}
DP2 = {(q1,q2,α)|α ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 ∩ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 ∧∃p2 : (q1, p2,q2) ∈ R2∧

p2
α→ p′2∧∄q′1 : q1

α→ q′1∧∄q′2 : q2
α→ q′2}.

if DP1 ∩DP2 6= /0
R1 := R1\{(p1,q2,q1)|∃α , p′1 : p1

α→ p′1∧ (q1,q2,α) ∈ DP2}
R2 := R2\{(q1, p2,q2)|∃α , p′2 : p2

α→ p′2∧ (q1,q2,α) ∈ DP1}
R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1

(R1)
R2 := GetSimRelQ1||P2,Q2

(R2)
fi

Figure 4.8: Algorithm for checking assume-guaranteeΣ-simulation by composite trim-
ming ofR1 andR2
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Example 4.7. Consider a reactor with two inlets and one outlet as shown in Fig.4.9.
The task of a controller is to transfer raw material from Tank1 to Tank 3, represented
by a label T13, then from Tank 2 to Tank 3, represented by T23, and finally drain the
mixture to Tank 4, symbolized by label T34. A discrete model for Tank 3 is shown in
Fig. 4.10(a). It contains error states for unmodelled behavior, i.e. states with a self-
loop with label error. The error states are reachable when an empty tank is drained or
a full tank filled. The controller model is shown in Fig. 4.10(b).

The verification task is to show that no error states are reachable, and that the
mixing sequence is preserved, i.e. that first tank 1 is drained and then tank 2. The
automaton for this specification is shown in Fig. 4.11. The label error is in the alphabet
ΣQ = {T13,T23,error} of Q, but since there are no transitions with that label, it is
always forbidden. For the assume-guarantee proof, the specification Q was manually
decomposed into specifications Q1 and Q2 for the tank and the controller such that
Q1||Q2 � Q. Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) show the automata.

Checking the state space of P1||Q2||Q1 and Q1||P2||Q2 yields that DP1 = {(0,0,T34),
(1,1,T34), (2,2,T13),(2,2,T23)} and DP2 = {}. R1 and R2 are initialized with the
states of P1||Q2||Q1 and Q1||P2||Q2, and contain no states that could violate the A/G-
conditions. The algorithm in Fig. 3.4 is applied to turn theminto simulation relations.
As a result, both relations contain the initial states and the specifications Q1 and Q2

are fulfilled. Because Q1||Q2 � Q holds, transitivity implies that the global specifica-
tion Q also holds.

Figure 4.9: Reactor with two raw material tanks
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Figure 4.10: Labeled transition system models for tank and controller
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Figure 4.11: Global specificationQ with alphabetΣQ = {T13,T23,error}
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Figure 4.12: Labeled transition system models for the decomposed specifications
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4.4 Related Work

Assume-Guarantee Reasoning Proofs that are based on assertions have been de-
veloped independently by Jones [Jon81, Jon83], in therely-guaranteeformalism, and
Misra and Chandy [MC81] in theassumption-commitmentframework, see [RBH+01]
for a comprehensive discussion. Proofs of this type have been used extensively for
discrete and hybrid systems, and the term assume-guaranteereasoning has established
itself in the literature concerned with hybrid systems.

An overview of compositional reasoning is given by de Roever in [Roe98], oth-
ers are available by Berezin et al. in [BCC98] and Xu et al. [XS98].For a survey of
assume-guarantee reasoning for Moore Machines and ReactiveModules see [PT98].
A small comparison of A/G-techniques with SPIN and SMV is given by Pasareanu
et al. [PDH99]. They conclude that assumptions are better encoded in the state space
than in a formula. A general discussion of the problems of assume-guarantee reason-
ing and the role of interference is given by Collette and Jonesin two recent papers
[CJ00, Jon03]. Non-circular A/G-reasoning was applied to agents by Abadi and Lam-
port [AL93], and improved version of which can be found in [AL95]. Completenon-
circular and circular A/G-rules for checking LTL properties have been presented by
Namjoshi et al. in [NT00], which also contains a small survey. Henzinger et al. have
applied A/G-reasoning to reactive systems using MOCHA, a software environment
for system specification and verification, for which a tutorial introduction is given in
[HQR00]. The framework is based on trace containment [HQR98],and supports hi-
erarchy [AG00]. The approach has been successfully appliedto verify an array of
64 dataflow processors [HLQR99]. For A/G-reasoning of liveness properties see the
works of McMillan [McM99, McM00]. The A/G-rule presented there was verified by
Rushby with the automatic theorem prover PVS [Rus01]. The toolCOSPAN provides
some functionality to verify refinement of discete, timed systems and a class of hybrid
systems [AK96, TAKB96].

A/G-Reasoning based on Simulation Relations In [LS95], simulation-based asser-
tional techniques were compared to process algebraic techniques in the verification of
a small but supposedly typical circuit, a Mueller C element.The concept of simula-
tion has been used by McMillan et al. [McM00, JM01], where it is calledrefinement.
An assume-guarantee rule for fair simulation of Moore machines has been proposed
by Henzinger et al. [HQRT02]. It is stricter than the rule of Theorem 4.2 because it
requires non-blocking and finite non-determinism. A more detailed treatment of one
of the same authors can be found in [Raj99]. Viswanathan et al.presented assume-
guarantee rules based on traces and trace-trees with a semantics that avoid the use of
non-propositional reasoning such as induction [VV01]. They show that the rule for
simulation by Henzinger et al. [HQRT02] can be derived from their rule for trace-
trees.



Part II

Hybrid Systems with Discrete
Interaction





Introduction

The integration of digital controllers with a continuouslyactive physical system can
result indiscrete-continuousbehavior. It is governed by the ongoing change of the
physical component as well as instantaneous changes triggered by the digital logic at
discrete events. The former phenomenon can be efficiently modelled with differen-
tial equations, and the latter with state-transition graphs. A system that exhibits both
types of behaviors is called ahybrid system, and their fusion into a single formalism
has resulted in the paradigm of hybrid automata, as introduced in 1993 by Alur et
al. [ACHH93].

Hybrid systems are notoriously complex to analyze, and fundamental properties,
like the reachability of forbidden states, are in general undecidable. For algorithmic
verification, one must therefore resort to special classes of hybrid systems, for which
these problems are decidable or at least semi-computable, and use these to overapprox-
imate more complex models. Because of this need for computationally manageable
systems we are particularly interested inlinear hybrid automata[Hen96], which have
been studied intensely, and for which reachability and simulation are semi-computable
with linear predicates. While the following chapters refer to hybrid automata in gen-
eral, their application in practice involves linear hybridautomata, which which are also
used in PHAVer, a verification tool that are presented in Chapter 11.

It is well known, and appreciated by anyone who has tried to verify hybrid sys-
tems in practice, that the computational cost of verification increases exponentially
with the number of interacting components of the system, andwith the number of
continuous variables. Two widely recognized and fundamental methods to counter
this phenomenon, which is referred to as thestate-explosion problem, areabstraction
andcompositional reasoning. We use simulation relations to apply both methods, and
discuss the limitations of traditional semantics in this respect.

Following an approach by Henzinger in [Hen96], we define simulation for hy-
brid automata based on their timed transition system (TTS) semantics. While some
continuous variables might only be relevant for the timing of the system, others are
associated with a particular meaning, e.g., the level of a liquid filling a tank. This im-
plies that if the stateq of a specification simulates the statep of a system, the values
of those variables should also be considered equivalent inp andq, e.g., the value of
the level variable in the tank model should be identical to the value of any variable
referring to the tank level in the specification. This is achieved by requiring that the
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states in the simulation relation are in a given equivalencerelation≈. This simulation
with equivalence is called≈-simulation. TTS-semantics allow us to apply many of the
definitions and algorithms from Part I, with special attention to compositionality. To
apply compositional reasoning at the level of hybrid automata it is necessary that the
TTS-semantics and parallel composition are commutative. We show that this is the
case if there are no shared variables. We give symbolic formulations of an algorithm
for a computing simulation relation between hybrid systems. It employs operations
in Rn, and we discuss its shortcomings and discuss ways to improvethe performance.
While the algorithm is similar to the one in Sect. 3.3, its formulation inRn illustrates
the complexity that results from by the difference operations involved.

In the following chapter, we formally define hybrid automataand their labeled
transition system semantics. In Chap. 6 we define≈-simulation and show that TTS-
semantics and parallel composition are commutative in the absence of shared variables.
A symbolic formulation of an algorithm to compute the simulation relation is given,
and we discuss approaches to speed up the computation. Compositional proof rules
are presented in their symbolic form in Chap. 7, and illustrated by an example. We
present our conclusions for Part II at the end of this thesis in Sect. 12.2, pp. 168.



Chapter 5

Modeling with Hybrid Automata

Hybrid automata are a paradigm for models of continuous-discrete behavior. They are
based on state-transition systems with a special structurethat reflects the continuous
and discrete components of the behavior. The system is considered to have a finite set
of modes, calledlocations, in which the continuous dynamics of the variables is given
by functions over time, usually defined implicitly by differential equations. An instan-
taneous change in the variables or dynamics is modeled with atransition to another
location. A variety of hybrid automata concepts have been proposed since their initial
publication in 1993 [ACHH93]. We present our own blend of these concepts – not
just to add another species to the zoo, but in an effort to obtain a formalism that most
allows us to apply the methods for labeled transition systems from the previous part as
directly as possible. However, the modifications are of a formal rather than conceptual
nature. Our choices are motivated in a detailed comparison in Sect. 5.4.

In the following section we present our hybrid automaton model and recall the
definition of linear hybrid automata in Sect. 5.2. In Sect. 5.3 we recall the labeled
transition system semantics from [Hen96], also calledtimed transition system seman-
tics, that will allow us to apply the methods for labeled transition systems to hybrid
systems. The chapter finishes with a summary of related work in Sect. 5.4.

5.1 Hybrid Automata

Our formal definition of hybrid automata blends the classic definitions in [ACHH93,
ACH+95, Hen96]. It differs from those since we attribute a label to each discrete
transition without requiring stutter transitions, see Sect. 5.4 for more detail on related
work. We recall basic notions of variable valuations and activities before proceeding
with the definition of hybrid automata.

A variable is an identifier that is associated with a real number, itsvalue. This is
formally captured by a mapping, called avaluation, just like an-dimensional vector
xT = (x1, . . . ,xn) can be interpreted as a mapping from an index 1, . . . ,n to a value. The
continuous change of a variable over time is defined by anactivity. When no confusion
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arises we will sometimes simplify the notation by writing the variable instead of its
valuation, e.g.,x instead ofv(x).

Definition 5.1 (Valuation, Activity, Projection). [ACHH93] Given a set Var of vari-
ables, avaluation is a function v: Var→ R. Let V(Var) denote the set of valuations
over Var, where V( /0) = { /0 → /0}. An activity is a function f: R≥0 → V(Var). Let
Ats(Var) denote the set of activities over the variables in Var. Givena set of vari-
ables Var′ ⊆ Var, let theprojection v′ = v↓Var′ be the valuation over Var′ defined by
v′(x) = v(x) for all x ∈ Var′. The extension to activities is straightforward.

Remark: Usually the set of activities in a location of the system is considered to be
infinitely differentiable [ACHH93], or time-invariant [ACH+95, NOSY92, Hen96].1

Neither is required for the results in this thesis.

Hybrid automata are state-transition systems with variables that can change con-
tinuously over time, or at discrete events. A state is a pair of a location and a valuation
over the variables. The evolution of the variables is constrained to an invariant set for
each location. A discrete transition from one state to another can take place if and only
if source state and target state are in a continuous transition relation, which is associ-
ated with every transition. A behavior only belongs to the automaton if it originates in
a set of initial states.

Definition 5.2 (Hybrid Automaton). [ACH+95, Hen96]A hybrid automaton H =
(Loc, Var, Lab,→, Act, Inv, Init) has the following components:

• A finite set Loc oflocations.

• A finite set Var of variables. A pair(l ,v) of a location and a valuation of the
variables is astateof the automaton. The set of all states SH = Loc×V(Var) is
called thestate space.

• A finite set Lab of synchronization labels,

• A finite set oftransitions →⊆ Loc×Lab×2V(Var)×V(Var) ×Loc. A transition

(l ,a,µ, l ′) ∈→ is also written as l
a,µ−−→H l ′. l and l′ are calledsourceand target

locations, andµ is called thecontinuous transition relation.

• A mapping Act: Loc→ 2Ats(Var) from locations to sets of activities.

• A mapping Inv: Loc→ 2V(Var) from locations to sets of valuations, calledin-
variants.

• A set Init⊆ Loc×V(Var) of initial states that lie inside the invariants, i.e.,
(l ,v) ∈ Init ⇒ v∈ Inv(l).2

1A setSof activities istime-invariant if for all f ∈ S,d ∈ R≥0 : f ′(t) = f (t +d) ∈ S.
2We admit an empty set of initial states because it can occur asa result of parallel composition, when

the sets of initial states or the invariants of two automata are disjoint.
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Remark: Some automaton models, like the timed automata in [AD92], define the
continuous transition relation with aguard G⊆ V(Var) and a set ofresetvaluations
R⊆V(Var′) over a set of variablesVar′ ⊆Var. In that concept, the variables inVar′

take any value inR after the transition, and remain unchanged otherwise. This trans-
lates into the continuous transition relation

µ = {(v,v′)|v∈ G∧v↓Var\Var′= v′↓Var\Var′ ∧v′↓Var′∈ R}.

We use the following shorthand notation to describe the continuous transition re-
lation: For a binary relationR over a set of variablesVar, i.e.,R⊆ V(Var)×V(Var),
we usex′ to denote the variablex when it occurs in the second element of a pair inR.
E.g., the equationx+x′ = 0 defines the relation

R= {(v,v′) ∈V(Var)×V(Var)|v(x)+v′(x) = 0}

Example 5.1. Consider a tank with an inlet valve and a constantly open outletas
shown in the schematic in Fig. 5.1(a). A hybrid automaton model of the tank is shown
in Fig. 5.1(b). There are two locations, symbolized by rectangular nodes, “inout_flow”
for an open inlet valve, and “out_flow” for a closed one. The variable x represents
the tank level. The activities in the locations are given implicitly by contraints on
the derivative of x. Constants ciol ,ciou ≥ 0 determine the lower and upper rate of
x, and diol ,diou ≥ 0 the set of equilibrium points for x if the inlet valve is open.If
it is closed, the rate is determined by col,cou ≥ 0. An invariant in both locations
constrains x to remain between zero and a constant xover. Transitions are represented
by directed arcs. A transition with label “in_start” represents a change in dynamics
caused by opening the valve, and one with label “in_stop” closing the valve. The
variable does not change during the transition, so the continuous transition relation
is given by x′ = x, and omitted from the graphical representation. An incoming arc
designates the location “inout_flow” as an initial location.I can be labeled with the
initial states if they are different from the invariant.

The semantics of a hybrid automaton is defined by itsruns, a possibly infinite
sequence of discrete transitions and periods of time elpase. When time passes, the
continuous variables change according to the activities, but they must remain inside
the invariants. Thus, periods of time elapse are labeled with a duration and the activity.
A run contains all necessary information about how the automaton changes its states,
i.e., labels as well as activities and their durations. Onlythe runs that start from one
of the initial states are considered actual behavior of the automaton, and are called
executions.

Definition 5.3 (Run, Execution, Reachability). A run σ is a finite or infinite sequence
of states(l i,vi) and labelsαi ∈ Lab∪

(

R≥0×Ats(Var)
)

,

σ = (l0,v0)
α0−→ (l1,v1)

α1−→ (l2,v2)
α1−→ . . . , (5.1)

satisfying that for all i≥ 0 holds vi ∈ Inv(l i) and either
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(b) Hybrid automaton model with non-
linear dynamics

Figure 5.1: TankT with inlet valve and constant outflow

• αi ∈ Lab and there is a transition li
αi ,µ−−→H l i+1 with (vi,vi+1) ∈ µ, or

• αi =: (ti , fi) and fi ∈ Act(l i), li = l i+1, fi(0) = vi, fi(ti) = vi+1 and for all t′,
0≤ t ′ ≤ ti , holds fi(t ′) ∈ Inv(l i).

An execution is a run σ that starts in one of the initial states, i.e.,(l0,v0) ∈ Init. A
state(l ,v) is calledreachableif there exists an execution with(l ,v) = (l i ,vi) for some
i ≥ 0.

Usually a system can be divided into several components, each of which is then
modeled by a separate automaton. Their interaction is determined by aparallel com-
positionoperator that merges them into one single automaton. Hybridautomata inter-
act in two ways: They synchronize on discrete transitions, and they share variables.
As discussed previously in Sect. 2.4, shared variables withunrestricted access are not
compositional, so that in this Part we limit the compositional analysis to hybrid au-
tomata that each have their own set of variables that is disjunct of all others. The
compositional analysis of hybrid systems with shared variables requires a more so-
phisticated model, and will be the subject of Part III.

In the following, hybrid automata are considered to interact by synchronizing on
common labels. If an automaton does not participate in a transition, its variables re-
main constant, which leads to the following composition operator:

Definition 5.4 (Parallel Composition). Given hybrid automata Hi = (Loci, Vari , Labi,
→i , Acti, Invi , Initi), i = 1,2, their parallel compositionH1||H2 is the hybrid automa-
ton H = (Loc,Var,Lab,→H ,Act, Inv, Init) with

• Loc= Loc1×Loc2, Var= Var1∪Var2, Lab= Lab1∪Lab2,

• f ∈ Act(l1, l2) iff f ↓Vari∈ Acti(l i) for i = 1,2,
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• v∈ Inv(l1, l2) iff v↓Vari∈ Invi(l i) for i = 1,2, and

• (l1, l2)
a,µ−−→H(l ′1, l

′
2) with µ ={(v,v′)|(v↓Vari ,v

′↓Vari) ∈ µi , i = 1,2} iff for i = 1,2:

– a∈ Labi and li
a,µi−−→i l ′i , or

– a /∈ Labi and li = l ′i , µi = {(v,v′)|v↓Vari= v′↓Vari}.

• ((l1, l2),v) ∈ Init iff (l i ,v↓Vari) ∈ Init i for i = 1,2 and v∈ Inv(l1, l2).

The following example shall illustrate how a system is naturally modeled by several
interacting components, each corresponding to a hybrid automaton, and the system as
whole corresponding to their parallel composition.

Example 5.2.Consider the tank with an inlet valve T from Fig.5.1(b), equipped with
two discrete level sensors Lh and Ll , positioned at levels xh and xl . We model the tank
with sensors in a modular fashion with separate models for the sensors, and combine
them by parallel composition. Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show hybrid automaton mod-
els of the sensors. They only have a single location “idle”, in which the variable x is
unconstrained, i.e., Act(idle) = Ats(x) and Inv(idle) = R. If the level is above xh, Lh

has a self-looping transition with label x_high, otherwise one with label x_nhigh. Ll
works correspondingly. The composed system Ts = T||Ll ||Lh is shown in Fig. 5.2(c).
The sets of valuations of x in invariants, activities and initial states were intersected,
but since x is unconstrained in Lh and Ll , they are the same as in the original model T .
The labels are not in the alphabet of T , so the transitions areadded with the con-
straint x′ = x (not shown). Clearly, the modular model is much more convenient and
intelligible than the composition.

In order to model shared variables into the framework of discrete interactions, ac-
cess of other automata to the variable can be incorporated using synchronization labels.
This implies that for a hybrid automaton with a finite number of discrete transitions
there can be only a finite number of values for each shared variable. As a result, such
a set of interacting hybrid automata is unable to perform calculations over an infinite
number of values, as it is the case, e.g., for continuous feedback controllers. Still, it
can be useful to model a system with hybrid automata with shared variables. The fact
that this is not compositional only means that the automata that share a variable should
not be decomposed in a compositional proof.

5.2 Linear Hybrid Automata

We are particularly interested in hybrid automata that can be analyzed in an efficient
manner. Since hybrid automata are systems with an infinite state space, this naturally
involves symbolic computations on sets of states. Our focuslies on polyhedra as a
symbolic representation, since very efficient algorithms are available, like the Motzkin
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(c) Ts = T||Ll ||Lh with T from Fig. 5.1(b)

Figure 5.2: Tank model with level sensors

double description method [MRTT53] and its enhancements. For an overview on al-
gorithms refer to [Fuk04] and implementations, as well as further references, can be
found in [Wil97, BRZ04]. Our verification tool is based on polyhedral computations,
and will be described in Part 11. Apolyhedron is a subset ofRn that is the set of
solutions to a finite system of linear inequalities, calledlinear constraints[Fuk04] :

Definition 5.5 (Linear Constraint, Linear Predicate). A linear expressionover a set of
variables Var is of the form∑i aixi +b, with ai ,b∈Z, xi ∈Var. Alinear constraint over
Var is of the form e⊲⊳ 0, where e is a linear expression and the sign⊲⊳ is in {<,≤}.For
a given valuation v over Var, a linear constraintφ defines a boolean valueφ(v) that
yields whetherφ is satisfied or not, i.e., whether∑i aiv(xi)+ b ⊲⊳ 0 holds. Aconvex
linear predicate is a finite conjunction of linear constraints. Anon-convex linear
predicate, or linear predicate, is a finite disjunction of convex linear predicates.

A very important class of hybrid automata arelinear hybrid automata(LHA).3 For
LHAs, reachability and simulation are computable with exactness using linear predi-
cates. As we will show in Part III, our definition of simulation is also compositional
for LHAs with convex invariants. They are defined as follows:

Definition 5.6 (Linear Hybrid Automaton). [Hen96]4 A linear hybrid automaton
(LHA) is a hybrid automaton in which the invariants and the continuous transition

3The term linear hybrid automaton is ambiguous since it is also used, e.g., in [LPY01], to describe
hybrid automata whose dynamics are given by a linear time-invariant differential equation system, i.e.,
ẋ = Ax or ẋ = Ax+Bu. We call such dynamicsaffine.

4Older definitions of linear hybrid automata in [ACHH93, ACH+95] only admit dynamics with a
constant derivative given for each location.
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relation are given by linear predicates over its variables,and the activities are given
by linear predicates over the time derivatives of the variables.

Linear hybrid automata are readily used as overapproximations of hybrid automata
with complex dynamics, see Sect. 5.4 for related work. This approximation is asymp-
totically complete, i.e., any hybrid automaton can be approximated arbitrarily close
with a LHA [HHWT98]. The following example shall illustrate such an overapproxi-
mation:

Example 5.3. Consider the nonlinear tank model from Ex. 5.1. Figure 5.3 shows
a linear hybrid automatonT̂ that overapproximates the non-linear dynamics in an
interval x∈ [0,xM] by upper and lower bounds of n intervals. The choice of bounds
was made under the assumption that fiol (x) ≤ fiou(x), fol(x) ≤ fol(x), and that they
are monotonously increasing, respectively decreasing, with x. The characteristic curve
of Ex. 5.1 is given by:

fiol (x) = ciol

√

x−diol ,

fiou(x) = ciou

√

x−diou,

fol(x) = col
√

x,

fou(x) = cou
√

x,

where ciol ,ciou,col,cou,diol ,diou are constants to be identified by the physical setup.
The automaton shown assumes initial states within the interval [xM/n,2xM/n], and the
appropriate locations are designated with incoming arcs as having initial states.

It is worthwhile to note that discrete-time piecewise affinesystems, or more pre-
cisely hybrid automata with linear invariants, linear continuous transition relations and
discrete-time linear dynamics, are also linear hybrid automata. This underlines the
relevance of the class in applications related to control systems. A discrete-time piece-
wise affine system can be embedded in a linear hybrid automaton model as follows:

Example 5.4.A linear hybrid automaton model of a discrete-time, linear time-invariant
differential equation system is shown in Fig. 5.4. A clock t isintroduced to measure
the sampling timeδ . When t has reachedδ , the invariant forces the transition, the
variables x are updated according to the dynamics and the clock is reset to zero. If
the hybrid automaton is only composed with other sampled systems, the clock can be
omitted as they will synchronize on the label “tick”.

Linear hybrid automata have received considerable attention, and a model-checking
tool called HYTECH is available [HHWT97]. A symbolic model-checking procedure
for a temporal logic with stopwatches was introduced in [AHH96].
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Figure 5.3: LHA-approximation̂T of tankT from Fig. 5.1(b)
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Figure 5.4: Linear hybrid automaton with linear discrete time dynamics
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5.3 Timed Transition System Semantics

Temporal logics like CTL* [CE81] are widely used to define and reason about prop-
erties of automata, and are based on runs. These properties can be divided intosafety
andlivenessproperties. Intuitively, a safety property describes thatsomething bad can
never happen, while a liveness property tells whether something good will always oc-
cur. Rather than with runs, the safe semantics of a hybrid automaton can be defined
with an infinite labeled transition system [Hen96]. This considerably simplifies many
proofs, allows us to carry over the results of Part I, and so provides the basis for our
further work.

Definition 5.7 (Timed Transition System). [Hen96] The timed transition systemof
a hybrid automaton H= (Loc, Var, Lab,→H , Act, Inv, Init) is the labeled transition
system[[H]] = (SH ,Lab∪R≥0,→[[H]], Init) where

• (l ,v)
a→[[H]] (l

′,v′) if and only if l
a,µ−−→H l ′,(v,v′) ∈ µ,v∈ Inv(l),v′ ∈ Inv(l ′) (dis-

crete transitions),

• (l ,v)
t→[[H]] (l ,v′) if and only if there exists an activity f∈ Act(l), with f(0) =

v, f (t) = v′ such that for all t′,0≤ t ′ ≤ t holds f(t ′) ∈ Inv(l) (timed transitions).

We refer to the subset of→[[H]] with labels inLabas thediscrete transition relation,
and the one with labels inR≥0 as thetimed transition relation t

 . The set of valuations
(v,v′, t) with ((l ,v),(l ,v′)) ∈ t

 is also denoted as (l).

Example 5.5. Figure 5.5 shows the timed transition relation for a location q with an
invariant umin ≤ u≤ umax and a set of activities given by a≤ u̇≤ b, 0 < a < b. Note
how by definition the source and target states are the same fort = 0. The front face of
the tetrahedron is the set of successors u′(t) of the initial state u= umin.

A run of the timed transition system is abstraction of a run ofthe hybrid automaton
because of the existential quantification over timed transitions. Formally this can be
expressed as follows:

Proposition 5.8. There is a runσ = p0
α0−→ p1

α1−→ p1 · · · in H if and only if there is

a run σ ′ = p0
β0−→[[H]] p1

β1−→[[H]] p2 · · · in [[H]], whereβi =: ti ∈ R≥0 iff αi =: (ti , fi) ∈
R≥0×Ats(Var), andαi = βi otherwise.

Proof. Both directions follow immediately from the definitions of runs and the timed
transition system. Any transition in a run ofH also fulfills the definition of a transitions
in [[H]]. Conversely, any transition in[[H]] implies either a discrete transition inH, or
the existence of an activityfi such that a timed transition exists inH.

Corollary 5.9. A state p is reachable in H if and only if it is reachable in[[H]].
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Figure 5.5: Timed transition relation

This abstraction plays an important role in compositional reasoning about hybrid
systems and will be discussed in detail in Sect. 8.2. But, as wewill show in the next
chapter, it does not modify the safety properties of a set of interacting automata if they
do not share any variables.
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5.4 Related Work

Hybrid systems received increased interest by computer scientists in the beginning
of the 1990s, and a number of papers with similar models appeared, with more or
less subtle differences in syntax, semantics and terminology. None of these models
fit exactly for the purposes of the work in this thesis, so we merge and adapt several
of them. In the following we summarize some of the differences and motivate our
choices. The relationship between the models in literatureis illustrated in Fig. 5.6
with a graph of references between the papers. Some of the papers have appeared in
more than one version, so the year of the earliest and the latest publication are noted in
brackets. This also explains the circular references between some of them. A side-by-
side comparison is shown in Table 5.1. For a very readable introduction to modeling
timed and hybrid systems, the reader is referred to [LSW97].

Hybrid Automata The verification of hybrid systems was first discussed by Maler et
al. in [MMP92]. While their model of hybrid systems is not explicitly a hybrid automa-
ton, it is in many respects equivalent to the automaton models that we discuss more
closely in the following paragraphs. Syntax and terminology of our model are largely
taken from [ACH+95], since it unifies major previous work. We add initial states to the
definition, which are also present in [ACHH93, HPR94, Hen96], because they play a
central role in many technical processes, where a system is usually only behaves safely
if it is powered up in certain states, and the model itself is often only valid in a vicinity
around behaviors starting in those states. We have transition labels as in [ACH+95],
but for the sake of simplicity we omit the stutter transitions, since they have no tangible
effect on our work as long as we do not consider shared variables.5 Consequently, we
admit finite as well as infinite runs, as is done in [ACHH93, NOSY92, HPR94, Hen96].

In [ACHH93, HPR94, AHH96, ACH+95], a run is an alternating sequence of time
elapse and discrete transitions, which simplifies the notation but requires stutter tran-
sitions to allow a sequence of “time elapse, discrete transition, time elapse” as a run
(by extending it with a stutter transition), and to change the activity during a time
elapse (by inserting a stutter transition between the change).6 The frameworks in
[NOSY92, HPR94] are somewhat counter-intuitive in this sense because they have
alternating time elapse and discrete transitions, but no stutter transitions. Similarly,
the models in [ACHH93, HPR94, ACH+95] may be counter-intuitive because they do
not always have time elapse transitions with duration zero,namely when there is no
suitable activity. This may prevent runs with two consecutive discrete transitions and
no time elapse in between. In [AHH96, Hen96], zero time elapse is always possible by
construction. In the interest of intuitive modeling and a more immediate connection to

5We do include sutter transitions in Part III.
6Allowing to change the activity is necessary for closure with respect to fusion of runs. Fusion

closure asserts that a hybrid automaton is completely determined by the present state of the automaton
[AHH96].
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the discrete systems of Part I, we choose to allow arbitrary sequences of discrete and
timed transitions.

Our definition of parallel composition is similar to that of [ACH+95], but modifies
it in two ways. Firstly, extends it to variable sets that can be different, as in [ACHH93].
Secondly, independent transitions must synchronize in [ACH+95] with a stutter transi-
tion, to enforce that the controlled variables of the non-participating automaton remain
constant. We do not have controlled variables in this part, and no stutter transitions,
and therefore treat independent transitions the same as forLTS in Part I.

The continuous dynamics in our model are given by activities, as in [ACHH93,
NOSY92, ACH+95], although we do not require conditions such as infinite differen-
tiability or time invariance. In contrast, the activities in [AHH96, Hen96] are specified
implicitly by differential equations, which simplifies some arguments, e.g., about ap-
proximate equivalence and abstraction.

Linear Hybrid Automata Linear Hybrid Automata were introduced in [ACHH93],
but, as in [NOSY92, ACH+95], the dynamics are restricted to piecewise constant
derivatives. This restriction is relaxed in [HPR94, AHH96, Hen96] to a linear differen-
tial inclusion, which is also the model we use. An extensive treatment of the analysis of
linear hybrid automata can be found in [Ho95], which also features a detailed descrip-
tion of methods to over-approximate nonlinear hybrid automata with LHA. A method
for constructing conservative LHA models by approximatingthe linear phase-portrait
is given in [HWT96a, HHWT98].
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Figure 5.6: Graph of references between hybrid systems definitions. The year of the
first and latest version of the publication is shown in brackets
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Table 5.1: Side-by-side comparison of hybrid automata definitions

Publication [ACHH93] [NOSY92] [HPR94] [AHH96] [ACH+95] [Hen96]

Invariant exception sets
= ¬Inv

time can progress
predicate

invariant sets convex invariant sets invariant sets invariant sets

Initial states no / yesa no yes no no yes

Labels no yes no sets of labels yes, incl.τ yes

Transitions transition relation
⊆V ×V

guard and update
functionV →V

guard andaction
functionV →V

action predicatewith
closureoperator

transition relation
⊆V ×V

transition relation
⊆V ×V

Stutter trans. unlabelled no no label set /0 labelτ no

Dynamics activities
R≥0 →V ⊆C∞

time-invariant func.
V × R≥0 → V with
f (v,0) = v

activitiesR≥0 → V,
f (0) = 0, denoting
additive change

convex linearrate
predicatedefining
derivative

time-invariantactivi-
tiesR≥0 →V

flow predicate over
X∪ Ẋ

Semantics finite or infinite run
(alternating time
elapse & discrete
transition), piecew.
left- or right-closed

LTS (no zero time
elapse transitions),
run (time elapse &
discrete transition or
only discrete trans.)

finite or infinite run
(alternating time
elapse & discrete
transition),v∈ Inv(l)
for t ∈ [0, ti [

infinite trajectory
(alternating time
elapse & discrete
transitions w/o
labels)

finite or infinite run
(alternating time
elapse & discrete
transition), LTS

finite or infinite
trajectory(arbitrary
time elapse & dis-
crete transitions),
LTS (over invariants)

Zero time
elapse

iff ∃ f ∈ Act(l) :
f (0) = v

neverb iff Act(l) 6= /0 always iff∃ f ∈ Act(l) :
f (0) = v

always

Parallel
composition

cartesian product – – action predicates
may change through
closure

indep. trans. syn-
chronize withτ-
trans., same vars

via LTS, indep.
trans. synchronize
with 0-time-trans.

LHA deriv. const. const. in linear constraints in linear predicate const. in linear predicate

ahybrid system without, hybrid Müller automaton with initial and accepting states
btime-can-progress predicate and evolution function admitzero time by definition, but in semanticst ∈ R>0



Chapter 6

Simulation Relations for Hybrid
Automata

In order to be able to compare two automataP andQ, we define a preorder� such that
P� Q if any behavior ofP finds a match inQ, formally captured by the existence of a
simulation relationbetween their states. A stateq simulatesa statep if the systemQ
shows the same behavior starting from stateq asP does starting from statep. In such
a comparison,P could be, e.g., an implementation andQ a specification, orP a refined
model andQ a more abstract model. Since for safety properties of a hybrid automaton
it is sufficient to examine the behavior of its associated LTS, we also define simulation
based on the LTSs, following the approach in [Hen96]. For a stateq to simulate a state
p, an outgoing transition inp must be matched by a transition inq with an identical
label. From the TTS-semantics it follows that any time elapse should be matched by an
identical time elapse. Depending on the application and themeaning that is attributed
to the variables in the process of modeling or when designingthe specification, it might
be desirable to consider certain variables in the system andspecification equivalent.
This is imposed by requiring that states in the simulation relation are also in a given
equivalence relation [Hen96], formalized by the concept of≈-simulation.

In the following section we define≈-simulation for hybrid automata. In Sect. 6.2,
we apply the compositional reasoning framework from Part I to hybrid automata, tak-
ing into account the implications for the equivalence relations that accompany≈-
simulation. The computation of simulation relations for hybrid automata inRn is
discussed in Sect. 6.3, and we outline strategies to improveits efficiency, and how
to apply parametric analysis. The chapter concludes with a summary of related work
in Sect. 6.4.

6.1 Simulation Relations with Equivalence

The simulation between hybrid automata is defined based on the simulation between
their corresponding timed transition systems. We useΣ-simulation, since classic sim-
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ulation is contained as a special case if the alphabets on both sides of the inequality
are equal.

Definition 6.1 (≈-Simulation). Given LTSs P,Q and an equivalence relation≈⊆ (SP∪
SQ)2, Q≈-simulatesP, written as P�≈ Q, if and only if some R⊆≈witnesses P�Σ Q.
For hybrid automata H1, H2, H1 �≈ H2 if and only if[[H1]] �≈ [[H2]].

The equivalence relation≈ is usually defined implicitly, e.g., by demanding that
certain variables are identical inP andQ. To simplify the definition of equivalence
relations, we writeMC for the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of a relation
M. In this fairly general definition of simulation with equivalence, two special cases
are of particular practical interest:

• timed simulation: all states are considered equivalent so that only the timing
between discrete transitions matters,

• strict simulation: a subset of the variables are required to be pairwise identical
in bothP andQ, while the other variables are irrelevant.

While this distinction is so far not made explicit in literature, timed simulation is used,
e.g., in [WL97], and strict simulation, e.g., in [PLS98, TP01, TPL01, TPL02, TP02].
The following example shall illustrate how specifications can require equivalence be-
tween some of the variables:

Example 6.1. Consider a reactor with a constant outflow, a stirrer and a levelmon-
itoring controller as shown in Fig. 6.11. We use the tank with discrete level sensors
Ts from Fig. 5.2(c) to model the reactor. The stirrer is not modelled explicitly. The
controller, whose model is shown in Fig. 6.2, opens the inlet valve when the level sinks
under xl and opens it when the level is above xh with a maximal sampling time of dmax.
It does so based on whether the labels x_high and x_low or theircounterparts x_nhigh
and x_nlow are enabled. The decision is triggered by a clock dthat is restricted by
the invariants to a maximal value of dmax, i.e., the automaton can remain a location
a maximal time dmax, then a transition must be taken. It can equally take the transi-
tion at any previous instant. Figure 6.3 shows specification automata for the following
properties:

• Invariant: The level is always xmin < x < xmax.

• Sequencing: The stirrer is turned off before the inlet valveis closed.

• Timing: The inlet valve is open for a maximum time of tmax.

The specification is fulfilled if TS||C�≈ Qa||Qb||Qc, with an equivalence relation

≈= {((k,u),((la, lb, lc),v)) ∈ STS||C×SQa||Qb||Qc
| u(x) = v(x)}C.
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Figure 6.1: Reactor with level monitoring controller

filling
ḋ = 1

0≤ d ≤ dmax

stop_stirrer
ḋ = 1

0≤ d ≤ dmax

x_high
d′ = 0

stop_inflow
ḋ = 1

0≤ d ≤ dmax

draining
ḋ = 1

0≤ d ≤ dmax

start_inflow
ḋ = 1

0≤ d ≤ dmax

start_stirrer
ḋ = 1

0≤ d ≤ dmax

stir_off
d′ = 0

in_stop
d′ = 0

x_low
d′ = 0

in_start
d′ = 0

x_nhigh
d′ = 0

x_nlow
d′ = 0

stir_on
d′ = 0

Figure 6.2: Level monitoring controllerC
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idle
xmin ≤ x≤ xmax

(a) Level invariantQa

poss_on

off

stir_offin_stop

(b) Stirrer off before inlet
valve closedQb

open
ṫ = 1

closed
ṫ = 1

t ≤ tmax

in_stop
t ′ = 0

in_start

(c) Inlet valve closed at
mosttmax, Qc

Figure 6.3: Specification automata

Similarity and bisimulation are equivalence relations based on simulation. While
similarity defines equivalence based on the branching behavior of the initial states,
bisimulation requires a one-to-one equivalence of all states in the relation, i.e., effec-
tively of all reachable states. Definitions and algorithms for similarity and bisimulation
of hybrid automata have been given in [Hen96], where they are, amongst other things,
applied to obtain finitary equivalence classes.

Definition 6.2 (≈-Similarity). Given LTS P, Q and an equivalence relation≈⊆ (SP∪
SQ)2, Q is≈-similar to P, written as P≃≈ Q, if and only if P�≈ Q and Q�≈ P. For
hybrid automata H1, H2, H1 ≃≈ H2 if and only if[[H1]] ≃≈ [[H2]].

Definition 6.3 (≈-Bisimulation). Given LTS P, Q and an equivalence relation≈⊆
(SP∪SQ)2, a relation R≃ ⊆ SP×SQ is a ≈-bisimulation relation if and only if R≃
witnesses P�≈ Q and R−1

≃ witnesses Q�≈ P. Q is ≈-bisimilar to P, written as
P ∼=≈ Q, if and only if there exists such a relation. For hybrid automata H1, H2,
H1

∼=≈ H2 if and only if[[H1]] ∼=≈ [[H2]].

As established in Prop. 3.3, simulation is a necessary condition for similarity, and
similarity is necessary for bisimulation. It immediately follows that the equivalence is
also preserved:

Proposition 6.4. For all P, Q, P∼=≈ Q⇒ P≃≈ Q ⇒ P�≈ Q.

We will use bisimulation and Prop. 6.4 extensively in the next sections in order to
commute the parallel composition operator and the TTS-semantics. This is the key to
applying the compositional framework of Part I, and only possible because we exclude
shared variables.

1The level monitoring controller is a popular example in hybrid systems literature. Similar models,
although not quite identical, can be found in [Hoo93, HPR94], the latter of which appears again in
[ACH+95].
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6.2 Compositional Reasoning

For hybrid automata with disjoint variables, the timed transition system and the paral-
lel composition operator are commutative (up to structuralisomorphism) if the equiv-
alence relations fulfill certain conditions. Together withinvariance under composition,
this property allows us to carry over the compositional proofs of Part I from labelled
transition systems to hybrid automata. This is formalized by the following proposi-
tions.

Lemma 6.5.For any valuations v1,v2 over disjunct sets of variables Var1, respectively
Var2, there exists a unique valuation v over Var= Var1 ∪Var2 with v↓Vari= vi for
i = 1,2. Given any v it holds that v1 and v2 exist and are unique.

Proof. Let v be defined asv(x) = vi(x) for all x∈Vari, i = 1,2. Since theVari partition
and coverVar, v exists and is unique.

Proposition 6.6. For any H1, H2 with disjoint variables and an equivalence relation
≈ such that((l1, l2),v) ≈ ((l1,v1),(l2,v2)) for v↓VarHi

= vi for i = 1,2, it holds that
[[H1||H2]] ∼=≈ [[H1]]||[[H2]].

Proof. First we show that[[H1||H2]] �≈ [[H1]]||[[H2]]. Let

R=
{

(((l1, l2),v) ,((l1,v1),(l2,v2)))
∣

∣

∣v↓VarHi
= vi for i = 1,2

}

.

With Lemma 6.5 and the definition of parallel composition it follows that for all ini-
tial states((l1, l2),v) ∈ Init[[H1||H2]] there exists some((l1,v1),(l2,v2)) ∈ Init[[H1]]||[[H2]].
Furthermore,R⊆≈ and the alphabets on both sides are equal, so that only condi-
tion (i) of Σ-simulation applies. From the definition of parallel composition of hybrid
automata it follows that the projections of the invariants,activities and discrete tran-
sition relations ofH1||H2 exist in H1 andH2. Therefore for each transition from a
state((l1, l2),v) there exists a corresponding transition from the state((l1,v1),(l2,v2)),
v↓VarHi

= vi for i = 1,2, and their target states are again inR. Consequently,R is a wit-

ness for[[H1||H2]] �≈ [[H1]]||[[H2]]. A similar argument shows thatR−1 is a witness for
[[H1]]||[[H2]] �≈ [[H1||H2]].

For hybrid automata with disjunct variables,≈-simulation is a precongruence with
respect to parallel composition if it is consistent with theequivalence relations used.
Since an equivalence relation is reflexive by definition, it remains to discuss transitivity
and invariance under composition:

Proposition 6.7(Transitivity). For any H1, H2, H3 with disjunct variables, H1 �≈1 H2

and H2 �≈2 H3 imply H1 �≈3 H3 if (l1,v1) ≈1 (l2,v2) and (l2,v2) ≈2 (l3,v3) imply
(l1,v1) ≈3 (l3,v3). 2

2The transitivity of the equivalence relations within themselves does not help here, since they range
over different state spaces.
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Proof. LetR1 be a witness for[[H1]]�≈1 [[H2]], andR2 for [[H2]]�≈2 [[H3]]. By Def. 6.1,
R1 ⊆≈1 andR2 ⊆≈2. According to Prop. 3.11,R= {(p,s)|∃q : (p,q) ∈ R1∧ (q,s) ∈
R2} is a witness for[[H1]] �Σ [[H3]]. With the hypothesis it follows thatR⊆≈3, soR is
a witness forH1 �≈3 H3.

Proposition 6.8 (Invariance under Composition). For any H1, H2, H3, with VarHi ∩
VarH3 = /0 for i = 1,2, H1 �≈1 H2 implies H1||H3 �≈2 H2||H3 if (l1,v1) ≈1 (l2,v2) im-
plies((l1, l3),u1) ≈2 ((l2, l3),u2) with ui↓VarHi

= vi for i = 1,2 and u1↓VarH3
= u2↓VarH3

.

Proof. Let R1 be a witness for[[H1]] �≈1 [[H2]]. By Def. 6.1,R1 ⊆≈1. According
to Prop. 3.11,R= {(((l1,v1),(l3,v3)),((l2,v2),(l3,v3)))| ((l1,v1),(l2,v2)) ∈ R1} is a
witness for[[H1]]||[[H3]] �Σ [[H2]]||[[H3]]. With Prop. 6.6 and Prop. 6.4 it follows that

R′ =
{

(((l1, l3),v) ,((l1,v1),(l3,v3)))
∣

∣

∣v↓VarHi
= vi for i = 1,3

}

is a witness for[[H1||H3]] �Σ [[H1]]||[[H3]], and

R′′ =
{

(((l2,v2),(l3,v3)) ,((l2, l3),v))
∣

∣

∣
v↓VarHi

= vi for i = 2,3
}

is a witness for[[H2]]||[[H3]] �Σ [[H2||H3]]. With transitivity of Prop. 3.11 follows that

R′′′ =
{

(((l1, l3),v) ,((l2,v2),(l3,v3)))
∣

∣

∣ ((l1,v↓VarH1
),(l2,v2)) ∈ R1,v↓VarH3

= v3

}

witnesses[[H1||H3]] �Σ [[H2]]||[[H3]], and again by transitivity

R′′′′ = {(((l1, l3),u1) ,((l2, l3),u2))) | ((l1,v1),(l2,v2)) ∈ R1,

ui↓VarHi
= vi for i = 1,2,u1↓VarH3

= u2↓VarH3

}

.

is a witness for[[H1||H3]] �Σ [[H2||H3]] Under the hypothesis it follows thatR⊆≈2, so
R′′′′ is a witness forH1 �≈2 H3.

We now formulate two main theorems in our compositional reasoning framework:
compositionality and decomposition of the specification. As before, we use the wit-
nessing simulation relations from corresponding proofs inPart I to obtain criteria for
the equivalence relations.

Theorem 6.9(Compositionality). Consider HA P1, P2, Q1, Q2, with VarPi ∩VarQi = /0
for i = 1,2. If Pi �≈i Qi for i = 1,2, then P1||P2 �≈ Q1||Q2 holds if((ki ,ui),(l i,vi))∈≈i

for i = 1,2 implies(((k1,k2),u),((l1, l2),v)) ∈≈, u↓VarPi
= ui, v↓VarQi

= vi.

Proof. According to Prop. 3.7, compositionality follows from the preorder proper-
ties, commutativity of the composition operator and invariance under composition.
Let Ri be witnessing relations forPi �≈i Qi. Let pi = (ki,ui) andqi = (l i ,vi). With
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Prop. 3.11, it follows from[[P1]] �Σ [[Q1]] that [[P1]]||[[P2]] �Σ [[Q1]]||[[P2]], with a wit-
nessR′ = {((p1, p2),(q1, p2))|(p1,q1) ∈ R1}. Similarly, it follows from[[P2]] �Σ [[Q2]]
and commutativity that a witness for[[Q1]]||[[P2]] �Σ [[Q1]]||[[Q2]] is given byR′′ =
{((q1, p2),(q1,q2))|(p2,q2)∈R2}. Transitivity then implies[[P1]]||[[P2]]�Σ [[Q1]]||[[Q2]]
with a witnessR′′′ = {((p1, p2),(q1,q2))|(p1,q1) ∈ R1 ∧ (p2,q2) ∈ R2}. Applying
Prop. 6.6, it finally holds that[[P1||P2]] �Σ [[Q1||Q2]] with a witness

R= {(((k1,k2),u),((l1, l2),v))|((ki,u↓VarPi
),(l i,v↓VarQi

)) ∈ Ri for i = 1,2}

Under the hypothesis it holds thatR⊆≈, so thatRwitnessesP1||P2 �≈ Q1||Q2.

The following example shall illustrate how compositionality justifies the use of
abstractions in proofs:

Example 6.2. Consider the tank level monitor system of Ex. 6.1 with the non-linear
tank model T from Fig. 5.1(b), the level sensors in Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), and the
controller C in Fig. 6.2. The system is the composition P= T||Ll ||Lh||C. To per-
form an algorithmic analysis, we can use an overapproximation by a linear hybrid
automaton, e.g.,̂T from Ex. 5.3, shown in Fig. 5.3. The models for the level sen-
sors remain the same. The validity of the abstraction, i.e.,that T �≈T T̂ holds with
≈T= {((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ ST ×ST̂ | u(x) = v(x)}C is usually guaranteed if one of the well-
established methods was used, otherwise it can be establishedmanually. Then compo-
sitionality yields T||Ll ||Lh||C�≈ T̂||Ll ||Lh||C, with

≈= {((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ ST||Ll ||Lh||C×ST̂||Ll ||Lh||C| u(x) = v(x)}C.

So instead of P we can verifŷP = T̂||Ll ||Lh||C, and any safety properties will be pre-
served.

The second main theorem in the compositional framework states that the verifi-
cation of a decomposed specification, i.e., the right side ofthe inequalityP � Q, is
equivalent to verifying the composed specification. Therefore, the parallel composi-
tion operator behaves like a logical AND operator:

Theorem 6.10(Decomposition of Specification). Consider any HA P, Q1, Q2, with
VarQ1 ∩VarQ2 = /0. If P�≈ Q1||Q2 holds, then P�≈i Qi if (p,((l1, l2),v)) ∈≈ implies
(p,(l i,v↓VarQi

)) ∈≈i for i = 1,2. If P �≈i Qi for i = 1,2, then P�≈ Q1||Q2 holds if
(p,(l i,vi)) ∈≈i for i = 1,2 implies(p,((l1, l2),v)) ∈≈, v↓VarQi

= vi.

Proof. We follow the proof structure of Theorem 3.20 and construct awitnessing
simulation relation to be able to reason about the equivalence relations. Assume
that P �≈ Q1||Q2 holds, witnessed by a relationR. With Prop. 6.6, Prop. 6.4 and
transitivity it follows that [[P]] �Σ [[Q1]]||[[Q2]] with a witnessing simulation relation
R′ = {(p,((l1,v1),(l2,v2)))|(p,((l1, l2),v)) ∈ R,v↓VarQi

= vi for i = 1,2}. According
to Prop. 3.18,R′

i = {((q1,q2),qi)} are witnesses for[[Q1]]||[[Q2]] �Σ [[Qi]], i = 1,2.
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From transitivity follows the sufficient direction of the theorem with witnessesR′′
i =

{(p,(l i,vi))|∃l j ,v : (p,((l1, l2),v)) ∈ R,v↓VarQi
= vi} for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}. Under

the hypothesis,R′′
i ⊆≈i, which concludes this part of the proof.

For the necessary direction, assume thatP �≈ Qi with witnessingRi for i = 1,2.
Using compositionality and Prop. 3.19, we get[[P]] �Σ [[Q1]]||[[Q2]] with a witness-
ing relationR′ = {(p,(q1,q2))|(p,q1) ∈ R1∧ (p,q2) ∈ R2}. With Prop. 6.6, Prop. 6.4
and transitivity it follows thatR= {(p,((l1, l2),v))|(p,(l i,v↓VarQi

))∈ Ri for i = 1,2} is
witnessingP�Σ Q1||Q2, and under the hypothesis holdsR⊆≈.

The following example shall illustrate the usefullness of decomposing the specifi-
cation, while taking into account equivalence relations:

Example 6.3. Consider the tank level monitoring system of Ex. 6.1 and its specifica-
tion Q= Qa||Qb||Qc shown in Fig. 6.3. Let the equivalence relations for the decom-
position be given by

≈a = {((k,u),(la,v)) ∈ STS||C×SQa| u(x) = v(x)}C

≈b = {((k,u),(lb,v)) ∈ STS||C×SQb}C

≈c = {((k,u),(lc,v)) ∈ STS||C×SQc}C

≈ = {((k,u),((la, lb, lc),v)) ∈ STS||C×SQa||Qb||Qc
| u(x) = v(x)}C

With Theorem 6.10, we can the decompose the specification and to do show that
TS||C �≈ Qa||Qb||Qc. The application of Theorem 6.10 allows to verify each speci-
fication separately in the form

TS||C�≈a Qa

TS||C�≈b Qb

TS||C�≈c Qc

TS||C�≈ Qa||Qb||Qc
.

Using the equivalence relation

≈ab = {((k,u),(la, lb),v)) ∈ STS||C×SQa||Qb
| u(x) = v(x)}C,

this is easily shown by splitting the proof in two steps:

TS||C�≈a Qa

TS||C�≈b Qb

TS||C�≈ab Qa||Qb
,

TS||C�≈ab Qa||Qb

TS||C�≈c Qc

TS||C�≈ Qa||Qb||Qc
.

It is easy to see that the decomposed specifications in the above example each only
refer to certain aspects of the system. We can further simplify the proof by using
compositionality and abstraction:
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Example 6.4. In Ex. 6.3, we showed that the specification Q= Qa||Qb||Qc of the tank
level monitoring system of Ex. 6.1 can be verified by checkingQa, Qb and Qc sepa-
rately. The specification Qb refers only to controller commands, so it can be verified
using only the controller C. Let

≈′
b = {((k,u),(lb,v)) ∈ SC×SQb}C

It is easy to see that a simulation relation that witnesses C�≈′
b

Qb is given by

R= {((k, l),(l ,v))|(k∈ {filling ,stop_stirrer,draining,start_inflow,start_stirrer}
∧ l = poss_on)∨ (k = stop_inflow∧ l = on) }.

With invariance under composition according to Theorem 6.8and decomposition of
the specification follows:

C�≈′
b

Qb

TS||C�≈b Qb
.

For Qa and Qc, the stirrer operation is irrelevant. We construct an abstraction of the
controller that omits these steps, which is shown in Fig. 6.4. Since we do not want to
model the resets of the clock after the stirrer commands, we use a different clock and
for clarity call it δ instead of d. The abstracted model adds the delay in the stirrer
commands to the delay the states that follow, resulting in a delay of2dmax. We impose
no particular equivalence between the old and the new clock, so let

≈C = {((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ SC×SĈ}C.

It is easy to see that C�≈C Ĉ, or it can be verified algorithmically. In addition, con-
sider the abstracted tank model of Ex. 6.2. Using the equivalence relation

≈′ = {((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ ST||C×ST̂||Ĉ}C,

we get with compositionality that

T �≈T T̂
C�≈C Ĉ

T||C�≈′ T̂||Ĉ
.

The abstracted system̂P = T̂||Ll ||Lh||Ĉ can therefore be used to verify Qa and Qc.
With equivalence relations

≈′
a = {((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ ST̂||Ll ||Lh||Ĉ×SQa| u(x) = v(x)}C,

≈′
c = {((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ ST̂||Ll ||Lh||Ĉ×SQa| u(x) = v(x)}C,
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filling
δ̇ = 1

0≤ δ ≤ dmax x_high
δ ′ = 0

stop_inflow
δ̇ = 1

0≤ δ ≤ 2dmax

draining
δ̇ = 1

0≤ δ ≤ dmax

start_inflow
δ̇ = 1

0≤ δ ≤ 2dmax

in_stop
δ ′ = 0

x_low
δ ′ = 0

in_start
δ ′ = 0

x_nhigh
δ ′ = 0

x_nlow
δ ′ = 0

Figure 6.4: Abstraction of level monitoring controllerĈ after omitting stirrer com-
mands

the complete proof now goes as follows:

C�≈′
b

Qb

T �≈T T̂
C�≈C Ĉ

T̂||Ll ||Lh||Ĉ�≈′
a

Qa

T̂||Ll ||Lh||Ĉ�≈′
c

Qc

T||Ll ||Lh||C�≈ Qa||Qb||Qc
.

Since the worst case complexity of verifying simulation increases exponentially with
the number of systems involved, we can expect the collection of less and simpler mod-
ules to be considerably quicker than the verification of the full system with the full
specification.

Abstracted models, such as in the examples above, can help toconsiderably speed
up the analysis, and experimental results will be provided in Part 11. In the next sec-
tion, we will discuss methods to compute simulation relations algorithmically, based
on geometric operations inRn.
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6.3 Computing Simulation Relations inRn

The computation of a simulation relationR that witnessesP� Q for hybrid automata
P andQ must be done in a symbolic fashion, i.e., with sets of states at a time, in order
to obtain finite algorithm, or at least a semi-algorithm. In view of an implementation,
valuations overn variables are interpreted as points inRn, and a relationR as a map
from pairs of locations toRn+m, wheren andm are the number of variables inP and
Q. Where useful, valuation identifiers will be written underneath the set to clarify
the ordering of variables. While the computations as such arenot different from their
discrete versions in Sect. 3.3, their version inRn requires embedding and reordering
operations that add to the computational cost. The symbolicversions illustrate where
the computationally expensive difference operation is necessary. The following oper-
ations are used:

• intersection: A
u
∩B

u
= {u|u∈ A∧u∈ B},

• difference: A
u
∩¬B

u
= {u|u∈ A∧u /∈ B},

• projection: A
u,v
↓u = {u|∃v : (u,v) ∈ A},

• embedding: A
u
|u,v = {(u,v)|u∈ A},

• reordering: A
u,v
|v,u = {(v,u)|(u,v) ∈ A}.

To fulfill P� Q, a state of a hybrid automatonP must conform withQ in discrete and
timed transitions:

• a discrete transition is either not enabled inP or is matched inQ and

• a time-elapse is possible inP must also be possible inQ.

If it fails to do so, it is called abadstate. The simulation relation is computed by suc-
cessive approximation. First, it is initialized with the states in the equivalence relation
≈. Then bad states are subtracted until convergence. Just as with reachability, this is
undecidable for linear hybrid automata but does converge inmany practical cases. To
force convergence, the relation can be restricted by widening the complement¬R.

Let k be a location ofP, l a location ofQ andBtr(k, l) the set of states inP that
have no matching discrete transitions inQ. Similarly, let Bte(k, l) be those that have
no matching timed transitions inQ. ThenR is the largest fixed-point of the operator

R(k, l) := R(k, l)∩¬Btr(k, l)∩¬Bte(k, l). (6.1)

Finally, Q simulatesP if all initial states inP find a match in the simulation relationR,
i.e., if for all locationsk in P holds:

InitP
u

(k)∩¬
⋃

l

(

InitQ
v

(l)|u,v∩ R
u,v

(k, l)

)









y

u

= /0. (6.2)
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procedureGetSimRel
Input: Hybrid automataP,Q, equivalence relationRE overSP∪SQ

Output: a simulation relationR

R := {(p,q) ∈ SP×SQ|(p,q) ∈ RE}
while there exist(k, l) with R(k, l)∩ (Btr(k, l)∪Bte(k, l)) 6= /0 do

R(k, l) := R(k, l)∩¬Btr(k, l)∩¬Bte(k, l)
end while

Figure 6.5: Semi-algorithm for computing a simulation relation

procedureHAGetBisimRel
Input: HA P,Q, equivalence relationRE

Output: a bisimulation relationR

R := {(p,q) ∈ SP×SQ|(p,q) ∈ RE}
R′ := /0
while R 6= R′ do

R′ := R
for all (k, l) ∈ LocP×LocQ do

R(k, l) := R(k, l)∩¬Btr(k, l)∩¬Bte(k, l)
R(l ,k) := R(l ,k)∩¬Btr(k, l)−1∩¬Bte(k, l)−1

end for
end while

Figure 6.6: Semi-algorithm for computing a bisimulation relation

The symbolic version of the discrete algorithm from Fig. 3.4is shown in Fig. 6.5. The
algorithms for finding a simulation relation are readily adapted to generate a bisimu-
lation by initializingR symmetrically and subtracting bad statesB in R(k, l) not only
from R(k, l), but also subtractingB−1 from R(l ,k). A simple semi-algorithm is shown
in Fig. 6.6.

6.3.1 Symbolic Computation of Bad States

In the definition of simulation, there is no distinction between discrete and timed tran-
sitions. In both cases, a transition inP must be matched by a transition inQ if the label
is in both alphabets. We differentiate between them in the following because they are
defined by different sets of the hybrid automaton. Since the labels of a timed transition
are always in the alphabet of both TTSs, we only need to take into account the case
Def. 3.9(i).

Discrete Transitions With the definition of the TTS, we can associate a transition
with labela∈ LabP with a discrete transition in the hybrid automatonP. According to
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Def. 3.9(i), a state(l ,v) simulates a state(k,u) in a discrete transition if

(k,u)
a,µ−→P (k′,u′) ⇒∃(l ′,v′) : [(l ,v)

a,η−→Q (l ′,v′)∧ (u′,v′) ∈ R(k′, l ′)].

Consider a pair of transitions,s in P and t in Q. With the definition of the timed
transition system, the set of states that violate this condition for are:

B(i)(s, t) = ¬
{

(u,v)|∀u′ : ¬[u∈ Inv(k)∧u′ ∈ Inv(k′)∧ (u,u′) ∈ µ]

∨ ∃v′ : [v∈ Inv(l)∧v′ ∈ Inv(l ′)∧ (v,v′) ∈ η ∧ (u′,v′) ∈ R(k′, l ′)]
}

For a symbolic computation with the projection operator, itmust be transformed to
have only existential quantifiers:3

B(i)(s, t) = ¬¬{(u,v)|∃u′ : [u∈ Inv(k)∧u′ ∈ Inv(k′)∧ (u,u′) ∈ µ]

∧∄v′ : [v∈ Inv(l)∧v′ ∈ Inv(l ′)∧ (v,v′) ∈ η ∧ (u′,v′) ∈ R(k′, l ′)]}

The symbolic computation is carried out in two projections,corresponding to first the
quantification ofv′, and then the quantification overu′. We will now describe the bad
states using the symbolic operations. The enabled states inP are

EP
u,u′

(s) = Inv(k)
u

|u,u′ ∩ Inv(k′)
u′

|u,u′ ∩ µ
u,u′

, (6.3)

the enabled states inQ with (u′,v′) ∈ R(k′, l ′) are

EQ
u′,v

(t) =

(

Inv(l)
v

|u′,v,v′ ∩ Inv(l ′)
v′

|u′,v,v′ ∩ η
v,v′

|u′,v,v′ ∩R(k′, l ′)
u′,v′

|u′,v,v′
)







y

u′,v

. (6.4)

Then the bad states for the pair of transitionssandt are given by

Btr
(i)(s, t) =

(

EP
u,u′

(s)|u,u′,v∩¬EQ
u′,v

(t)|u,u′,v

)







y

u,v

(6.5)

A state in a pair of locations(k, l) is only bad if it is bad for all pairs of transitionss
andt with the same labela∈ ΣP∩ΣQ:

Btr
(i)(k, l ,a) =

⋃

s=(k,a,µ,k′)





⋂

t=(l ,a,η ,l ′)

Btr
(i)(s, t)



 . (6.6)

A similar argument yields the states that violate condition(ii) for a labelb∈ ΣQ\ΣP:

Btr
(ii)(k, l ,b) =

⋃

t=(l ,b,η ,l ′)

(

¬η
v,v′
|u′,v,v′∪¬R(k′, l ′)

u′,v′
|u′,v,v′

)







y

u,v

. (6.7)

3For a setA⊆{(u,v)}, the projection eliminates the existential quantifier:A↓u= {u∈A|∃v : A(u,v)}.
The complement of this quantifier is¬(A↓u) = {u∈ A|∄v : A(u,v)} = {u∈ A|∀v : ¬A(u,v)}.
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For condition (iii) and a labelc∈ ΣP\ΣQ, the bad states are given by

Btr
(iii )(k, l ,c) =

⋃

t=(l ,c,η ,l ′)

(

µ
u,u′

|u,u′,v′∩¬R(k′, l ′)
u′,v′

|u,u′,v′
)







y

u,v

. (6.8)

In total, the set of bad states due to discrete transitions isthe union of the above sets:

Btr(k, l) =
⋃

a∈ΣP∩ΣQ

Btr
(i)(k, l ,a)∪

⋃

b∈ΣQ\ΣP

Btr
(ii)(k, l ,b)∪

⋃

c∈ΣP\ΣQ

Btr
(iii )(k, l ,c). (6.9)

Timed Transitions SinceR≥0 is in the alphabet of both[[P]] and[[Q]], only condition
Def. 3.9(i) applies. A state(k,u) simulates a state(l ,u) in a timed transition if

(k,u)
t→[[P]] (k

′,u′) ⇒∃(l ′,v′) : [(l ,v)
t→[[Q]] (l

′,v′)∧ (u′,v′) ∈ R(k′, l ′)].

For an automatonP in a locationk, the set of time successors in the space of(u,u′, t) is
given by the timed transition relation P (k) of the timed transition system, as defined
in Sect. 5.3. Using this notation, we get the timed bad statesin (k, l):

Bte(k, l) =¬{(u,v)|∀t ≥ 0 :∀u′,(u,u′, t)∈ P (k) : ∃v′,(v,v′, t)∈ Q (l)∧R(u′,v′)}

Using only existential quantifiers, the bad states are givenby

Bte(k, l) = ¬{(u,v)|∄t ≥ 0 :¬[∄u′,(u,u′, t) ∈ P (k) :

¬[∃(v,v′, t) ∈ Q (l)∧R(u′,v′)]]}
=¬¬{(u,v)|∃t ≥0 : [∃u′,(u,u′, t)∈ P (k) :¬[∃(v,v′, t)∈ Q (l)∧R(u′,v′)]].}

Symbolically, the inner bracket can be written as

Ete
Q

u′,v,t

(k, l) =

(

 Q (l)
v,v′,t

|u′,v,v′,t ∩ R
u′,v′

|u′,v,v′,t
)







y

u′,v,t

(6.10)

and the timed bad states for a pair of locations(k, l) are then given by

Bte(k, l) =

(

 p
u,u′,t

(k)|u,u′,v,t ∩¬Ete
Q

u′,v,t

(k, l)|u,u′,v,t

)







y

u,v

. (6.11)

The computation ofR is complicated by two nested difference operations, the main dif-
ference operation in (6.1) and the ones in (6.5), (6.7), (6.8) and (6.11). In the general
case, these can not be simplified because the projection operations are not commuta-
tive. It is therefore essential to the performance of any implementation to emphasize
the simplification of these operations, as discussed in the next section.
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6.3.2 Performance Improvements

The following ways to improve the performance of the computation of a simulation
relation have been reported in literature. Experimental results will be presented in
Part 11.

Simplification of the Simulation Relation: According to (6.1)-(6.11) two nested
difference operations are necessary. Given the complexityof the difference operation,
this is a terrible price to pay. Consider two linear predicates fi , each a disjunction of
ni convex predicates withmi linear constraints. Thenf1∩¬ f2 consists ofn1 ·n2 ·m2

convex predicates withm1 + 1 linear constraints each. Consequently, a substantial
effort of an implementation must go into simplifying predicates4.

Restriction to reachable states: If only the initial states ofP andQ are of interest,
the simulation relation can be initialized with the productof the reachable states of
P andQ [WL97]. Often this yields a tremendous speed-up, since the state space is
substantially smaller. However, if the reachable state space is too complex quite the
opposite can be true. It has shown particularly advantageous to initializeR with an
overapproximation of the reachable state space. That way, one profits from the speed
but still retains a necessary result, not just the sufficientcondition the overapproxi-
mated reachability analysis would yield by itself.

Computing the complement of the Simulation Relation: For certain cases, it can
be better to iterate on the complement of the simulation relation [FV98]. This moves
the difference operation from (6.1) to (6.4) and (6.10), butcannot avoid it. Since the
difference operations in (6.1) turn into unions, it is possible to use overapproximation.
This can also be used to force termination.R is still a simulation relation after termina-
tion, but not necessarily the largest and therefore not necessarily a witness forP� Q.
However, this is a particularly interesting option ifR is used for minimization.

6.3.3 Parametric Analysis

For verifying simulation, it is the relationRbetween states that is parameterized. Con-
sider the case where an automatonP has parametersw. According to (6.2), an automa-
tonQ simulates an automatonP if

InitP
p

∩¬
(

InitQ
q

|p,q∩ R
p,q

)







y

p

= /0.

4The importance of simplification was also emphasized in [Ho95] because of its impact on the
containment and emptiness tests in reachability analysis.
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Consequently, the bad parameters, i.e., the ones violating simulation, are given by

B = {w|∃p∈ InitP : ∄q∈ InitQ : (p,q) ∈ R},

which can be written symbolically as

B =



InitP
p

∩¬
(

InitQ
q

|p,q∩ R
p,q

)







y

p















y

w

. (6.12)

If the specificationQ is parameterized, the quantification over the parametersz of Q,
is existential. Then the bad parametersw in P are given by

B = {w|∄z : ∀p∈ InitP : ∃q∈ InitQ : (p,q) ∈ R},

and symbolically written as

B = ¬



¬



InitP
p

∩¬
(

InitQ
q

|p,q∩ R
p,q

)







y

p















y

w,z















y

w

. (6.13)

6.4 Related Work

Compositionality and Abstraction Henrik Ejersbo Jensen et al. have worked on
compositionality and abstraction in the field of timed automata and presented several
case studies using the UPPAAL tool [Jen99, JLS00]. Olivero showed that a subset
of linear hybrid automata5 has a discrete abstraction that preserves ATCTL formulas,
which are a real-time extension of ACTL [OSY94]. Discrete simulations for hybrid
automata have also been the subject of [ADI02].

Simulation A notion of equivalence between simulating states of hybridsystems
was proposed by Henzinger in [Hen96]. Pappas et al. defined simulation for linear
systems with such a notion [PLS98]; later the works of Tabuada et al. generalized this
concept to hybrid abstractions that preserve timed languages [TP01]. The same group
also extended simulation into the realm of control systems in a general setting that
takes account continuous as well as discrete interactions between hybrid systems. A
general formulation was presented in [TPL01], and a formalism with explicit use of
simulation relations can be found in [TPL02]. Recently, simulation relations have also
been applied to discrete time systems [TP02].

Timed simulation for modal hybrid systems is presented in [WL97], where the
authors also include silent, or un-observable, transitions and distinguish between weak

5with slopes6= 0, invariants and guards of the form{l < x < u}, if the slope changes through a
transition, the variablex is in the assignment, the invariant is bounded in direction opposite of the slope
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and strong simulation. Inweak simulation, a sequence of silent transitions is equivalent
to a single timed transition of length zero. In strong simulation, the silent transitions
must simulate the same way as other transitions, which corresponds to our notion of
simulation. Silent transitions of the concrete system can easily be taken into account
usingΣ-simulation. Consider the inequalityP �Σ Q. In Σ-simulation any transition
with a label inP that is not inQ is equivalent to a silent transition. By introducing
a dedicated silent labelτP that occurs in no other automaton, this is even invariant
under composition. Silent transitions in the specificationQ can not be captured that
way. Algorithms for computing simulation are presented in [HHK95]. Refinement of
a class of timed automata with integer semantics is supported by RABBIT [BLN03].





Chapter 7

Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

Assume-guarantee reasoning is a form of compositional proof in which the specifica-
tion of a subsystem is only fulfilled under assumptions aboutthe rest of the system.
For simulation-based assume-guarantee, we assume that a systemP is given in com-
ponents, i.e.,P = P1|| . . . ||Pn, and the specification can be decomposed so that there is
a sub-specification for each component of the system, i.e.,Q = Q1|| . . . ||Qn. The goal
is to show that

P1|| . . . ||Pn �≈ Q1|| . . . ||Qn. (7.1)

The decomposition of the specification, as in Theorem 6.10, allows us to verify each
sub-specification separately, i.e.,

P1|| . . . ||Pn �≈i Qi for i = 1, . . . ,n,

but in the following we instead aim at exploiting the knowledge theQi, if fulfilled,
provide about the system for reducing the complexity of the proof.

A fundamental assumption for the arguments in this chapter is that the specifi-
cationsQi are significantly simpler than the system descriptions. Onlythen will the
proposed methods be of advantage. The simplification can be rooted in the fact that
more behavior is admitted inQi than inPi. E.g., a system that expects deliveries Mon-
days between 10:00 and 11:00 and Wednesdays between 9:00 and12:00 might have
a simple specification in which deliveries occur daily before noon. In such casesQi

is a conservative overapproximation ofPi, i.e., it holds thatPi �≈i Qi . Composition-
ality, according to Theorem 6.9, then guarantees (7.1) if the equivalence relations are
compatible:

P1 �≈1 Q1

P2 �≈2 Q2

P1||P2 �≈ Q1||Q2
.

Another source of simplification can be disregard to behavior that is irrelevant with re-
spect to the specification, or the operating conditions thatit considers. E.g., a chemical
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process control system usually has modes for automatic production, manual operation
as well as cleaning and maintenance. The verification of a production recipe might
not need to take into account what happens when the system is suddenly switched to
cleaning mode. In this case, the specification might simply contain a state “cleaning”,
in which any behavior is admitted, so that it is still an overapproximation, or we might
assume that the system simply never enters the cleaning mode. There are many other
kinds of assumptions and simplifications one might like to include in order to decrease
the complexity of the proofs, and in the context of hybrid systems the potential ap-
plications are still under investigation. In this chapter we deal with assumptions that
do not immediately lead to conservative approximations, i.e., that for someQi it holds
thatPi �≈i Qi .

We adapt the assume-guarantee rules from Chapter 4 to hybrid systems by taking
into account the notion of equivalence between states. For implementation purposes,
we provide a symbolic computation inRn. The next section deals with non-circular
assume-guarantee reasoning, in which a chain-rule style argument is used that is based
simply on the precongruence properties. In contrast circular assume-guarantee reason-
ing requires the detailed inspection of the witnessing simulation relations in order to
be sound, and will be covered in Sect. 7.2. A summary of related work is given in
Sect. 7.3.

7.1 Non-circular Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

Non-circular assume-guarantee reasoning has the form of a chain rule, in which the
knowledge about the behavior of the system in a proof step is used in the next one.
Practice has shown that this form of reasoning is very natural, and corresponding con-
cepts are widespread in engineering applications, e.g., cascade control. Recall the
non-circular assume-guarantee reasoning rule from Sect. 4.1:

P1 �Σ Q1

Q1||P2 �Σ Q2

P1||P2 �Σ Q1||Q2
.

It is valid for hybrid automata if the variable sets on both sides of the composition
operator are disjoint throughout the proof, i.e.,VarPi ∩VarQ j =VarPi ∩VarPj =VarQi ∩
VarQ j = /0 for (i, j)∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}. However, we must take into account equivalence,
and to do so we construct a witnessing simulation relation. This leads to the following
theorem:

Theorem 7.1(Non-circular Assume-Guarantee Reasoning). Consider hybrid automata
Pi, Qi with VarPi ∩VarQ j =VarPi ∩VarPj =VarQi ∩VarQ j = /0 for (i, j)∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}
for which holds that P1 �≈1 Q1 and Q1||P2 �≈1 Q2. Then P1||P2 �≈ Q1||Q2 fol-
lows if ((k1,u1),(l1,v1)) ∈≈1 and ((l1,k2),w),(l2,v2)) ∈≈2, v1 = w↓VarQ1

, implies
(((k1,k2),u),((l1, l2),v)) ∈≈ with u↓VarP1

= u1, u↓VarP2
= w↓VarP2

, and v↓VarQi
= vi for

i = 1,2.
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Proof. We follow the proof in Sect. 4.1. LetR1 be a witnessing relation forP1 �≈1

Q1, and R2 for Q1||P2 �Σ Q2. Let pi = (ki,ui) and qi = (l i ,vi). With Prop. 3.11,
it follows from [[P1]] �Σ [[Q1]] that [[P1]]||[[P2]] �Σ [[Q1]]||[[P2]], with a witnessR′ =
{((p1, p2),(q1, p2))|(p1,q1)∈R1}. Also, according to Prop. 3.18,[[P1]]||[[P2]]�Σ [[Q1]]
with a witnessR′

1 = {((p1, p2),q1)|(p1,q1) ∈ R1}. Applying Prop. 6.6, this implies
[[P1]]||[[P2]] �Σ [[Q1||P2]], with a witness

R′′ = {((p1,(k2,w↓VarP2
)),((l1,k2),w))|(p1,(l1,w↓VarQ1

)) ∈ R1}.

Using transitivity andR2, this implies[[P1]]||[[P2]] �Σ [[Q2]], with a witnessing relation
R′

2 = {((p1,(k2,u2)),q2)|(p1,(l1,w↓VarQ1
))∈R1,(((l1,k2),w),q2)∈R2,u2 = w↓VarP2

}.
By composition of the specification according to Theorem 3.20, it follows with R′

1 and
R′

2 that[[P1]]||[[P2]] �Σ [[Q1]]||[[Q2]] with a witness

R′′′ = {((p1,(k2,u2)),((l1,v1),q2))|(p1,(l1,v1)) ∈ R1,(((l1,k2),w),q2) ∈ R2,

u2 = w↓VarP2
,v1 = w↓VarQ1

}.

Applying Prop. 6.6, it finally holds that[[P1||P2]] �Σ [[Q1||Q2]] with a witness

R= {(((k1,k2),u),((l1, l2),v))|((k1,u1),(l1,v1)) ∈ R1,(((l1,k2),w),q2) ∈ R2,

u2 = w↓VarP2
,v1 = w↓VarQ1

,ui = u↓VarPi
,vi = v↓VarQi

for i = 1,2}.

Under the hypothesis it holds thatR⊆≈, so thatRwitnessesP1||P2 �≈ Q1||Q2.

The following examples shall illustrate how non-circular A/G-reasoning provides
a formal basis for very natural assumptions and simplifications:

Example 7.1. Consider the tank level monitor system of Ex. 6.1 with the non-linear
tank model Ts from Fig. 5.2(c). The automaton R is an abstraction of a reactor model
R̂ with non-linear dynamics, and it is guaranteed by construction that R̂� R holds.
Then R||C � Qa||Qc can be verified algorithmically, and with Theorem 7.1 and a de-
composition of the specification followsR̂||C� Qa||Qc.

7.2 Circular Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

The circular assume-guarantee rule from Sect. 4.2 goes as follows:

P1||Q2 �Σ Q1

Q1||P2 �Σ Q2

A/G conditions

P1||P2 �Σ Q1||Q2
.

If the variable sets are disjoint, i.e. ifVarP1 ∩VarP2 = /0 andVarQ1 ∩VarQ2 = /0, we can
use Prop. 6.6 to apply Theorem 4.2 to hybrid automata.
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Theorem 7.2(A/G-Σ-simulation with Equivalence). Consider hybrid automata Pi, Qi

with VarPi ∩VarQ j = VarPi ∩VarPj = VarQi ∩VarQ j = /0 for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}, for
which holds

P1||Q2 �≈1 Q1 and (7.2)

P2||Q1 �≈2 Q2. (7.3)

For a shorter notation, let pi = (ki ,ui), qi = (l i,vi) and u,v,wi be defined by u↓VarPi
=

ui, v↓VarQi
= vi, wi↓VarPi

= ui, wi↓VarQj
= v j for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}. If there exist

witnessing simulation relations R1 for (7.2) and R2 for (7.3) such that for all pi,qi

with (((ki , l j),wi),qi) ∈ Ri for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)} and α ∈ (ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2)∪R there

∃q′1 : q1
α→ q′1 or ∃q′2 : q2

α→ q′2 whenever:

(i) α ∈ ΣP1\ΣP2 and p1
α→ p′1,

(ii) α ∈ ΣP2\ΣP1 and p2
α→ p′2, or

(iii) α ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 and p1
α→ p′1 and p2

α→ p′2, or

(iv) α /∈ ΣP1 ∪ΣP2,

then there is a simulation relation for P1 ||P2 �≈ Q1 ||Q2 given by

R= {(((k1,k2),u),((l1, l2),v))|(((ki, l j),wi),qi)∈Ri for (i, j)∈{(1,2),(2,1)}}, (7.4)

and consequently R⊆≈ if (((ki , l j),wi),qi) ∈≈i for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)} implies that
(((k1,k2),u),((l1, l2),v)) ∈≈.

Proof. Because of the disjunct variables,u, v andwi are well defined for any set of
ui and vi. With Prop. 6.6, we obtain witnessing simulation relationsR′

i, which are
isomorphic toRi, for

[[P1]]||[[Q2]] �≈1 [[Q1]] and

[[P2]]||[[Q1]] �≈2 [[Q2]],

to which we can apply Theorem 4.2. Together with the hypothesis it yields that

R′ = {((p1, p2),(q1,q2))|((pi ,q j),qi) ∈ R′
i for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}}, (7.5)

is a witness for[[P1]]||[[P2]] �≈1 [[Q1]]||[[Q2]]. Applying Prop. 6.6 again we can perform
the composition before the semantic TTS operator and substitute Ri for R′

i to finally
obtainR.

Since there is an infinity of states, symbolic operations must be employed similar
to the computation of the simulation relation in Sect. 6.3.1. As in the computation
of the simulation relation, for hybrid automata there is a distinction between discrete
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and timed transitions. To simplify notation, in the following consider the continuous
transition relationµ to be restricted to the invariants, i.e. for all discrete transitions:

µ
v,v′

(l ,α, l ′)↓v⊆ Inv(l)∧ µ
v,v′

(l ,α, l ′)↓v′⊆ Inv(l ′) (7.6)

This can be forced by intersectingµ with Inv(l)× Inv(l ′) without modifying the se-
mantics of the automata. Checking for A/G-simulation involves the construction of
simulation relationsR1 andR2. States that violate the A/G-conditions are trimmed
before or during the construction process. While conditions(i), (ii) and (iv) can be
decided strictly fromR1, respectivelyR2, (iii) involves both relations. Two approaches
are presented: A separate trimming ofR1 andR2 overapproximates (iii) by trimming
states that have transitions in either relation, which is computationally simple, but of
limited applicability in pratice. On the other hand, a composite trimming associates
statesp1 andp2 via the statesq1 andq2 in the relations, at the price of maintaining a
relation over the state space ofQ1, Q2 and the common alphabet of all automata.

7.2.1 Separate Trimming

Discrete Transitions

Symbolically, the states in locationsl1 and l2 of Q1 and Q2 that have no outgoing
transitions with labela are given by

EQ1Q2(l1, l2,a) = ¬
⋃

t1=(l1,a,η1,l ′1)

η1
v1,v′1

↓v1 |v1,v2 ∩¬
⋃

t2=(l2,a,η2,l ′2)

η2
v2,v′2

↓v2 |v1,v2. (7.7)

The set of states that have an outgoing transition inP1 but none inQ1 or Q2 is then:

Btr
1 (k, l1, l2,a) =

⋃

s=(k,a,µ,k′)

µ
u,u′

↓u |u,v1,v2 ∩EQ1Q2(l1, l2,a)|u,v1,v2 (7.8)

Timed Transitions

Since the time is always in the alphabet of the TTS of a hybrid automaton, only condi-
tion (iii) applies. The violating states are:

Bpte
1 (k, l1, l2) = P

u,u′,t
(k)↓u,t |u,v1,v2,t ∩¬ Q1

v1,v′1,t
(l1)↓v1,t |u,v1,v2,t

∩¬ Q2
v2,v′2,t

(l2)↓v2,t |u,v1,v2,t (7.9)

Bte
1 (k, l1, l2) = Bpte

1 (k, l1, l2)


y

u,v1,v2
(7.10)

Separate checking for A/G-simulation goes as follows:
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1. R1 is initialized withR1 := reach(P1||Q2||Q1) or R1 := SP1 ×SQ2 ×SQ1.

2. For all(k, l2, l1), a∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 :
R1(k, l2, l1) := R1(k, l2, l1)∩¬Btr

1 (k, l1, l2,a)∩¬Bte
1 (k, l1, l2), which satisfies con-

ditions (i) and (iii).

3. For all(k, l2, l1), a∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2\(ΣP1 ∪ΣP2) :
R1(k, l2, l1) := R1(k, l2, l1)∩¬EQ1Q2(l1, l2,a), which satisfies condition (iv).

4. R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1
(R1).

5. Repeat 1) - 4) forR2 analogously.

6. If containment of the initial states inR is guaranteed, thenP1||P2 � Q1||Q2.

7.2.2 Composite Trimming

Discrete Transitions

The sets of critical labels and states inR1 andR2 that could violate the A/G-conditions
are projected onto the state space ofQ1 andQ2:

Dtr
2 (l1, l2,a) =

⋃

k

(

R2(l1,k, l2)
v1,u,v2

|u,v1,v2 ∩ Btr
2

u,v1,v2

(k, l1, l2,a)

)







y

v1,v2

, (7.11)

analogously forD1. The potentially violating states of condition (iii) inR1 are then:

Btrc
1 (k, l1, l2,a) =

⋃

s=(k,a,µ ,k′)

µ
u,u′

↓u |u,v1,v2 ∩Dtr
2 (l1, l2,a)|u,v1,v2. (7.12)

Timed Transitions

Dte
2 (l1, l2) =

⋃

k

(

R2(l1,k, l2)
v1,u,v2

|u,v1,v2,t ∩ Bpte
2

u,v1,v2,t
(k, l1, l2)

)







y

v1,v2,t

, (7.13)

Btec
1 (k, l1, l2) =

(

 P
u,u′,t

(k)↓u,t |u,v1,v2,t ∩Dte
2 (l1, l2)|u,v1,v2,t

)







y

u,v1,v2

(7.14)

Composite checking for A/G-simulation goes as follows:

1. R1 is initialized withR1 := reach(P1||Q2||Q1) or R1 := SP1 ×SQ2 ×SQ1.

2. For all(k, l2, l1), a∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2\ΣP2 :
R1(k, l2, l1) := R1(k, l2, l1)∩¬Btr1(k, l1, l2,a), which satisfies condition (i).
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3. For all(k, l2, l1), a∈ ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2\(ΣP1 ∪ΣP2) :
R1(k, l2, l1) := R1(k, l2, l1)∩¬EQ1Q2(l1, l2,a), which satisfies condition (iv).

4. R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1
(R1).

5. Repeat 1)-4) forR2 analogously.

6. ComputeDtr
1 (l1, l2,a), Dte

1 (l1, l2), Dtr
2 (l1, l2,a), Dte

2 (l1, l2).
If Dtr

1 (l1, l2,a)∩Dtr
2 (l1, l2,a) = /0 andDte

1 (l1, l2)∩Dte
2 (l1, l2) = /0 goto 10).

7. For all(k, l2, l1), a∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2 ∩ΣQ1 ∩ΣQ2 :
R1(k, l2, l1) := R1(k, l2, l1)∩¬Btrc

1 (k, l1, l2,a)∩¬Btec
1 (k, l1, l2), which satisfies con-

dition (iii).

8. R1 := GetSimRelP1||Q2,Q1
(R1).

9. Repeat 7) - 8) forR2 analogously.

10. If containment of the initial states inR is guaranteed, thenP1||P2 � Q1||Q2.

7.2.3 Checking the Initial States

To finalize the A/G-proof, it must be shown that all the initial states ofP1||P2 have a
matching initial state ofQ1||Q2 in R, i.e., that for all(p1, p2) ∈ InitP1 × InitP2 there
exist (q1,q2) ∈ InitQ1 × InitQ2 such that(pi,q1,q2) ∈ Ri for i = 1,2. It must hold for
all locations(k1,k2) ∈ InitP1 × InitP2 that

InitP1
u1

(k1)|u1,u2 ∪ InitP1
u2

(k2)|u1,u2∩

¬
⋃

l1,l2

(

InitQ1
v1

(l1)|u1,u2,v1,v2 ∩ InitQ1
v2

(l2)|u1,u2,v1,v2

∩ R1
u1,v2,v1

(k1, l2, l1)|u1,u2,v1,v2 ∩ R2
u2,v1,v2

(k2, l1, l2)|u1,u2,v1,v2

)





y

u1,u2

= /0. (7.15)

7.3 Related Work

Tasiran et al. applied A/G-reasoning to a class of timed systems with synchronous com-
position and use non-blocking as a requirement to break the circularity [TAKB96]. A
non-circular approach to A/G-reasoning has been applied byHooman to distributed
real-time systems using the theorem prover PVS [Hoo98]. Xu and Swarup use a dura-
tion calculus to verify timed systems, and also provide a brief survey of compositional
rules in [XS98]. Furia uses TRIO, a typed linear metric logic,and PVS in his thesis
to compositionally verify timed systems and applies it to a reservoir-controller system
[Fur03].
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The compositional verification of hybrid systems is still a developing field. Alur
and Henzinger extend in [AH97] the A/G-principle from reactive systems to timed and
hybrid systems. They check for receptiveness in order to break circularity and show
that the check is complete for EXPTIME. Thomas Henzinger et al. applied the assume-
guarantee principle to hybrid systems in [HQR98] and have a developed hierarchical
model that supports nesting of parallel and serial composition [HMP01]. They use
the language MASACCIO to verify two cooperating robots. Rajeev Alur et al. use the
modeling language CHARON for the modular design of interacting hybrid systems ad-
dressing different aspects of hierarchy [ADE+01]. In [Hoo93], Hooman uses modified
Hoare-Triples to compositionally verify a water level monitoring system. Together
with Vitt he applied a similar approach to a steam boiler control system using PVS
[VH96].



Part III

Hybrid Systems with Continuous
Interaction





Introduction

In the previous part we showed that hybrid automata can be analyzed compositionally
with labeled transition system semantics as long as they share no variables. In this part
we will show weaker compositional rules when variables are shared, which entails
a drastic overapproximation of their interaction. We identify a class of automata in
which the shared variables are unrestricted in such a way that this overapproximation
has no effect. This class is of practical relevance, since itcan model digitally controlled
plants.

The core of applying compositional methods to hybrid systems with shared vari-
ables lies in two restrictions: using an I/O-framework to control access to variables and
identify which variables are equivalent between the systemand the specification, and
using timed transition system (TTS) semantics to obtain a computable problem. In our
I/O-framework, each variable is “owned” as a control variable by exactly one automa-
ton. In all other automata, it is considered an input variable that can change arbitrarily
at any time. Most importantly, a transition in which the owner does not participate
cannot change the its value. In certain cases this allows us to conclude that a transition
that is possible in an automaton will also be possible in the composition with another,
which is a key to compositionality. As a semantic basis we usetimed transition systems
(TTS), which abstract from the continuous change of variables by existential quantifi-
cation. A change in a variable over a certain time is possiblein the TTS if there exists
some activity in the hybrid automaton for such a change in that time. This allows us to
obtain a finitary representation of many systems, e.g., using polyhedra. Applying TTS-
semantics leads to a complete overapproximation of the continuous interaction that can
prevent the application of compositional methods in many cases, but we identify two
important classes in which this is not the case: for hybrid automata with unrestricted
inputs, and for linear hybrid automata with convex invariants TTS-simulation is com-
positional. The adaptation of the assume-guarantee rule ofthe previous parts leads to
the fundamental result additional conditions, the A/G-conditions, must ensure that the
specification allows transitions on common labels and time elapse, and that transitions
on independent labels do not violate the invariants of the specification. We provide
A/G-conditions that can be checked in one pass on the simulation relations, and that
can be checked with a complexity that is insignificant compared to the complexity of
checking simulation for the individual components.

In the next chapter, we will introduce our hybrid I/O-automaton model, and pro-
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pose run semantics as well as hybridized TTS semantics that retain the location/vari-
able separation. They differ from the semantics of the previous parts with a special
environment labelε that serves to “encode” the invariants of hybrid automata using la-
bels. If one automaton simulates another, it will also have equivalent, or more relaxed,
invariants. The environment action holds a special place inthe parallel composition
operator that prevents independent transitions of one automaton to violate the invariant
of the other. We also show consistency between run and TTS semantics. In Chapter
9, we define simulation based on the TTS semantics, and relateit to the trace based
simulation used in literature – the main difference being that trace based simulation
is not computable algorithmically in the general case. We show that TTS-simulation
is consistent with trace simulation since it is implied by it. Because of the shared
variables, compositionality as in the previous parts does not hold for TTS-simulation.
We propose a weak compositional rule that requires as an additional condition that
the composition of the timed transition systems of the specification is equivalent to
the composition of the hybrid automata models. We call such systems for which this
holdsTTS-compositional. This is generally not the case, but we identify two important
classes of systems that are TTS-compositional: systems with unrestricted inputs, and
linear hybrid automata with convex invariants.

The overapproximation of TTS-semantics, although irrelevant for TTS-composi-
tional systems, is also prevalent in our adaption of assume-guarantee reasoning to
HIOA, presented in Chapter 10. The assume/guarantee rule is similar in structure
to the ones in the previous parts of this thesis, but adds a condition for the environment
action that amounts to checking that the invariants agree with the specification.

We conclude this part with an overview on PHAVer in Chapter 11.PHAVer is a ver-
ification tool for linear hybrid automata that differs from other existing tools through
exact and robust arithmetic, and an experimental implementation of simulation check-
ing that allows us to perform compositional and assume/guarantee reasoning. PHAVer
also has the capability to conservatively approximate affine dynamics, i.e., of the form
ẋ= Ax+b, on the fly. The computational complexity is managed by limiting the num-
ber of bits and the number of constraints in polyhedra. The number of polyhedra is
controlled by partitioning the state space into cells, and applying the convex hull to the
states in a cell. Experimental results for a navigation benchmark and a tunnel diode
circuit demonstrate the success of the approach. While in thegiven timeframe we were
not able to apply these methods to simulation checking, we believe they will be vital
to the success of future implementations. Our conclusions for Part III can be found in
Sect. 12.3, pp. 169.



Chapter 8

Modeling with Hybrid I/O-Automata

The existing theory of hybrid I/O-automata as developed by Lynch, Segala and Vaan-
drager [LSV03] is very powerful, but it would be cumbersome to apply our framework
from the previous parts in that formalism. Since our focus ison obtaining a simple,
computable framework for compositional reasoning, we propose a simpler concept of
hybrid I/O-automata that, while not as powerful as the one ofLynch et al., allows us
to reuse many results of the previous parts of this thesis. Wedo not impose an I/O-
structure on the synchronization labels in order to avoid overhead that is irrelevant to
the central ideas of this thesis. The directed communication associated with an I/O-
structure on the labels can be modeled in our framework as outlined in Sect. 2.3, so
that the generality of our approach is not restricted by omitting such a structure.

In the next section, we introduce our model of hybrid I/O-automata, which is a
simple extension of the automata used in Part II and not as powerful as, e.g., the HIOA
of Lynch et al. This allows us to use results from the previousparts and keep the
proofs simple. In Sect. 8.2 we present the timed transition system semantics. Since
we consider equivalence between the automata based on the valuation of variables,
we define hybrid labeled transition systems (HLTS) that retain the location/valuation
structure of hybrid automata. The semantics of a HIOA are then given as a timed
transition system (TTS), which attributes a HLTS to each HIOA. The composition of
the TTS is different from the composition of the HIOA, which we illustrate with some
examples. Their relationship will be formalized in the nextchapter with the help of
simulation relations.

8.1 Hybrid I/O-Automata

We extend the hybrid automata model from Part II by differentiating between state, in-
put and output variables. The output variables are a subset of the control variables, and
can be declared as input in other automata. The controlled variables of an automaton
cannot be changed by another automaton, which will reflect inthe parallel composi-
tion of automata. We proceed with our definition of hybrid I/O-automata and their
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trace semantics. The relation to other existing work will beaddressed in Sect. 8.3.

Definition 8.1 (Hybrid I/O-Automaton). A hybrid input/output-automaton (HIOA)
H = (Loc, VarC, VarI , VarO, Lab,→, Act, Inv, Init) consists of the following:

• A finite set Loc of locations.

• Finite sets ofcontrolled variables VarC, input variables VarI , VarC∩VarI = /0,
and output variables VarO ⊆ VarC. Let Var= VarC∪VarI and let theexternal
variables be VarE = VarI ∪VarO. A pair (l ,v) of a location and a valuation is a
stateof the automaton and thestate spaceis SH = Loc×V(Var).

• A finite set Lab of synchronization labels.

• A finite set of discrete transitions→⊆ Loc×Lab×2V(Var)×V(Var)×Loc. A tran-

sition (l ,a,µ, l ′) ∈→ is also written as l
a,µ−−→H l ′.

• A mapping Act: Loc→ 2Ats(Var) from locations to activities.

• A mapping Inv: Loc→ 2V(Var) from locations to sets of valuations.

• A set Init⊆ Loc×V(Var) of initial states such that(l ,v) ∈ Init ⇒ v∈ Inv(l).

As before, the semantics of a hybrid I/O-automaton is captured by the concept of a
run, which is any admissible sequence of changes in the state of the automata, and of
anexecution, which is a run that starts in of the initial states. We consider the inputs
for the automaton open, i.e., possibly changing spontaneously and arbitrarily within
the invariant, and account for them with environment transitions that have a dedicated
labelε.1

Definition 8.2 (Run, Execution). A run σ is a finite or infinite sequence of states(l i ,vi)
and labelsαi ∈ Lab∪ ε ∪

(

R≥0×Ats(Var)
)

,

σ = (l0,v0)
α0−→ (l1,v1)

α1−→ (l2,v2)
α1−→ . . . , (8.1)

satisfying that for all i≥ 0 holds vi ∈ Inv(l i) and either

• αi ∈ Lab and there is a transition li
αi ,µ−−→H l i+1 with (vi,vi+1) ∈ µ, or

• αi = ε and li = l i+1, vi↓VarC= vi+1↓VarC, or

• αi =: (ti , fi) and fi ∈ Act(l i), li = l i+1, fi(0) = vi, fi(ti) = vi+1 and for all t′,
0≤ t ′ ≤ ti , holds fi(t ′) ∈ Inv(l i).

1These are similar to the stutter transitions in [ACH+95], where they are included in the syntactic
definition of automata. We feel they should be part of the semantics, but see no tangible difference.
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An execution is a run σ that starts in one of the initial states, i.e.,(l0,v0) ∈ Init. A
state(l ,v) is calledreachableif there exists an execution with(l ,v) = (l i ,vi) for some
i ≥ 0.

In the I/O-setting we can differentiate between behavior ofan automaton that is
visible to the outside world, i.e., inputs and outputs, and internal behavior that is con-
sidered invisible to the outside world. Since the focus of our investigation is the con-
tinuous interaction, we have no such distinction for synchronization labels. In general,
we are interested in the output a system produces for a given input, and also decide
equivalence between systems based on the outputs they produce for the same input.
We therefore consider sequences of inputs and outputs together as the externally vis-
ible behavior of the system. Formally, the continuous evolution of the in- and output
variables and the sequence of labeled transitions defines atrace:

Definition 8.3 (Trace). A trace τ(σ) of a runσ = (l0,v0)
α0−→ (l1,v1)

α1−→ (l2,v2)
α1−→ . . .

is the sequence of labelsβi ∈ Lab∪ ε ∪
(

R≥0×Ats(VarE)
)

defined by

• βi = αi whenαi ∈ Lab∪ ε, and

• βi = (ti, fi↓VarE) whenαi ∈ R≥0×Ats(Var), whereαi =: (ti, fi).

We say thatτ is a trace of P if it is a trace of any execution of P and denote the set of
traces of P by traces(P).

The projection operator extends to traces in the straightforward way:τ ′ = τ↓Varis
the trace with the same labelsai, the same timesti andg′i = gi↓Var, wherei ranges over
the length of the trace.

Hybrid automata are combined by a parallel composition operator, which enables
the modular modeling of complex systems. For I/O-automata,a notion of compatibil-
ity is needed. In the following, letHi = (Loci , VarCi, VarIi , VarOi, Labi, →i , Acti, Invi,
Init i), i = 1,2, be hybrid I/O-automata.

Definition 8.4 (Compatibility). Hybrid I/O-automata H1,H2 are compatible if their
control variables, VarC1 and VarC2, are disjoint, and any inputs from each other’s
variables are part of the output variables, i.e., VarC1∩VarC2 = /0 and VarIi ∩VarC j ⊆
VarO j for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}.

The parallel composition operator determines how two automata interact. Changes
in the continuous variables must be matched in both, and a discrete transition can only
change a variable if the automaton, who has it as a control variable, agrees.

Definition 8.5 (Parallel Composition of HIOA). Given compatible HIOA H1,H2, their
parallel compositionH1 ||H2 is the HIOA H with

• Loc= Loc1×Loc2,
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• VarC = VarC1∪VarC2, VarO = VarO1∪VarO2, VarI = (VarI1∪VarI2)\VarO,

• Lab= Lab1∪Lab2,

• f ∈ Act(l1, l2) iff f ↓Vari∈ Acti(l i), i = 1,2,

• v∈ Inv(l1, l2) iff v↓Vari∈ Invi(l i), i = 1,2, and

• (l1, l2)
a,µ−−→H(l ′1, l

′
2) with µ ={(v,v′)|(v↓Vari ,v

′↓Vari) ∈ µi , i = 1,2} iff for i = 1,2:

– a∈ Labi and li
a,µi−−→i l ′i , or

– a /∈ Labi and li = l ′i , µi = {(v,v′)|v↓VarCi= v′↓VarCi},

• ((l1, l2),v) ∈ Init iff (l i ,v↓Vari) ∈ Init i, i = 1,2.

8.2 Hybrid Labeled Transition Systems

We usehybrid labeled transition systemsas a formal model fortimed transition sys-
tems, which will provide the semantic basis for hybrid automata.They preserve most
of the structure of the hybrid automaton while abstracting from the continuous activ-
ities and invariants. In contrast to the LTS of Part II, the retain a location/valuation
structure that will simplify many proofs and allow us to define equivalence directly
based on valuations. The separation of input- and output variables is preserved to ob-
tain consistent semantics. For shared variables, we need totake into account that the
input variables can change arbitrarily at any time. Therefore we introduceε-transitions
that will represent such a change in the semantics of HIOA.2 These transitions will be
of vital importance in the proofs on compositionality and circular assume-guarantee
reasoning.

Definition 8.6 (Hybrid Labeled Transition System). A hybrid labeled transition sys-
tem L = (Loc, VarC, VarI , VarO, Σ, →L, Init) consists of

• a finite set Loc of locations,

• finite disjoint sets VarI , VarC of input and control variables, and a set VarO ⊆
VarC of output variables; let Var= VarI ∪VarC, VarE = VarI ∪VarO,

• a setΣ of labels that contains a special labelε calledenvironment label,

• a transition relation→⊆ Loc×V(Var)×Σ×V(Var)×Loc, and

• a set of initial states Init⊆ Loc×V(Var).

2The environment label is closely related to the stutter label in [ACH+95], see Sect. 8.3.
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Similarly to hybrid automata, HLTSs interact by synchronizing on common labels,
and control variables can only change if the automaton that owns them participates
in the transition. However, contrary to the parallel composition used in for LTS in
Parts I and II, transitions with non-common labels are no longer independent. They
must synchronize with environment transitions, which willbe used in the semantic
definition of HIOA to preserve the invariants through simulation.

Definition 8.7 (Parallel Composition of HLTS). 3 Given HLTSs Li = (Loci , VarCi,
VarIi , VarOi, Σi ,→i, Initi), i = 1,2, with disjoint sets of control variables, theirparallel
compositionL1 ||L2 is the HLTS L= (Loc,VarC,VarI ,VarO,Σ,→L, Init) with

• Loc= Loc1×Loc2,

• VarC = VarC1∪VarC2, VarO = VarO1∪VarO2, VarI = (VarI1∪VarI2)\VarO,

• Σ = Σ1∪Σ2,

• ((l1, l2),v)
α→L ((l ′1, l

′
2),v

′) iff for i = 1 and i= 2:

– α ∈ Σi and(l i ,v↓Vari)
α→Li (l ′i ,v

′↓Vari) or

– α /∈ Σi and(l i ,v↓Vari)
ε→Li (l ′i ,v

′↓Vari), and

• Init = {((l1, l2),v)|(l i,v↓Vari) ∈ Init i, i = 1,2}.

The behavior of a hybrid automaton is associated with a hybrid labeled transi-
tion system, itstimed transition system(TTS). Such TTSs were already introduced in
Sect. 5.3 to define the semantics of the hybrid automata of Part II, whose focus was on
compositional reasoning with disjunct variables.

Definition 8.8 (Timed Transition System). Thetimed transition systemof a HIOA H
is the HLTS[[H]] = (Loc,VarC,VarI ,VarO,Σ,→[[H]], Init), whereΣ = Lab∪R≥0∪ε and

• (l ,v)
a→[[H]] (l

′,v′) iff l
a,µ−−→H l ′,(v,v′) ∈ µ,v∈ Inv(l),v′ ∈ Inv(l ′)

(discrete transitions),

• (l ,v)
t→[[H]] (l ′,v′) iff l = l ′ and there exists f∈ Act(l), f (0) = v, f (t) = v′, and

∀t ′,0≤ t ′ ≤ t : f (t ′) ∈ Inv(l) (timed transitions),

• (l ,v)
ε→[[H]] (l

′,v′) iff l = l ′, v↓VarC= v′↓VarC,v,v′ ∈ Inv(l)
(environment transitions).

3This definition of parallel composition is similar to that in[Hen96], where independent transitions
must synchronize with transitions of zero time elapse instead of the environment transtitions we use.
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The loss of information about the activities of the hybrid automaton can lead to a
different behavior when comparing the composition of timedtransition systems with
the timed transition system of the composed hybrid automata. This will be discussed
in more detail in Sect. 9, when the comparison of systems is formalized by the notion
of simulation relations.

We now show that the timed transition system semantics are consistent with our
run-semantics. The proof is straightforward, since the existence of a run segment
immediately corresponds to the existence of a transition inthe TTS, and vice versa,
because their definitions are practically identical.

Proposition 8.9. In any HIOA H there is a runσ = p0
α0−→ p1

α1−→ p1 · · · if and only

if there is a runσ ′ = p0
β0−→[[H]] p1

β1−→[[H]] p2 · · · in [[H]], whereβi =: ti ∈ R≥0 iff αi =:
(ti , fi) ∈ R≥0×Ats(Var), andαi = βi otherwise.

Proof. Both directions follow immediately from the definitions of runs and the timed
transition system. Any transition in a run ofH also fulfills the definition of a transitions
in [[H]]. Conversely, any transition in[[H]] implies either a discrete or environment
transition inH, or the existence of an activityfi such that a timed transition exists in
H.

Corollary 8.10. A state p is reachable in H if and only if it is reachable in[[H]].

We end this section with examples that shall illustrate the difference between the
composition of two HIOA and the composition of their TTS. Intuitively, a HLTS only
carries information about which states can transition to which, and whether by time
elapse or by a discrete transition, but not about the trajectories taken to get there. Con-
sequently, the composition of two timed transition systemsof hybrid automata with
shared variables is an overapproximation of the hybrid system’s behavior because non-
matching trajectories in the systems can be paired. As demonstrated by the following
example, a continuous input is completely abstracted away:

Example 8.1. Consider hybrid automata P1 and P2, both with a single location k, re-
spectively l, no labels or discrete transitions. Let P1 have a state and output variable
u, and activities defined implicitly bẏu = au, a constant a< 0, no invariant, and an
initial state (l ,u0). Let P2 have a control variable x and activitieṡx = u, i.e., unre-
stricted activities for u, an invariant u≥ c with a constant c and an initial state(l ,x0).

Then[[P1]] has timed transitions(k,u)
t−→[[P1]] (k,e

atu), and those of[[P2]] are given by

∃ f (t) ∈ Ats(u), f (t) ≥ c : (l ,(x,u))
t−→[[P2]] (l ,(x+

∫ t

0
f (τ)dτ, f (t))),

which corresponds to

(l ,(x,u))
t−→[[P2]] (l ,(x

′,u′)) for any t> 0,(x′,u′) ∈ R2,x′ ≥ x+ct,u′ ≥ c.
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The timed transitions of[[P1||P2]] are

((k, l),(x,u))
t−→[[P1||P2]] ((k, l),(x+(eat −1)u,eatu)),

with (eat −1)u≥ ct and eatu≥ c. The timed transitions of[[P1]]||[[P2]] are

((k, l),(x,u))
t−→[[P1]]||[[P2]] ((k, l),(x

′,eatu))

for any t> 0,x′ ∈ R,x′ ≥ x+ct,eatu≥ c. The value of x became dissociated from the
value of u in the target states. While the latter is certainlya gross overapproximation,
we can still deduce some properties of P1||P2 from looking at[[P1]]||[[P2]], e.g. a check
for simulation with a parameterized specification could yield that x≥ x0+ct, c≤ u <
u0 for all t > 0.

Another example shall illustrate how the composition of timed transition systems
does not respect a non-convex invariant of the composed hybrid systems:

Example 8.2.Consider automata P1 and P2 with invariants shown as hatched regions
in Figs. 8.1(a) and 8.1(b). The shaded regions show which states are in the timed
transition relation with the initial state, represented by adot. While the TTS[[P1]] and
[[P2]] respect the invariants of P1, respectively P2, their composition Fig. 8.1(d) shows
a spurious set of states that does not exist in the TTS of P1||P2, shown in Fig. 8.1(c).

8.3 Related Work

The theory of hybrid I/O-automata has been developed extensively by Lynch, Segala
and Vaandrager [LSVW96, LSV01, LSV03]. Their framework is very powerful and
general, and based on practically arbitrary trajectories of a set of variables, which can
have different dynamic types. Since our focus is on obtaining a simple, computable
framework for compositional reasoning, we propose a simpleconcept of I/O-automata
that, while not as powerful as the one of Lynch et al., allows us to reuse many results
of the previous parts of this thesis, and admits simple proofs. It is an extension of the
hybrid automata of Part II in the direction of [LSV03]. More precisely, it is related to
the pre-HIOA in [LSV03], since we do not impose enabling of input actions or input
trajectories. It differs in that we allow the set of initial states to be empty, do not
impose axioms on the set of trajectories and do not impose restrictions on the discrete
transitions. Moreover, we do not differentiate between internal and external actions.

Since the basic components of our hybrid automaton model wasalready discussed
in Sect. 5.4, we only discuss the extensions. In our model theoutput variables are part
of the controlled variables, while in [LSV03] they are part of the external variables.
The hybrid automata in [ACH+95] also have controlled variables, but have no distin-
guished output variables. The parallel composition of hybrid automata in [ACH+95]
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(a) [[P1]] (b) [[P2]]

(c) [[P1||P2]] (d) [[P1]]||[[P2]]

Figure 8.1: Composition of timed transition systems with non-convex invariant
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is semantically but not syntactically identical. It achieves the effect of constant con-
trolled variables in independent transitions using stutter transitions.4 The stutter label
τ in [ACH+95] is part of their syntactic definition of hybrid automata.We have moved
this label to the semantic of hybrid automata, i.e., the definition of runs – through
which it finds its way into trace-simulation – and hybrid labeled transition systems
(HLTSs), along with a corresponding definition of parallel composition for HLTSs.
There is essentially no difference, and one could rewrite this part of this thesis with the
syntax of hybrid automata of [ACH+95]. Note that the parallel composition of HLTS
would still have to keep its present form. Also note that the environment labelε is
different from a silent label, which are considered invisible with respect to simulation
– then called weak simulation. For compositionality to hold, one must use strict sim-
ulation with the environment label, while it might still desirable to have in addition a
silent label with respect to which weak simulation is applied. Our parallel composition
operator for HLTS is similar to that for LTS in [Hen96]. There, an independent transi-
tion must synchronize with a transition of zero time elapse,instead of the environment
transitions that we use.

4A stutter transition in [ACH+95] is a self-loop with a dedicated labelτ for which the controlled
variables remain constant while the others can change arbitrarily.





Chapter 9

Simulation Relations for Hybrid
I/O-Automata

A simulation relation between automataP andQ relates states inP to states ofQ that
show the same, or more, behavior. The automatonQ is considered to contain the be-
havior of P, in the sense of an overapproximation, if every initial state of P finds a
corresponding initial state ofQ in the relation. This is denoted asP � Q. We will
introduce two definitions of simulation: simulation that isbased on traces, and simu-
lation based on the timed transition system (TTS) semantics. Trace based simulation
is compositional but has no finitary representation, which prohibits its algorithmical
implementation. Simulation based on the TTS semantics on the other hand is compo-
sitional only in special cases. We identify two important classes: hybrid automata with
unrestricted inputs, and linear hybrid automata with convex invariants.

In the following section, we give definitions for trace- and TTS-simulation, and
discuss their relation. In Sect. 9.2, we give a weak compositionality rule for TTS-
simulation, and identify classes of hybrid systems for which TTS-simulation is com-
positional. The chapter concludes with Sect. 9.3 on relatedwork.

9.1 Trace- and TTS-Simulation

In Part II, we determined which variables in a system should correspond to which
variables in a specification by an equivalence relation. Compositionality was only
given if the equivalence relations agreed on the relevant states. For HIOA, we consider
input- and output variables equivalent, and to obtain compositionality we impose that
a system and its abstraction must have the same output variables, and the abstraction
can not have more inputs than the system. Also, their alphabets must range over the
same labels. To accommodate differing alphabets, we could useΣ-simulation as in the
previous parts. We do not do so for the sake of clarity, as thiswould unnecessarily
complicate the formalism. If the above conditions are fulfilled, we call the automaton
comparableto its abstraction. In the following, letP andQ be HLTSP= (LocP, VarCP,
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VarIP, VarOP, ΣP, →P, InitP) andQ = (LocQ, VarCQ, VarIQ, VarOQ, ΣQ, →Q, InitQ).
We define formally:

Definition 9.1 (Comparability). For HLTS P,Q, P iscomparablewith Q if ΣP = ΣQ,
VarIQ ⊆ VarIP and VarOQ = VarOP. For HIOA H1,H2, H1 is comparable with H2 if
[[H1]] is comparable with[[H2]].

The externally observable behavior of a hybrid I/O-automaton is defined by its
traces. We define simulation based on traces and will later compare it to a definition
based on TTS-semantics. The following definition is an modification of the one given
in [LSV03], see Sect. 9.3 for details.

Definition 9.2 (Trace-Simulation for HIOA). (adapted from[LSV03]) Given compa-
rable HIOA H1,H2, a relation R⊆ SH1 ×SH2 is a trace-simulation relation for H1, H2

if and only if for all (p,q) ∈ R a runσ1 = p
α−→ p′ in H1 implies a runσ2 = q

β−→ q′

in H2 with τ(σ1)↓VarE2= τ(σ2)↓VarE2 and(p′,q′) ∈ R. We say that H2 trace-simulates
H1 if there exists a trace-simulation relation R for H1, H2 such that for all p∈ InitH1

there exists some q∈ InitH2 such that(p,q) ∈ R, written as H1 �tr H2.

While trace simulation is compositional [LSV03], it is for the general case com-
putationally intractable, since functions are compared over an infinite number of time
points. One has to reduce the problem to a finitary form, i.e.,to a set of finitely many
values that are to be checked. This could be achieved, e.g., by limiting the set of activ-
ities to a parameterized family of functions. Symbolic algorithms can then be applied
if the symbolic sets of valuations can be described by some finite representation such
as polyhedra, possibly in the form of an overapproximation.Our approach abstracts
even further: We define simulation between hybrid I/O-automata based on their timed
transition system semantics. That way the information on their continuous evolution is
lost, but we obtain a computable framework for an interesting class of hybrid systems
– mainly, linear hybrid automata.

Definition 9.3 (TTS-Simulation). A relation R⊆ SP×SQ is asimulation relation for
a pair of HLTS P,Q if and only if for all(p,q) ∈ R,α ∈ ΣP, p′ ∈ SP holds:

• u↓VarEQ= v↓VarEQ, where p= (k,u) and q= (l ,v) and

• p
α→ p′ ⇒ ∃q′ ∈ SQ : (q

α→ q′∧ (p′,q′) ∈ R).

A state qsimulatesa state p if there exists some simulation relation R with(p,q) ∈ R,
which is written as p� q. QsimulatesP, written as P� Q, if and only if there exists
a simulation relation R such that for all p∈ InitP there exists a q∈ InitQ such that
(p,q) ∈ R. For HIOA H1,H2, let H1 � H2 if and only if [[H1]] � [[H2]]. We call this
TTS-simulation.

We define similarity and bisimulation, as before in Parts I and II, as equivalence
relations based on asymmetric and symmetric simulation:
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Definition 9.4 (Similarity, Bisimulation). Given HLTS P,Q Q issimilar to P, written
as P≃ Q, if and only if P� Q and Q� P. A relation R⊆ SP×SQ is a bisimulation
relation if and only if R witnesses P� Q and R−1 witnesses Q� P. Q isbisimilar to
P, written as P∼= Q, if and only if there exists such a relation. For HIOA H1,H2, let
H1 ≃ H2 if and only if[[H1]] ≃ [[H2]] and H1

∼= H2 if and only if[[H1]] ∼= [[H2]].

We now show that TTS-simulation is consistent with trace-simulation in the sense
that it is implied by it.

Proposition 9.5. For any comparable HIOA H1,H2, H1 �tr H2 implies H1 � H2.

Proof. Let R be a witnessing trace simulation relation betweenH1 andH2. We show
that for all (p,q) ∈ R, wherep = (k,u) andq = (l ,v), the conditions of Def. 9.3 are
fulfilled.

We start with the equality of the external variables. Consider any(p,q) ∈ R. There
is always a runσ1 = p

ε−→ p′ possible inH1, whereu = u′. BecauseH2 trace-simulates
H1, this implies a runσ2 = q

ε−→ q′ in H2, with τ(σ1)↓VarE2= τ(σ2)↓VarE2. It imme-
diately follows thatv↓VarE2= v′↓VarE2= u↓VarE2, which fulfills the first condition for
TTS-simulation.

We now show that a transition in the TTS ofH1 implies a transition in the TTS of
H2, with both target states inR. Consider a transitionp

α−→[[H1]] p′ in [[H1]]. It follows

directly that there is a runσ1 = p
α ′
−→ p′ in H1, whereα ′ = α if α ∈ Lab1∪ ε, and

α ′ = (α, f ) if α ∈R≥0, wheref is some activity ofH1. BecauseH2 trace-simulatesH1,

this implies a runσ2 = q
β ′
−→ q′ in H2, with τ(σ1)↓VarE2= τ(σ2)↓VarE2 and(p′,q′) ∈ R.

It follows from the definition of the TTS that there is a transition q
β−→[[H2]] q′, where

β = β ′ if β ′ ∈ Lab2∪ ε, andβ = t if β ′ = (t,g) for some(t,g) ∈ R≥0×Aty(Var2).
Fromτ(σ1)↓VarE2= τ(σ2)↓VarE2 follows thatβ = β ′ = α if α ∈ Lab1∪ε, andβ = t = α
otherwise. So from a transition in[[H1]] we have deduced the existence of a transition
in [[H2]] with identical label, and their target states lie inR. Consequently,R is a TTS-
simulation relation, and from the definition of trace simulation it follows that it is also
a witness, which concludes the proof.

In the following section we will examine how HLTS-based simulation can be ap-
plied in compositional reasoning.

9.2 Compositional Reasoning

In order for the simulation concept to be applied in a compositional analysis, it must
hold under different contexts, i.e., when the automata are composed with other au-
tomata. This is captured by the concept of a precongruence, which has also been used
extensively in Parts I and II. Before we can show that HLTS-simulation is a precon-
gruence, we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 9.6. Given HLTS P,Q,S, S compatible with P and Q, let R be a simulation
relation for P� Q, and let((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ R. For every x∈ V(VarP ∪VarS) with
x↓VarP= u there exists a state y∈V(VarQ∪VarS) with y↓VarQ= v and y↓VarS= x↓VarS.

Proof. Consider a state((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ R and an arbitrary valuationx ∈ V(VarP ∪
VarS) with x↓VarP= u. By the definition of simulation,VarOQ = VarOP andVarIQ ⊆
VarIP, andu↓VarOP= v0↓VarOP, u↓VarIQ= v↓VarIQ. Consequently, it holds that

x0↓VarOP= v0↓VarOP= v0↓VarOQ (9.1)

x0↓VarIQ= v0↓VarIQ (9.2)

Let y be a valuation inV(VarQ ∪VarS) such thaty↓VarS\VarQ= x↓VarS\VarQ and
y↓VarQ= v. It must be shown from the latter term thaty↓VarS∩VarQ= x↓VarS∩VarQ. Then
it follows thaty↓VarS= x↓VarS. It holds thaty↓VarIQ∩VarS= v↓VarIQ∩VarS, and with (9.2) it
follows thaty↓VarIQ∩VarS= x↓VarIQ∩VarS. From the definition of compatibility it follows
thatVarSQ∩VarS = VarOQ∩VarS. It holds thaty↓VarOQ∩VarS= v↓VarOQ∩VarS, and with
(9.1) it follows thaty↓VarOQ∩VarS= x↓VarOQ∩VarS. Thereforey↓VarS∩VarQ= x↓VarS∩VarQ,
which concludes the proof.

Proposition 9.7. Simulation of HLTS is a precongruence with respect to parallel com-
position, i.e., for any HLTS P,Q,S holds

• reflexivity: P� P,

• transitivity: P� Q∧Q� S⇒ P� S, and

• invariance under composition: P� Q⇒ P||S� Q||S.

Proof. Let p = (k,u), q = (l ,v), s= (m,w) denote the states ofP, Q andS.

Reflexivity: P is trivially comparable toP. R= {(p, p)} is a witness that� is reflexive,
sincep

α→ p′ ⇒ (p
α→ p′∧ (p′, p′) ∈ R). For all (k,u,k′,u′) ∈ R,u↓VarIP= u′↓VarIP and

u↓VarOP= u′↓VarOP. For any initial statep0 in P there is a statep′ = p0 with (p, p′) ∈ R.

Transitivity: First, we show thatP is comparable toS. SinceP is comparable toQ
andQ is comparable toS, we have

VarOS= VarOQ = VarOP and VarIS ⊆VarIQ ⊆VarIP, (9.3)

as well asΣS = ΣQ = ΣP, and thereforeP is comparable toS.
Let R1 be a simulation relations forP�Q, andR2 for Q�S. We show by structural

induction thatR= {(p,s)|∃q : (p,q) ∈ R1∧ (q,s) ∈ R2} is a simulation relation. Since
Q� S, there exists an initial states0 for any initial stateq0 of Q. Similarly, there exists
an initial stateq0 for any initial statep0 of P. Therefore, any initial statep0 of P has
a corresponding initial states0 in R. Consider a state(p,s) ∈ R. Then there exists a
q = (l ,v) with (p,q) ∈ R1 and (q,s) ∈ R2. Therefore it holds thatu↓VarIQ= v↓VarIQ
∧u↓VarOQ= v↓VarOQ andv↓VarIS= w↓VarIS ∧v↓VarOS= w↓VarOS. With (9.3) follows that
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u↓VarIS= w↓VarIS ∧u↓VarOS= w↓VarOS. SinceR1 is a simulation relation, a transition

p
α−→ p′ implies that there exists aq′ with q

α→ q′ and(p′,q′) ∈ R1. Similarly, there
exists as′ with (q′,s′) ∈ R2, and therefore(p′,s′) ∈ R.

Invariance under Composition: Let P, Q andSbe hybrid labeled transition systems,
and letp = (k,u), q = (l ,v), s= (m,w) denote their respective hybrid states. First, we
show thatP||S is comparable toQ||S. SinceP is comparable toQ, it holds that

VarOQ = VarOP and VarIQ ⊆VarIP, (9.4)

as well asΣQ = ΣP. ThereforeVarOQ∪VarOS= VarOP∪VarOS andVarIQ ∪VarIS ⊆
VarIP∪VarIS. SinceVarIQ∩VarOQ = VarIS∩VarOS= /0,VarIQ||S= (VarIQ∪VarIS)\
(VarOQ∪VarOS) = (VarIQ \VarOS)∪ (VarIS\VarOQ). Similarly,VarIP||S = (VarIP ∪
VarIS) \ (VarOP∪VarOS) = (VarIP ∪VarIS) \ (VarOQ∪VarOS) = (VarIP \VarOS)∪
(VarIS\VarOQ). Consequently,VarIQ||S⊆VarIP||S, andP||S is comparable toQ||S.

Consider a simulation relationR0 for P � Q. Let a state inP||S be denoted by
(k,m,x), wherek∈ LocP, m∈ LocS andx∈V(VarP∪VarS). Similarly a state inQ||S
is denoted by(l ,m,y). We show by structural induction that

R= {((k,m,x),(l ,m,y)) | ∃u,v : ((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ R0,

x↓VarP= u,y↓VarQ= v,x↓VarS= y↓VarS}

is a simulation relation.
It must be shown that for any initial state(k0,m0,x0) there exists an initial state

(l0,m0,y0) with ((k0,m0,x0),(l0,m0,y0)) ∈ R. By the definition of parallel composi-
tion, it holds for(k0,x0) that there exists au0 with (k0,u0) ∈ InitP andu0 = x0↓VarP.
SinceP� Q, this implies that there exists some initial state(l0,v0) ∈ InitQ for which
it holds that((k0,u0),(l0,v0)) ∈ R0. From Lemma 9.6 it follows that there exists a
y0 ∈ V(VarQ ∪VarS) such thaty0↓VarS= x0↓VarS and y0↓VarQ= v0. Consequently,
((k0,m0,x0),(l0,m0,y0))∈R, and furthermore(l0,y0↓VarQ)∈ InitQ and(m0,y0↓VarS)∈
InitS, which by the definition of parallel composition implies that (l0,m0,y0)∈ InitQ||S.

Now we show that for any((k,m,x),(l ,m,y)) ∈ R holds x↓VarI(Q||S)
= y↓VarI(Q||S)

andx↓VarO(Q||S)
= y↓VarO(Q||S)

. Since((k,m,x),(l ,m,y)) ∈ R, there existsu = x↓VarP and
v = y↓VarQ with ((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ R0. Consequently,x↓VarOQ= v↓VarOQ= y↓VarOQ and
x↓VarIQ\VarOQ

= v↓VarIQ\VarOQ
= y↓VarIQ\VarOQ

. Sincex↓VarS= y↓VarS it follows directly
thatx↓VarOS= y↓VarOS andx↓VarIS\VarOQ

= y↓VarIS\VarOQ
.

Consider some((k,m,x),(l ,m,y)) ∈ R. It must be shown that for any transi-
tion (k,m,x)

α→P||S (k′,m′,x′) there exists a transition(l ,m,y)
α→Q||S (l ′,m′,y′) with

((k′,m′,x′),(l ′,m′,y′)) ∈ R.

(i) α ∈ ΣP: Then by the definition of composition(k,m,x)
α→P||S (k′,m′,x′) im-

plies (k,u)
α→P (k′,u′) with u = x↓VarP andu′ = x′↓VarP, as well as a transition

(m,w)
β→S (m′,w′) with w = x↓VarS, w′ = x′↓VarS and β = α if α ∈ ΣP ∩ ΣS,
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and β = ε otherwise. With((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ R0 the transition inP implies a
transition(l ,v)

α→Q (l ′,v′) such that((k′,u′),(l ′,v′)) ∈ R0. From Lemma 9.6
it follows that there exists ay′ ∈ V(VarQ ∪VarS) such thaty′↓VarS= x′↓VarS
andy′↓VarQ= v′. By definition of parallel composition, there exists a transition

(l ,m,y)
α→Q||S (l ′,m′,y′). Consequently,((k′,m′,x′),(l ′,m′,y′)) ∈ R.

(ii) α ∈ ΣS\ΣP: Then by the definition of composition(k,m,x)
α→ (k′,m′,x′) im-

plies(m,w)
α→ (m′,w′) with w = x↓VarS, w′ = x′↓VarS andx↓VarCP= x′↓VarCP, and

an environment transition(k,u)
ε→P (k′,u′) with u = x↓VarP and u′ = x′↓VarP.

Therefore((k,u),(l ,v)) ∈ R0 implies that(l ,v′) exists with(l ,v)
ε→Q (l ′,v′) and

((k′,u′),(l ,v′))∈R0. From Lemma 9.6 it follows that there exists ay′ ∈V(VarQ∪
VarS) such thaty′↓VarS= x′↓VarS andy′↓VarQ= v′. Consequently, it holds that
((k,m′,x′),(l ,m′,y′)) ∈ R.

Corollary 9.8. From Prop. 9.7 and the definition of HLTS-simulation of HIOA itfol-
lows that HLTS-simulation of HIOA is a preorder, i.e., reflexive and transitive.

The composition of two HIOA has a semantics that differs fromthe composition
of their TTS, which is why invariance under composition doesnot apply to simulation
between HIOA. This also voids compositionality as it was applicable to LTS in Part I
and hybrid automata without shared variables in Part II. In the following we will obtain
a weaker compositionality rule by showing that there is a simulation relation between
the two.

The composition of TTS is a conservative abstraction of the hybrid automaton
behavior, i.e., if there is a transition in the composed hybrid automaton then there is
also one in the composition of the TTS:

Lemma 9.9. For any compatible HIOA H1,H2 and labelα ∈ Lab1∪Lab2∪ ε holds:

((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1||H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′) ⇔ ((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1]]||[[H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′)

and for all α ∈ R≥0 holds:

((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1||H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′) ⇒ ((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1]]||[[H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′).

Proof. We show that the transitions are identical for all except thetimed transitions, in
which case there is only implication.

• discrete transitions withα = Lab1∩Lab2:
((l1, l2),v)

α−→[[H1 ||H2]] ((l
′
1, l

′
2),v

′) ⇔ (Def. of TTS)∃µ: (l1, l2)
α ,µ−−→H1 ||H2

(l ′1, l
′
2)

with (v,v′) ∈ µ, v∈ Inv(l1, l2), v′ ∈ Inv(l ′1, l
′
2)
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⇔ (Def. of PC of HIOA) ∃µi: l i
α ,µi−−→Hi l ′i ,(v↓Vari ,v

′↓Vari) ∈ µi and v↓Vari ∈
Invi(l i), v′↓Vari∈ Invi(l ′i ), i = 1,2

⇔ (Def. of TTS)(l i ,v↓Vari)
α−→[[Hi ]] (l

′
i ,v

′↓Vari), i = 1,2

⇔ (Def. of PC of HLTS)((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1]] || [[H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′)

• discrete transitions withα ∈ Lab1\Lab2 (α ∈ Lab2\Lab1 is symmetric):

((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1 ||H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′) ⇔ (Def. of TTS)∃µ: (l1, l2)
α ,µ−−→H1 ||H2

(l ′1, l
′
2)

with (v,v′) ∈ µ, v∈ Inv(l1, l2), v′ ∈ Inv(l ′1, l
′
2)

⇔ (Def. of PC of HIOA)∃µ1: l1
α ,µ1−−−→H1 l ′1,(v↓Var1,v

′↓Var1) ∈ µ1 andv↓Var1∈
Inv1(l1), v′↓Var1∈ Inv1(l ′1), v↓VarC2= v′↓VarC2, v↓Var2,v

′↓Var2∈ Inv2(l2), l2 = l ′2
⇔ (Def. of TTS)(l1,v↓Var1)

α−→[[H1]] (l
′
1,v

′↓Var1), (l2,v↓Var2)
ε−→[[H2]] (l

′
2,v

′↓Var2)

⇔ (Def. of PC of HLTS)((l1, l2),v)
α−→[[H1]] || [[H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′)

• environment transitions,α = ε:
((l1, l2),v)

ε−→[[H1 ||H2]] ((l1, l2),v
′)

⇔ (Def. of TTS)v↓VarC1∪VarC2= v′↓VarC1∪VarC2, v∈ Inv(l1, l2), v′ ∈ Inv(l ′1, l
′
2)

⇔ (Def. of PC of HIOA and associativity of projection)v↓VarCi= v′↓VarCi and
v↓Vari∈ Invi(l i), v′↓Vari∈ Invi(l ′i ), i = 1,2

⇔ (Def. of TTS)(l i ,v↓Vari)
ε−→[[Hi ]] (l i ,v

′↓Vari), i = 1,2

⇔ (Def. of PC of HLTS)((l1, l2),v)
ε−→[[H1]] || [[H2]] ((l1, l2),v

′)

• timed transitions,α = t ∈ R:
((l1, l2),v)

t−→[[H1 ||H2]] ((l ′1, l
′
2),v

′) ⇒ (Def. of TTS)∃ f (t) ∈ Act((l1, l2)), f (0) =
v, f (t) = v′ and∀t ′,0≤ t ′ ≤ t : f (t) ∈ Inv(l1, l2), (l1, l2) = (l ′1, l

′
2)

⇒ (Def. of PC of HIOA) f↓Var1∈Act1(l1) and f↓Var2∈Act2(l2), f (0) = v, f (t) =
v′ and∀t ′,0≤ t ′ ≤ t : f (t)↓Var1∈ Inv1(l1)∧ f (t)↓Var2∈ Inv2(l2)

⇒ (Def. of TTS)(l i ,v↓Vari)
t−→[[Hi ]] (l

′
i ,v

′↓Vari)

⇒ (Def. of PC of HLTS)((l1, l2),v)
t−→[[H1]] || [[H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′)

Lemma 9.9 prompts a simple corollary to identify HIOA for which the HLTS se-
mantics and parallel composition are commutative. Since this immediately leads to
compositionality on the HIOA level, we call automata that fulfill this condition TTS-
compositional.

Corollary 9.10. For any compatible HIOA H1,H2 holds[[H1 ||H2]] = [[H1]] || [[H2]] if for

any t∈ R the existence of transitions(l i ,v↓Vari)
t−→[[Hi ]] (l i ,v↓Vari) for i = 1,2 implies a

transition((l1, l2),v)
t−→[[H1||H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′).

The overapproximation that results from composing the TTSscan be formally ex-
pressed as a simulation:
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Proposition 9.11.For any H1,H2, [[H1 ||H2]] � [[H1]] || [[H2]].

Proof. From the definitions of parallel composition it follows directly that variables,
alphabet and states are identical. With Lemma 9.9, a transition in [[H1||H2]] also is
a transition in[[H1]]||[[H2]]. ThereforeR= {(((l1, l2),v),((l1, l2),v))} is a witness for
simulation.

Recall that the compositional rule for systems without shared variables, Theo-
rem 6.9, was given by

H1 � G1∧H2 � G2 ⇒ H1||H2 � G1||G2.

With the shared variables in HIOA, this implication is no longer valid, and we must
show in addition that the right hand side supports the overapproximation introduced
by the HLTS-simulation. This leaves us with a weaker form of compositionality for
HIOA:

Proposition 9.12(Weak Compositionality). For any HIOA H1,H2,G1,G2 with H1 �
G1, H2 � G2 and[[G1]] || [[G2]] � [[Gs1 ||G2]] it follows that H1||H2 � G1||G2.

Proof. According to Prop. 9.7, all the precongruence properties, and therefore com-
positionality, hold for the TTS, which leads to[[H1]]||[[H2]] � [[G1]]||[[G2]]. With the
hypothesis and transitivity we get[[H1]]||[[H2]] � [[G1 ||G2]]. According to Prop. 9.11
holds [[H1 ||H2]] � [[H1]] || [[H2]] and with transitivity follows[[H1 ||H2]] � [[G1 ||G2]].

We will now use Corollary 9.10 to identify classes of HIOA for which TTS-
simulatin is compositional. The definition of HIOA permits an HIOA to restrict and
change input variables. In seeking strong compositionality we define what it means
for an HIOA to have no influence on a set of variables, e.g., itsinputs:

Definition 9.13 (Unrestricted Variables). A hybrid I/O-automaton has aunrestricted
invariants with respect to a set of variables Var′ if for all v ∈ Inv(l), v′ ∈ V(Var),
v′↓Var\Var′= v↓Var\Var′ : v′ ∈ Inv(l). It hasunrestricted activities with respect to Var′

if any activity over Var′ is accepted, i.e., for all g∈ Ats(Var), f ∈ Act(l) there exists
a f ′ ∈ Act(l) with g↓Var′= f ′↓Var′ and f↓Var\Var′= f ′↓Var\Var′ . If both conditions are
fulfilled, it is calledunrestricted in Var′.

The first condition prevents the variables to trigger any events. Changes in the
system must be caused by other variables, such as a sampling clock. The second
condition effectively prohibits the use of the variables inthe definition of the activities.
For unrestricted inputs, this prevents inputs of the form ˙x = f (u). In such a case, the
only way for the automaton to react to its inputs is by an internally triggered discrete
transition, whose guard can depend on the inputs. Obviously, unrestricted inputs are
a severe restriction to make, but it also has a high merit: There is no excess behavior
when composing the TTS, and so the system is fully open to compositional reasoning:
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Theorem 9.14. For any compatible HIOA H1,H2, where for(i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}
holds that Hi has unrestricted variables VarIi ∩VarE j, it also holds that[[H1 ||H2]] =
[[H1]] || [[H2]].

Proof. We show thatH1,H2 fulfill conditions of Corollary 9.10. Since for bothHi the
activities for the common input variables are unrestrictedand the control variables are
disjoint, there exist activitiesf ′i ∈Acti(l i) with f ′i ↓VarC j= f j↓VarC j and f ′i ↓VarCi= fi↓VarCi

for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}. Therefore we can pick the activities from the variables
of both and obtain a joint activity:Letg ∈ Ats(Var) be such thatg↓VarCi= fi ↓VarCi ,
g↓VarIi\VarE j

= fi↓VarIi\VarE j
for (i, j)∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}. For all variables, the activityg is

either identical with the activities ofHi, or Hi has unrestricted activities and invariants.
Thereforeg ∈ ActH1||H2

(l1, l2) and for all t ′,0 ≤ t ′ ≤ t holds g(t) ∈ InvH1||H2
(l1, l2).

Consequently, there is a transition((l1, l2),v)
t−→[[H1||H2]] ((l

′
1, l

′
2),v

′).

A class of HIOA with unrestricted input variables is given bydigitally controlled
processes. The continuous inputs are unrestricted and sampled, so that the change of
the inputs in between sampling points is irrelevant. If the controller has continuous
outputs they usually change only at discrete sampling intervals. These can by modeled
by a zero-order-hold element. If this zero-order-hold filter is included in the process
model, both inputs and outputs of the controller are sampled. The following is an
example of a controller with unrestricted inputs:

Example 9.1. Consider a tank level monitoring system consisting of a tank with con-
tinuous outflow, a discrete inlet valve (modeled as part of the tank), and a controller.
The tank is modeled as a HIOA P1, shown in Fig. 9.1(b). Its inlet valve is operated
by the controller via the labelsopenandclosethat represent the opening and closing
of the inlet valve. The level x of the tank changes at a rate ri ≤ ẋ ≤ r̄ i if the valve is
open, and at a rate of−r̄d ≤ ẋ≤ −rd if it is closed. The location “undefined” repre-
sents states that were excluded from the model and are only reachable by transitions
with label “error”. P1 has the state and output variable x, and no input variable. The
controller, modeled by P2 in Fig. 9.1(a), is triggered by the timer d everyδ seconds
to check the level of the tank, and instantly decides whether to open the valve, close
it or do nothing, and returns to the idle state. P2 has the input variable x, the control
variable d and no output variable. The goal of the verification will be to show that the
tank level stays within the limits xm ≤ x ≤ xM and that the model remains within the
modeling bounds, i.e., produces no “error”-transitions.

Example 9.2. Consider the tank level monitoring system from Ex. 9.1. The specifica-
tion Q for the tank-controller system is that the level in thetank stays between xm and
xM. This invariant can be specified using a single location, as shown in Fig. 9.2. Self-
loops allow the labelsτ, “open” and “close” at any time. The label “error” never
occurs, so that states that are beyond the model boundaries must not be reachable. Q
has the state and output variable x, and no input variables.
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filling
0≤ x≤ xover

r i ≤ ẋ≤ r̄ i

draining
0≤ x≤ xover

−r̄d ≤ ẋ≤−rd

undefinedcloseopen

error
x= xover

error
x = 0

close

open

(a) TankP1

idle
ḋ = 1
d ≤ δ

checking
ḋ = 1
d = 0

τ
d′ = 0

open
x≤ xl

close
x≥ xh

τ
xl<x<xh

(b) ControllerP2

Figure 9.1: Tank level monitoring system

xm ≤ x≤ xM τ

open

close

Figure 9.2: SpecificationQ of the composed system
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There is another interesting class of TTS-compositional hybrid systems: the Linear
Hybrid Automata from Sect. 5.6, as long as they have convex, unrestricted invariants
with respect to their common variables. The reason is that the class of activities of
LHA allows us to generate an activity once the existence of any activity is guaranteed:

Lemma 9.15. (adapted from [Ho95])Let l be a location of any linear HIOA with a
convex invariant Inv(l), and v,v′ ∈ Inv(l) be any valuations inside it. If there exists an
activity f ∈ Act(l) and a durationδ ∈ R≥0 such that f(0) = v, f (δ ) = v′ and∀t ′,0≤
t ′ ≤ δ : f (t ′)∈ Inv(l) then there also exists f′(t) = v+ t/δ (v′−v)∈Act(l) and∀t ′,0≤
t ′ ≤ δ : f ′(t ′) ∈ Inv(l).

Simply put, a straight line between two points is always an activity as long as the
invariant is convex. The necessity of convexity was alreadyillustrated by Ex. 8.2.
Lemma 9.15 allows us to infer an activity of a hybrid automaton from the mere exis-
tence of a transition in its TTS. We can use this in compositional reasoning to conclude
that if the TTS of two LHA have transitions with the same source and target valuations,
then both share a common activity that connects the valuations, and therefore this ac-
tivity also exists in their parallel composition:

Theorem 9.16.For any linear HIOA H1,H2 with convex invariants holds that

[[H1 ||H2]] = [[H1]] || [[H2]].

Proof. We show that the conditions of Corollary 9.10 are fulfilled. By definition of the

TTS, the transitions(l i ,vi)
δ−→[[Hi ]] (l i ,v

′
i) imply that there exists activitiesfi that respect

the invariants. With Lemma 9.15 it follows that

f ′i (t) = v+ t/δ (v′−v), for i = 1,2,

are also valid activities. Sincef ′1↓Var1∩Var2= f ′2↓Var1∩Var2, there exists an activity
f ∈ Ats(Var1∪Var2) with f ↓Vari= fi for i = 1,2. By definition of parallel compo-
sition, f respects the invariant ofH1||H2 in the location(l1, l2) and f ∈ Act((l1, l2)).

Consequently,f is a witness for the transition((l1, l2),v)
δ−→[[H1||H2]] ((l1, l2),v

′).

We can now show that linear HIOA with convex invariants are compositional:

Corollary 9.17 (Compositionality). For any HIOA P1,P2 and linear HIOA Q1,Q2,
Q1,Q2 with convex invariants, for which holds P1 � Q1, P2 � Q2 it also holds that
P1||P2 � Q1||Q2.

Proof. The conclusion follows directly from Prop. 9.12 and Theorem9.16.

Given that any HIOA can be approximated arbitrarily close with linear HIOA
[HHWT98], linear HIOA allow us to perform compositional reasoning for any HIOA.
This even motivates the use of hybrid automata in the analysis of purely continuous
systems: They can be approximated with linear HIOA, which are then analyzed com-
positionally.
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9.3 Related Work

Simulation While simulation that abstracts from internal actions, likein [LSV03],
is useful in practise, it renders the analysis more difficultand complicates the proofs.
Since our focus is on the continuous interaction, we keep thesimple concept of syn-
chronization labels that are accessible to all automata. Internal actions, which are not
restricted by the specification, can be modeled by adding self-loops to the specification
for those labels.

Compositionality A compositional framework for abstraction of hybrid control sys-
tems was presented [TPL04]. Abstraction is defined as the existence of a mapping
between sets of generalized action maps over the states. In our context it corresponds
to trace inclusion. The authors show that simulation and bisimulation is composi-
tional. A very general discussion about compositionality is carried out in [dAH01].
The authors separate the interface of modules from the definition of its behavior and,
using game theory, infer general properties that abstractions must fulfill in order to
support compositional reasoning. In [BS98] the authors discuss different composition
operators and their effect on deadlock-freedom and maximalprogress. Compositional
refinement is shown for the hierarchical modeling language CHARON in [AGLS01].
Refinement is defined as trace inclusion. The structure and semantics of the hierarchi-
cal constraints on flows are defined in a way that compositionality is guaranteed. The
existence of continuous dynamics in the composition of hybrid systems is examined
in [SL02], where a procedure for computing theinner viability kernelis presented that
allows one to conclude that the activities of the composed system are non-empty. The
inner viability kernel has to be non-empty for the approach to work. Our definition of
unrestricted inputs is closely related to the notion ofobliviousHIAO in [LSV03].



Chapter 10

Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

Assume-guarantee reasoning aims at deducing the behavior of a composed system
from an analysis of parts of the system under assumptions about the rest of the system.
Consider a system with hybrid automataP = P1 ||P2 with specificationQ = Q1 ||Q2.
The goal is to show thatP1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2, which by definition is equal to showing that
[[P1 ||P2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]] for their timed transition systems.

In Sect. 4 we introduced non-circular and circular assume-guarantee rules for la-
beled transition systems, which we will in the following adapt to hybrid systems with
shared variables. As in the previous chapter, we must operate with timed transitions
systems since TTS-simulation is not compositional for general hybrid I/O-automata.
While in cases with continuous input this can lead to a prohibitively large overapprox-
imation, it does enable the proof for some interesting examples and applications. No
overapproximation takes place in the special cases identified in Sect. 9.2, i.e., hybrid
automata with unrestricted inputs and linear hybrid automata with convex invariants.

In the following section, we formulate a rule for non-circular reasoning. It uses the
weak compositionality rule from Sect. 9.2. In Sect. 10.2, wepropose an adaptation
of the assume/guarantee rule of Part I to HIOA. The assume/guarantee conditions are
enhanced to ensure that independent transitions of one automaton do not violate the in-
variants of the other automata. A summary of related work canbe found in Sect. 10.3.

10.1 Non-circular Assume-Guarantee Reasoning

Non-circular assume-guarantee reasoningoccurs if the abstraction of one automaton
serves as the guarantee to another, yielding a triangular structure:

[[P1]] � [[Q1]]
[[Q1]] || [[P2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]]

P1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2
. (10.1)

The proof is straightforward using the precongruence properties of simulation for
HLTS and Prop. 9.11:P1 � Q1 implies [[P1]] || [[P2]] � [[Q1]] || [[P2]] due to the invari-
ance of the simulation of HLTS under composition. Through transitivity it follows
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from [[Q1]] || [[P2]]� [[Q1 ||Q2]] that[[P1]] || [[P2]]� [[Q1 ||Q2]]. With Prop. 9.11 and apply-
ing transitivity we get[[P1 ||P2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]], which by definition of simulation yields
P1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2.

10.2 Circular Assume/Guarantee Reasoning

As discussed in the previous parts of this thesis, a circularassume/guarantee proof
is only sound if additional conditions, in the following called A/G conditions, ensure
that Q1 andQ2 do not block transitions in their composition that are enabled for the
composition ofP1 andP2. We recall the basic structure of a circular assume/guarantee
proof:

[[P1]] || [[Q2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]]
[[Q1]] || [[P2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]]

A/G conditions

P1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2
. (10.2)

The following example shall illustrate how efficiently assume/guarantee reasoning can
simplify proofs by reducing the number of continuous variables, and abstracting from
dynamic details if only the range of variables is of importance:

Example 10.1.Consider the tank level monitoring system from Ex. 9.1. To verify the
global specification Q from Fig. 9.2 using assume-guaranteereasoning, specifications
Qi are created manually for each subsystem. It is then checked that their composition
guarantees Q, i.e., that Q1||Q2 � Q. The specification Q2 for the controller, shown in
Fig. 10.1(b), simply requires that the controller keeps thetank level inside the bounds
xm and xM. Q2 has no state variables and x as an input variable. Note that Q2 repre-
sents the function of the controller, and is a proper specification, i.e., it has nothing to
do with the controller implementation P2. Apart from allowing to abstract from imple-
mentation details such as the timer d, a proper specificationhas the advantage that it
doesn’t have to be reinvented whenever the implementation changes. The specification
Q1 for the tank, see Fig. 10.1(a), is a simplified version of P1. The inflow and outflow
rate are overapproximated and the invariants as well as the location “undefined” are
omitted. The essential information that guarantees the functioning of the controller
within the A/G-reasoning is that the level rises after opening of the valve, and falls
after closing. The label “error” is in LabQ1, but is never allowed. Q1 has the state and
output variable x, and no input variables. Note that neither Q1 nor Q2 are conservative
overapproximations of P1 and P2.

To simplify the notation, we write for valuationsu↓P instead ofu↓VarP, u↓IP instead
of u↓VarIP etc. The A/G-conditions for HIOA are given by the following theorem:
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filling
0≤ ẋ≤ r̄ i

draining
−r̄d ≤ ẋ≤ 0

closeopen

close

open

(a) Tank spec.Q1

always
xm ≤ x≤ xM

τ

open

close

(b) Controller spec.Q2

Figure 10.1: Modular specifications for A/G-reasoning

Theorem 10.1(A/G-simulation). Consider hybrid I/O-automata Pi, Qi, Pi comparable
to Qi, for i = 1,2 and with

[[P1]] || [[Q2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]] and (10.3)

[[Q1]] || [[P2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]]. (10.4)

If there exist simulation relations R1 for (10.3) and R2 for (10.4), the relation

R= {((k1,k2,x),(l1, l2,z))|∃yi, l̂ j , ẑi : ((ki , l j ,yi),(l i, l̂ j , ẑi)) ∈ Ri,

yi↓Pi= x↓Pi ,yi↓Q j = z↓Q j , ẑi↓Qi= z↓Qi for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}} (10.5)

is a simulation relation for P1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2 (but not necessarily a witness), if for all
((k1,k2,x),(l1, l2,z)) ∈ R, a transition(k1,k2,x)

α→P1||P2
(k′1,k

′
2,x

′) implies that there
exists a transition

(l i ,z↓Qi)
β→[[Qi ]] (l

′
i ,z

′↓Qi), z′↓Pj∩Qi= x′↓Pj∩Qi ,(i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)} (10.6)

andβ = ε if α ∈ ΣPj \ΣPi or β = α if α ∈ ΣP1 ∩ΣP2.

Proof. Let Σi = ΣPi. The proof shows thatR is a simulation relation. Note that whiley
in (10.5) is uniquely defined, ˆzj is undefined in the variablesVarQi \VarQ j for (i, j) ∈
{(1,2),(2,1)}.

Comparability: SincePi and Qi are comparable,VarO(P1||P2) = VarOP1 ∪VarOP2 =
VarOQ1 ∪VarOQ2 = VarO(Q1||Q2). Also, it holds that

VarI(P1||P2) = (VarIP1 ∪VarIP2)\ (VarOP1 ∪VarOP2)

= (VarIP1 \VarOP2)∪ (VarIP2 \VarOP1)

= (VarIP1 \VarOQ2)∪ (VarIP2 \VarOQ1).

Similarly,VarI(Q1||Q2) = (VarIQ1 \VarOQ2)∪ (VarIQ2 \VarOQ1). With VarIQi ⊆VarIPi ,
it follows thatVarI(Q1||Q2) ⊆VarI(P1||P2), andP1||P2 is comparable toQ1||Q2.
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Equality of Inputs and Outputs: It is a prerequisite for simulation that the input
and output valuations ofP1||P2 and Q1||Q2 must be equal for all states inR. For-
mally, if ((k1,k2,x),(l1, l2,z)) ∈ R, it holds thatx↓O(Pi ||Q j)= z↓O(Qi ||Q j) andx↓I(Qi ||Q j )=

z↓I(Qi ||Q j). Note thatVarI(Pi ||Q j) = (VarIPi \VarOQj )∪ (VarIQ j \VarOQi). Also, it holds
thatVarI(Qi ||Q j) = (VarIQi \VarOQj )∪ (VarIQ j \VarOQi). FromPi||Q j � Qi||Q j it fol-

lows that for any((ki , l j ,yi),(l i, l̂ j , ẑi)) ∈ Ri holds:yi↓OPi∪OPj = ẑi↓OQi∪OQj and

yi↓(IQi\OQj )∪(IQ j\OQi)= ẑi↓(IQi\OQj )∪(IQ j\OQi) . (10.7)

Sinceyi↓Pi= x↓Pi , x↓OPi= x↓OQi= ẑi↓OQi . Also, ẑi↓Qi= z↓Qi , so thatx↓OQi= z↓OQi ,
which shows fori = 1,2 that the output valuations are equal. Now we show that
the input valuations ofQ1||Q2 are input valuations ofP1||P2. SinceVarIQi ⊆ VarIPi ,
yi↓Pi= x↓Pi implies thatyi↓IQi= x↓IQi . It holds thatyi↓Q j = z↓Q j , ẑi↓Qi= z↓Qi . With
(10.7) it follows that ˆzi↓(IQi\OQj )= yi↓(IQi\OQj ) and therefore it holds thatx↓(IQi\OQj )=
yi↓(IQi\OQj )= ẑi↓(IQi\OQj )= z↓(IQi\OQj ). For i = 1,2 this shows that the input valuations
are equal.

Simulation: Consider a state((k1,k2,x),(l1, l2,z))∈R. We show that for any transition

(k1,k2,x)
α→P1||P2

(k′1,k
′
2,x

′) (10.8)

there exists a transition(l1, l2,z)
α→Q1||Q2

(l ′1, l
′
2,z

′) with ((k′1,k
′
2,x

′),(l ′1, l
′
2,z

′)) ∈ R. By
the definition of parallel composition, (10.8) implies transitions

(k1,x↓P1)
α1→P1 (k′1,x

′↓P1) and (k2,x↓P2)
α2→P2 (k′2,x

′↓P2),

whereαi = α if α ∈ Σi andαi = ε otherwise fori = 1,2. Under the hypothesis (10.6),
there exists a transition inQ1 or in Q2 with a corresponding labelαi. We assume
α1 = α and a transition inQ2 and show that there exists a transition in[[P1]]||[[Q2]],
which entails a transition in[[Q1||Q2]] and whose target states lie inR1. Afterwards we
must show that they lie also inR2. An analogous argument can be made ifα2 = α and
there is a transition inQ1.

We assume a transition(l2,z↓Q2)
α2→Q2 (l ′2,z

′↓Q2) with

z′↓P1∩Q2= x′↓P1∩Q2, (10.9)

so that the transition(k1, l2,y1)
α−→[[P1]]||[[Q2]] (k

′
1, l

′
2,y

′
1) exists with

y′1↓P1 = x′↓P1 and (10.10)

y′1↓Q2 = z′↓Q2 . (10.11)

Then((k1, l2,y1),(l1, l̂2, ẑ1)) ∈ R1 implies that there existl ′1, l̂
′
2, ẑ

′
1 and a transition

(l1, l̂2, ẑ1)
α→Q1||Q2

(l ′1, l̂
′
2, ẑ

′
1)
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with ((k′1, l
′
2,y

′
1),(l

′
1, l̂

′
2, ẑ

′
1)) ∈ R1, which implies(l1, ẑ1↓Q1)

α−→Q1 (l ′1, ẑ
′
1↓Q1). We now

demonstrate that the target states of the transition lie inR2 by showing that there is
a transition in[[P1]]||[[Q2]], which entails a transition in[[Q1||Q2]] and whose target
states lie inR2. This creates a transition in[[P2]]||[[Q1]] if ẑ′1↓Q1∩P2= x′↓Q1∩P2. Note that
VarQ1∩VarP2 ⊆VarIQ1∪VarOQ1 ⊆VarP1. With R1 and (10.10) follows that ˆz′1↓Q1∩P2=

y′1↓Q1∩P2= x′↓Q1∩P2. Therefore the transition(k2, l1,y2)
α−→[[P2]]||[[Q1]] (k′2, l

′
1,y

′
2) exists

with

y′2↓P2 = x′↓P2 and (10.12)

y′2↓Q1 = ẑ′1↓Q1 . (10.13)

Then((k2, l1,y2),(l̂1, l2, ẑ2)) ∈ R2 implies that there exist̂l ′1, l̄
′
2, ẑ

′
2 and a transition

(l̂1, l2, ẑ2)
α→Q1||Q2

(l̂ ′1, l̄
′
2, ẑ

′
2)

with ((k′2, l
′
1,y

′
2),(l̂

′
1, l̄

′
2, ẑ

′
2)) ∈ R2. Note thatVarP1 ∩VarQ2 ⊆VarIQ2 ∪VarOQ2 ⊆VarP2.

With R2 and (10.12) follows that ˆz′1↓P1∩Q2= y′2↓P1∩Q2= x′1↓P1∩Q2. Because (10.9) is
the only restriction on(l ′2,z

′↓Q2), we are free to chosel ′2 = l̄ ′2 andz′↓Q2= ẑ′2↓Q2. This
fulfills the conditions of (10.5) and concludes the proof.

Note that ifPi, Qi are TTS-compositional HIOA, (10.3) and (10.4) in Theorem 9.16
take the simpler but equivalent form

[[P1||Q2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]] and

[[Q1||P2]] � [[Q1 ||Q2]].

The A/G-condition is trivially fulfilled if for every label in LabQ1∩LabQ2 eitherQ1 or
Q2 is non-blocking, and that in each location ofQ1||Q2 either one has no invariant, so
that in at least one of them timed transitions are always enabled.

The A/G-condition (10.6) looks similar to the requirement of simulation for the
composed automata, but differs in two important points: Firstly, the target states are
not required to lie within the relation, so there is no fixed point computation necessary.
Secondly, it is only required that either one ofQ1 or Q2 has a corresponding transition.

10.2.1 Trimming

The A/G-condition (10.6) is nearly identical to the case treated already in Part II on
systems without shared variables, and a similar trimming assuggested in Sects. 7.2.1
and 7.2.2 can be applied. On has to additionally take care that z′↓Pj∩Qi= x′↓Pj∩Qi holds.
To operate on relations that refer toPi,Q1,Q2 instead ofPi,Q j ,Q1||Q2, one can use the
following relationsR′

i for (i, j) ∈ {(1,2),(2,1)}:

R′
i = {((ki , l j ,yi),(l i,vi))|∃l̂ j , ẑi : ((ki , l j ,yi),(l i, l̂ j , ẑi)) ∈ Ri,

vi = ẑi↓Qi}. (10.14)
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Example 10.2.Consider the level monitor and its specifications given in Ex.10.1. Let
the parameters be xover = 200, xm = 20, xM = 180, xl = 30, xh = 176, r i = 2, r̄ i = 5,
rd = 1, r̄d = 3, δ = 1. For an initial set of states40≤ x≤ 160, d = 0, the verification
is successful. The sets of critical states DR1 and DR2 are empty, and the condition of
Def. 9.3 for containment of the initial states is fulfilled.

10.2.2 Checking the Initial States

To finalize the A/G-proof, it must be shown that all the initial states ofP1||P2 have
a matching initial state ofQ1||Q2 in R. For the simulation relation (4.10), it must be
shown that for all(k1,k2,x), (k1,x↓P1)∈ InitP1, (k2,x↓P2)∈ InitP2 there existsl j ,yi, l̂ j , ẑj

such that:

• ((ki, l j ,yi),(l i, l̂ j , ẑi)) ∈ Ri,

• yi↓Pi= x↓Pi ,

• yi↓Q j = ẑj↓Q j , yi↓Q j∈ InitQ j ,

• ẑi↓Qi∈ InitQi .

Recall from Sect. 4.2.3 that there exist cases in whichR1 and R2 exist, but no
simulation relation can be constructed fromR1 andR2 that contains the initial states
appropriately, even though a globalR′ exists andP1||P2 � Q1||Q2 holds. A suffi-
cient condition for the containment is that for all(k1, l2,y1) with (k1,y1↓P1) ∈ InitP1,
(l2,y1↓Q2) ∈ InitQ2 and(l1,v1) ∈ InitQ1 there exists(l̂2, ẑ1) with ẑ1↓Q1= v1 such that
((k1, l2,y1),(l1, l̂2, ẑ1)) ∈ R1. Alternatively a symmetric argument is valid forR2.

10.3 Related Work

In [HMP01], Henzinger et al. present an extension of their language Masaccio and
show that it supports assume/guarantee reasoning for discrete and linear hybrid au-
tomata. Their frameworks includes hierarchical modeling capabilities as well as a
serial composition operator. However, the soundness of theA/G-rule is restricted to
certain cases, e.g., that the components cannot deadlock internally. In our understand-
ing this corresponds to the case of unrestricted inputs and input-enabledness, and is
contained as a special case in our A/G-conditions. The example provided in this pa-
per relies on periodic sampling of the states, which fulfillsthe sufficient condition for
compositionality given by Theorem 9.14.



Chapter 11

PHAVer - A Novel Verification Tool for
Hybrid Systems

Systems with discrete as well as continuous dynamics, i.e.,hybrid systems, are notori-
ously complex to analyze, and the algorithmic verification of hybrid systems remains
a challenging problem, both from a theoretic point of view aswell as from the imple-
mentation side. Ideally, one would like to obtain either an exact result or a conservative
overapproximation of the behavior of the system, e.g., as the set of reachable states. An
exact computation is possible with linear hybrid automata (LHA) [Hen96], which are
defined by linear predicates and piecewise constant bounds on the derivatives. They
were proposed and studied in detail by Henzinger et al. (see,e.g., [Ho95] for an exten-
sive discussion) who presented in 1995 a tool called HyTech that could perform vari-
ous computations with such systems [HHWT97]. It featured a powerful input language
and functionality, but suffered from a major flaw: its exact arithmetic was using limited
digits, thus quickly leading to overflow errors. While it was successfully used to ana-
lyze a number examples, see, e.g., [HWT96b, Tom96, KSF+99, HPWT01, CEG+01],
the overflow problem prevents any application to larger systems.

The valuable experiences with HyTech have prompted a numberof suggestions for
improvement, a summary of which can be found in [HPWT01]. We address the most
pressing ones with PHAVer (Polyhedral Hybrid Automaton Verifyer), a new tool for
analyzing hybrid automata with the following features:

• exact and robust arithmetic with unlimited precision,

• on-the-fly overapproximation of piecewise affine dynamics,

• improved algorithms and termination heuristics,

• support for compositional and assume-guarantee reasoning. 1

1Not addressed are more advanced input capabilities like hierarchy, templates and directional com-
munication labels, since we consider these easily and more appropriately handled by a GUI-frontend or
editor. A simple procedure for modeling directional communication with hybrid automata can be found
in [HLFE02].
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PHAVer’s extended functionality and computational robustness open up new applica-
tion domains as well as research issues that were abandoned because of the limitations
of previous implementations. Exact arithmetic brings, in addition to the satisfaction
and beauty of formal correctness, the significant advantageof a separation of concerns.
Problems of convergence, combinatorial explosion and nondeterminism can be identi-
fied as such, which is very difficult if they are intertwined with numerical difficulties.
In our experience, this greatly aids in the understanding ofsystems and analysis meth-
ods, since without exactness one can be quickly misled to attribute complications to
numerics. We give a brief overview of the functionality of PHAVer, and illustrate
our on-the-fly algorithm for overapproximating piecewise affine dynamics with LHA,
which partitions locations with user-specified constraints according to a prioritization
function. The applicability and competitiveness of PHAVeris demonstrated with a
navigation benchmark proposed in [FI04].

Computations in PHAVer use convex polyhedra as the basic datastructure, and ap-
ply the Parma Polyhedra Library(PPL) by Roberto Bagnara et al. [BRZH02]. The
PPL supports for closed and non-closed convex polyhedra andexact arithmetic with
unlimited digits. While floating point computations are inherently faster than exact
arithmetic, there is a considerable overhead and tweaking involved, e.g., to solve prob-
lems like containment and equality, that is unnecessary when computing exact. On the
other hand, exact computations usually lead to a significantif not exponential rise in
the length of the coefficients of polyhedra. To manage the computational complexity,
we propose overapproximating methods to limit the number ofbits in the coefficients
and to limit the number of constraints used to describe polyhedra. Experimental results
show that the overapproximation is negligible, and the speedup amounts to more than
an order of magnitude for systems that are still computable with exactness. For more
complex systems, where the analysis with limited complexity still performs well, exact
methods very rapidly reach the computational limits.

In the following section, we present our experimental implementation of simula-
tion and assume/guarantee reasoning in PHAVer and illustrate the PHAVer syntax with
some small examples. In Sect. 11.2 we give an overview on the reachability algo-
rithm implemented in PHAVer, and the operators involved. Wedescribe the on-the-fly
overapproximation of affine dynamics, and give experimental results for a navigation
benchmark. In Sect. 11.3, we propose methods to reduce the complexity of polyhedral
computations by conservative overapproximation. Experimental results for a tunnel-
diode oscillator circuit show the effectiveness of the approach. The chapter concludes
with Sect. 11.4 on related work.
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11.1 Simulation Checking and Assume/Guarantee-Rea-
soning

We illustrate the simulation checking in PHAVer with the tank level monitor exam-
ple from Chapter 8. It is a paradigmatic example for proving invariance of a system
with feedback controller with assume/guarantee-reasoning. Under the assumption that
the controller guarantees the invariant, the controlled system remains in a restricted
operating region that corresponds to the invariant. The assume/guarantee conditions
break this circularity, which otherwise would be unsound. We first present a simulation
check for the composed system, and then verify the same property with decomposed
specifications and assume/guarantee reasoning. An extended version of the tank level
monitor example will be used to present experimental results for the computational
gains.

The system consists of two components, the tankP1 and the controllerP2, which
we model with linear hybrid automata. The hybrid I/O-automaton modeling the tank
is shown in Fig. 11.1(a), and the corresponding PHAVer modelin Fig. 11.1(b). The
tank has an inlet valve that can be opened and closed by the controller, and a constant
outflow that results in a net outflow if the inlet valve is closed, and a net inflow if it is
open. The model boundaries are marked with transitions witha labelerror in order to
detect when the model runs the danger of surpassing them.

We give a brief summary of the syntax. The definition of the automaton begins
with the declaration of the controlled variablex and the synchronization labels. Then
the location filling is defined with its invariant, and with its time derivative given as a
linear predicate over ˙x. Note that in the declaration of the derivativewait { . . .}, the
derivative is simply written asx. The transitions are defined in the form

when guard sync label do {transition relation} goto target location;

The transition relation and guard are redundant predicatesare somewhat redundant, but
guards are often used in modeling hybrid systems and therefore convenient to include.
The guards are combined with the transition relation by the parser. The transition
relation is defined as a linear predicate overx andx’, wherex’ denotes the value ofx
after the transition. Unrestricted predicates that are denoted byTrue. The initial states
are declared at the end with a comma separated list of locations names and predicates
adjoined to each location by&.

A HIOA model of the controller and its PHAVer implementationare shown in
Fig. 11.2. It has a timerd, declared as a controlled variable, and measures the tank
level x, which is declared as an input variable. The controller samples the tank level
everyδ seconds and decides instantly whether to open the valve, close it, or do nothing.
It is the task of the controller to keep the tank levelx within certain limits, i.e., to ensure
invariance of an interval[xm,xM] for the variablex. This is a global specification for the
composed system, and is modeled by the HIOAQ shown in Fig. 11.3. The invariant
interval is specified as in the invariant ofQ, and self-loops permit all labels except
error. The specification is therefore only fulfilled if the system remains within the
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filling
0≤ x≤ xover

r i ≤ ẋ≤ r̄ i

draining
0≤ x≤ xover

−r̄d ≤ ẋ≤−rd

undefinedcloseopen

error
x= xover

error
x = 0

open

close

(a) Hybrid automaton

automaton P1
state_var: x;
synclabs: open,close,error;
loc filling: while 0 <= x & x <= x_over wait {r_il <= x & x <= r_ih};

when True sync close do {x’==x} goto draining;
when True sync open do {x’==x} goto filling;
when x==x_over sync error do {x’==x} goto undefined;

loc draining: while 0 <= x & x <= x_over wait {-r_dh <= x & x <= -r_dl};
when True sync open do {x’==x} goto filling;
when True sync close do {x’==x} goto draining;
when x==0 sync error do {x’==x} goto undefined;

loc undefined: while True wait {True};
initially: filling & x_0l <= x & x <= x_0h;
end

(b) Input file

Figure 11.1: Model of tankP1
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idle
ḋ = 1
d ≤ δ

checking
ḋ = 1
d = 0

τ
d′ = 0

open
x≤ xl

close
x≥ xh

τ
xl<x<xh

(a) Hybrid automaton

automaton P2
state_var: d;
input_var: x;
synclabs: open,close,tau;
loc idle: while 0 <= d & d <= delta wait {d==1};

when True sync tau do {d’==0} goto checking;
loc checking: while d == 0 wait {d==1};

when x <= x_l sync open do {d’==d} goto idle;
when x >= x_h sync close do {d’==d} goto idle;
when x_l < x & x < x_h sync tau do {d’==d} goto idle;

initially: idle & d==0;
end

(b) Input file

Figure 11.2: Model of controllerP2

xm ≤ x≤ xM τ

open

close

(a) Hybrid automaton

automaton Q
state_var: x;
synclabs: open,close,error,tau;
loc always:
while x_m <= x & x <= x_M

wait {True};
when True sync open do {True} goto always;
when True sync close do {True} goto always;
when True sync tau do {True} goto always;

initially:
always & x_m <= x & x <= x_M;

end

(b) Input file

Figure 11.3: Model of specificationQ
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model boundaries, which were staked off by error transitions.
We will first verify the composed system by checking for simulation, and then

check for assume/guarantee simulation. We define coefficients

x_over := 200; x_m := 20; x_M := 180;
x_l := 30; x_h := 175; r_il := 2;
r_ih := 5; r_dl := 1; r_dh := 3;
delta := 1; x_0l := 40; x_0h := 160;

PHAVer by default initializes the simulation relation withthe convex hull of the reach-
able set. We turn this option off withSIM_PRIME_WITH_REACH=false; Then we
define the system withsys=P1&P2; and compute the simulation relationR with the
commandR=get_sim(sys,Q); This produces the following output:

Composing automata P1 and P2
......

Checking P1~P2 <= Q
-------------------

Assigning discretely reachable states to simulation relation
Fixpoint computation on simulation relation

.....
Simulation Relation converged after 5 iterations.
State relation size:4 loc pairs, 20 conv. polyh.

Ini states in simulation relation: yes

First, P1 andP2 are composed. Then the simulation relation is initialize with un-
constrained predicates for the locations that are reachable by looking only at which lo-
cations are connected by discrete transitions. Then the simulation relation is computed
with a standard fixpoint algorithm similar to the one presented in Sect. 6.3. Finally, the
initial states are tested for containment. We can out put therelation withR.print;
and the output is shown in Fig. 11.4. For each location pair, adisjunction of convex
linear predicates is shown. The conjunctions are represented by commata, and one
element of the disjunction per line is shown. We now demonstrate the assume/guar-
antee verification of the specification. First, decomposed specificationsQi are chosen
for each component of the system. For the A/G-specificationQ2 of the controller we
chose the invariant set, and it is equal to the global specificationQ except thatx is an
input instead of a controlled variable. The A/G-specification Q1 of the plant, i.e., the
component to be controlled, is its behavior restricted to this invariant set. Both are
shown in Fig. 11.5.

First we verify that the decomposed specifications indeed guarantees the global
specification. Withspec=Q1&Q2; andis_sim(spec,Q); we get

Composing automata Q1 and Q2
..

Checking Q1~Q2 <= Q
-------------------
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State relation:
[0,0]:
1(3): x - x’ = 0, x > 200
2(3): x - x’ = 0, -x’ >= -200, d > 1
3(3): x - x’ = 0, -d > 0, -x’ >= -200
4(3): x - x’ = 0, -x > 0, -d >= -1, d >= 0
5(3): x - x’ = 0, -x + 5*d >= -175, -d >= -1, d >= 0, x >= 20
[2,0]:
1(3): x - x’ = 0, d > 0
2(3): x - x’ = 0, -d > 0
3(3): d = 0, x - x’ = 0, x > 200
4(3): d = 0, x - x’ = 0, -x >= -180, x >= 20
5(3): d = 0, x - x’ = 0, -x > 0
[3,0]:
1(3): x - x’ = 0, -x > 0
2(3): x - x’ = 0, -x’ >= -200, x’ >= 0, d > 1
3(3): x - x’ = 0, -d > 0, -x’ >= -200, x’ >= 0
4(3): x - x’ = 0, x > 200
5(3): x - x’ = 0, -x >= -180, -d >= -1, d >= 0, x + 3*d >= 23
[5,0]:
1(3): x - x’ = 0, d > 0
2(3): x - x’ = 0, -d > 0
3(3): d = 0, x - x’ = 0, -x > 0
4(3): d = 0, x - x’ = 0, x > 200
5(3): d = 0, x - x’ = 0, -x >= -180, x >= 20
State relation size:
4 loc pairs, 20 conv. polyh.

Figure 11.4: Simulation relation forP� Q

Priming simulation relation (convex hull reach)
Computing reachable states of Q1~Q2

...
Computing reachable states of Q

.
Fixpoint computation on simulation relation

..
Simulation Relation converged after 2 iterations.
Found no bad states.
State relation size:2 loc pairs, 2 conv. polyh.

Ini states in simulation relation: yes

We recall the structure of the assume/guarantee proof, and that for linear hybrid au-
tomata we need not differentiate between the TTS-semanticsand the automata them-
selves:

P1 ||Q2 � Q1 ||Q2

Q1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2

A/G conditions

P1 ||P2 � Q1 ||Q2
.

The reasoning is obviously circular: With the first inequality, we check whether the
plantP1 restricted to the invariant setQ2 indeed exhibits the restricted dynamicsQ1. In
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filling
0≤ ẋ≤ r̄ i

draining
−r̄d ≤ ẋ≤ 0

closeopen

open

close

(a) Hybrid automatonQ1

automaton Q1
state_var: x;
synclabs: open,close,error;
loc filling:
while 0 <= x & x <= x_over

wait {0 <= x & x <= r_ih};
when True sync close do {x’==x} goto draining;
when True sync open do {x’==x} goto filling;

loc draining:
while 0 <= x & x <= x_over

wait {-r_dh <= x & x <= 0};
when True sync open do {x’==x} goto filling;
when True sync close do {x’==x} goto draining;

initially:
filling & x_0l <= x & x <= x_0h;

end

(b) Input file forQ1

xm ≤ x≤ xM τ

open

close

(c) Hybrid automatonQ2

automaton Q2
input_var: x;
loc always:

while x_m <= x & x <= x_M
wait {True};
when

initially:
always & x_m <= x & x <= x_M;

end

(d) Input file forQ2

Figure 11.5: A/G-specifications
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the second inequality, we verify that the controllerP2, given the restricted plant dynam-
ics, guarantees the invariant. The assume-guarantee conditions will ensure that this
circularity is broken, i.e., that both remain always in the region of their mutual guar-
antees. The assume/guarantee verification is implemented as a hybrid version of the
composite trimming algorithm in Fig. 4.5 of Sect. 4.2.2, seeSect. 7.2.2 for the hybrid
formulation. We start the verification with the commandagc_sim(P1,P2,Q1,Q2);

The simulation relationsR1 andR2 for both inequalities are computed. First the one
for P1 ||Q2 � Q1 ||Q2:

Checking A/G-simulation P1&P2<=Q1&Q2
------------------------------------

Composing automata Q1 and Q2
..

Getting simrel R1
Composing automata P1 and Q2

...
Priming simulation relation (convex hull reach)
Computing reachable states of P1~Q2

...
Computing reachable states of Q1~Q2

...
Fixpoint computation on simulation relation

..
Simulation Relation converged after 2 iterations.
Found no bad states.
State relation size:2 loc pairs, 2 conv. polyh.

Then the one forP2 ||Q1 � Q1 ||Q2:

Composing automata P2 and Q1
....

Priming simulation relation (convex hull reach)
Computing reachable states of P2~Q1

..................................................

..................................................

........
Computing reachable states of Q1~Q2

...
Fixpoint computation on simulation relation

....
Simulation Relation converged after 4 iterations.
Found no bad states.
State relation size:4 loc pairs, 4 conv. polyh.

Then the sets of potentially violating states,Dtr for discrete transitions andDte for
time elapse, are computed and subtracted fromR1 andR2, which must afterwards again
be subjected to a fixpoint computation to turn them back into simulation relations. The
check concludes with testing whether the initial states arecontained:

Getting Dtr and Dte
.....
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.....
Fixpoint computation on simulation relation

..
Simulation Relation converged after 2 iterations.
Found no bad states.
State relation size:2 loc pairs, 2 conv. polyh.

Fixpoint computation on simulation relation
....

Simulation Relation converged after 4 iterations.
Found no bad states.
State relation size:4 loc pairs, 4 conv. polyh.
Ini states in R1: yes
Ini states in R2: yes

Ini states in simulation relation: yes

The A/G-check came to the same result, albeit not with an increase in speed due to
the small size difference between the system and the A/G-specifications. The simula-
tion check of the composed system took 1.9 s, while the A/G-verification took 6.2 s in
total.

The tank level monitor in the above form is not large enough for the assume/guar-
antee reasoning to pay off. We extended both models with additional locations to
obtain a parameterized result over the size of the model. Thecontroller was extended
by nC locations and a min. and max. sampling time. The locations are entered after
the control decision, representing other tasks that might take up the controller’s time.
The simple tank model was replaced by a LHA-approximation ofa nonlinear model,
which was presented as Example 5.3. The square-root characteristic of the outflow of
the tank was approximated bynT intervals, resulting in 2nT locations, one each for the
draining and filling modes.

Table 11.1 show the results for an Intel Pentium 4M with 1.9GHz, 768MB RAM.
With increasingn = nT = nC the A/G-reasoning (A/G-Sim.) shows a clear advantage
over simulation checking of the composed system (Sim.), andeven over a convex-hull
reachability analysis (Reach.). This correlates with the size of the simulation rela-
tions, |R| for the composed analysis and∑ |Ri| = |R1|+ |R2| for A/G-reasoning, each
measured in the number of locations. For both analyses with the composed system,
i.e., simulation and reachability, the composition cost becomes the dominating factor.
However, even the net time of the reachability analysis liesfor n = 80 at over 60 s,
which clearly demonstrates the superiority of the assume/guarantee approach.

11.2 Reachability Analysis

A reachability analysis computes all states that are connected to the initial states by
a run. PHAVer enhances the standard fixpoint computation algorithm for reachability
with operators for the partitioning of locations and the simplification of sets of states.
The partitioning of locations is used when affine dynamics are overapproximated with
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Table 11.1: Analysis of extended tank level monitor model

n Sim. Reach. A/G-Sim. |R| ∑ |Ri|

1 0.46 s 0.30 s 1.21 s 4 6

10 10.67 s 3.67 s 5.28 s 183 42

20 33.70 s 14.49 s 9.76 s 490 82

40 197.53 s 109.07 s 19.44 s 2030 162

80 1826.59 s 1217.35 s 43.13 s 9312 318

LHA-dynamics, where locations are split into smaller partsto improve the accuracy.
The simplification operator fulfills two purposes: Firstly,the overapproximation of
sets of states with a simpler representation keeps the complexity from growing beyond
computationally manageable limits. We propose methods to limit the number of bits
and the number of constraints used in describing sets of states. Secondly, since termi-
nation is not guaranteed for linear hybrid automata, overapproximation of the sets of
states as well as the set of derivatives can be used to accelerate convergence and possi-
bly force termination by reducing the model to a class where reachability is decidable.
The challenge lies in trading speed, termination and resource consumption against the
loss of accuracy.

The algorithm used in PHAVer for computing the set of reachable states is shown
in Fig. 11.6. We give a brief summary of the operators used. Let X, Y andY1, . . . ,Yz be
arbitrary sets of states, each described by a set of convex polyhedra for each location.

Post-Operators: The operatortime_elapse(X,Y) computes the successors of a set
of statesX by letting time elapse according to a setY that attributes a set of derivatives
to each location. The successors of discrete transitions are given bytrans_post(X). A
detailed description can be found in [Ho95].

Overapproximating Operators: The operatorcheap_difference(X,Y) computes a
overapproximation ofX \Y by returning the polyhedra inY that are not individually
contained in some polyhedra ofX. The gain in speed usually far outweighs the fact that
more states are iterated than necessary [Ho95]. Withunion_approx(X,Y), the union of
new statesX and old statesY can be overapproximated, e.g., by using the convex hull.
This must take place before thetime_elapseoperator in order to be sound. For exact
computation, the operator is skipped. If there are no new states for a location then
the operator returns the empty set for that location. Thesimplify operator is used to
reduce the complexity the representation of states by overapproximation. It can also be
applied to the set of derivatives in the location. Current options in PHAVer forsimplify
include a bounding box overapproximation, limiting the number of bits used by the
coefficients of constraints, and limiting the number of constraints.
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procedureGetReach
Input: a set of initial statesSI

Output: the set of statesSR reachable fromSI

(SI ,{SI}) := partition_loc(SI ,{SI});
W,SR := time_elapse(SI );
while W 6= /0 do

N := trans_post(W);
(N,(SI ,SR,W)) := partition_loc(N,(SI ,SR,W));
N := cheap_difference(N,SR);
N := union_approx(N,SR);
N := simplify(N);
N := time_post(N,simplify(time_deriv(N, Inv)));
SR := SR∪N;
W := N

od.

Figure 11.6: Reachability Algorithm in PHAVer

Partitioning Operators: The operatorpartition_loc(X,(Y1, . . . ,Yz)) partitions the
locations with states inX as described in Sect. 11.2.1 and maps the states inY1, . . . ,Yz

to the new set of locations. Withtime_deriv(X,Y) the set of derivatives is computed
that any state inX might exhibit, provided that the states are confined toY:

time_deriv(X,Y) = {(l , ḟ (t))|∃(l ,v) ∈ X, f ∈ Act(l), t ∈ R≥0 :

( f (0) = v∧∀t ′,0≤ t ′ ≤ t : f (t ′) ∈Y)} (11.1)

In the following two sections we propose methods for limiting the number of bits
and constraints in polyhedral computations. The partitioning of locations and the over-
approximation of affine dynamics with LHA dynamics are discussed in Sect. 11.2.1.

11.2.1 On-the-fly Overapproximation of Affine Dynamics

While PHAVer’s computations are based on linear hybrid automata models, it also
accepts affine dynamics, which are then overapproximated conservatively. The ap-
proximation error depends on the size of the location and thedynamics, so PHAVer
offers to partition reachable locations during the analysis. The partitioning takes place
by splitting locations recursively along user-defined hyperplanes until a minimum size
is reached or the dynamics are sufficiently partitioned.

The relaxed affine dynamicsare given by a convex linear predicate for its deriva-
tives, i.e., a conjunction of constraints

aT
i ẋ+ âT

i x ⊲⊳i bi, ai , âi ∈ Zn,bi ∈ Z,⊲⊳i∈ {<,≤,=}, i = 1, . . . ,m. (11.2)
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for each location. In the following, we assume the equalities to be modeled using
conjuncts of pairs of inequalities. In a locationloc, the constraints (11.2) are overap-
proximated conservatively with constraints of the formαi ẋ ⊲⊳i βi , αi ∈ Zn,βi ∈ Z, by
finding the infimum of (11.2) inside the invariantInv(loc). Let

p/q = inf
x∈Inv(loc)

âT
i x, p,q∈ Z.

If p/q exists, the set of ˙x that fulfill (11.2) is bounded byaT
i ẋ ⊲⊳i bi − p/q, otherwise

the constraint must be dropped. The linear constraint on ˙x is then given byαi = qai ,
βi = qbi − p.

The resulting overapproximation error depends on the size of the locations and
the dynamics but can be made arbitrarily small by defining suitably small locations.
PHAVer does so by recursively splitting a location along a suitable hyperplane chosen
from a user-provided set. The splitting is repeated in reachable locations until a certain
threshold, e.g., a minimum size, is reached. We account for the dynamics of the system
using the spatial angle that is spanned by the derivatives ina location. Let thespread
∢(X) of a set of valuations be defined as

∢(X) = arccos min
x,y∈X

xTy/|x||y|}

and the spread∢deriv(loc,X,Y) of the derivatives of statesX confined to statesY in
locationloc as

∢deriv(loc,X,Y) = ∢({v|(loc,v) ∈ time_deriv(X,Y)}) .

The spread of the derivatives is used in two ways: The partitioning of a location is
stopped once the spread is smaller than a given minimum, or the constraints are prior-
itized according to the spread of the derivatives in the location after the splitting.

Recall that a hyperplaneh is defined by an equationaT
h x = bh, where the normal

vectorah determines its direction and the inhomogeneous termbh its position. Let the
slackof h in a locationloc be defined by

∆(ah) = max
x∈Inv(loc)

aT
h x− min

x∈Inv(loc)
aT

h x.

In PHAVer, the user provides a list of candidate normal vectors ah,i and the minimum
and maximum slack that the hyperplanes will have in the partitioned locations, i.e.,

Cand= {(ah,1,∆min,1,∆max,1), . . ., (ah,m,∆min,m,∆max,m)}.

This allows the user to include expert knowledge by choosingplanes and location
sizes suitable for the system. The candidate hyperplanes are prioritized according to a
user-controlled list of criteria. We consider the criteriato be a map

split_crit : {aTx ⊲⊳ b|a∈ Zn,b∈ Z}×Loc×2SH 7→ (R∪∞∪−∞)z
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that attributes az-tuple of prioritizing measures, evaluated lexicographically, to each
constraint, and takes into account set of valuations considered of interested. Two spe-
cial symbols are included:∞ voids the constraint, but it can be overruled by−∞,
which takes precedence over all other factors. The currently implemented measure
split_crit(aTx ⊲⊳ b, loc,N), whereN is the set of reachable states in the location, takes
into account the following:

1. Prioritize constraints according to their slack:

split_crit1 =

{

∆(ah)/∆min,h if∆(ah) > ∆min,h,
∞ otherwise.

2. Prioritize constraints that have reachable states only on one side:

split_crit2 =

{

1 if ∃x,x′ ∈ N : aTx < b∧aTx′ > b
0 otherwise.

3. Prioritize constraints according to the spread of the derivatives. Discard con-
straint if a minimum spread∢min is reached and the slack is smaller than∆max,h:

split_crit3 =







−∢deriv(loc,N, Inv) if ∢deriv(loc,N, Inv) ≥ ∢min

∨ ∆(ah) > ∆max,h,
∞ otherwise.

4. Prioritize constraints according to the derivative spread after the constraint is
applied:

split_crit4 = −max{∢deriv(loc,N,{(l ,x) ∈ Inv | aTx≤ b}),
∢deriv(loc,N,{(l ,x) ∈ Inv | aTx≥ b})}.

For efficiency, the partitioning is applied on-the-fly as shown in the reachability
algorithm of Fig. 11.6. The algorithms for splitting a location, and partitioning the
location with the prioritized candidate constraints are shown in Fig. 11.7 and Fig. 11.8.
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procedureSplitLocation
Input: Hybrid I/O-automatonH = (Loc, VarS, VarI , VarO, Lab, →, Act, Inv, Init),

locationloc, constraintaT
i x ⊲⊳i bi, splitting labelτH ,

list {Y1, . . . ,Yn} of set of states ofH for remapping
Output: Hybrid I/O-automatonH with split locationloc

Loc:={l ∈ Loc | l 6= loc}∪{(loc,≤),(loc,≥)};
→:={(l ,a,µ, l ′) ∈→ | l 6= loc∧ l ′ 6= loc}

∪{(l ,a,µ,(loc,≤)),(l ,a,µ,(loc,≥)) | (l ,a,µ, loc) ∈→}
∪{((loc,≤),a,µ, l ′),((loc,≥),a,µ, l ′) | (loc,a,µ, l) ∈→}
∪{(l ,τH ,{x′ = x|x∈ Var}, l ′) | l , l ′ ∈ {(loc,≤),(loc,≥)}};

Act:={l 7→ x(t) ∈ Act | l 6= loc}
∪{(loc,⊲⊳) 7→ x(t) | loc 7→ x(t) ∈ Act,⊲⊳∈ {≤,≥}};

for S∈ {Y1, . . . ,Yn}∪{Inv, Init} do
S:={(l ,x) ∈ S | l 6= loc}

∪{((loc,⊲⊳),x) | (loc,x) ∈ S∧aT
i x ⊲⊳ bi,⊲⊳∈ {≤,≥}}

od.

Figure 11.7: Splitting a location along a hyperplane

procedurepartition_loc
Input: Hybrid I/O-automatonH = (Loc, VarS, VarI , VarO, Lab, →, Act, Inv, Init),

set of investigated statesN, set of candidate constraints
Cand= {(ah,1,∆min,1,∆max,1), . . . ,(ah,m,∆min,m,∆max,m)},
list {Y1, . . . ,Yn} of set of states ofH for remapping

Output: Hybrid I/O-automatonH with locations inN partitioned

for loc∈ {l ∈ Loc|∃x : (l ,x) ∈ N} do
do

for i = 1, . . . ,mdo

bi :=1/2

(

max
x∈Inv(loc)

aT
h,ix+ min

x∈Inv(loc)
aT

h,ix

)

;

ci:=split_crit(aT
h,ix = bi, loc,N)

od;
k:=argmin

i=1,...,m
ci;

if ∞ /∈ ck∨−∞ ∈ ck then
SplitLocation(H, loc,aT

h,kx = bk,τH ,{Y1, . . . ,Yn})
od

while k exists and∞ /∈ ck∨−∞ ∈ ck od
od.

Figure 11.8: Partitioning states with a set of candidate constraints
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11.2.2 Example: Navigation Benchmark

We illustrate the reachability analysis of PHAVer with a benchmark proposed in [FI04].
It models an object moving in a plane, and following dynamically a set of desired
velocitiesvd(i) = (sin(iπ/4),cos(iπ/4))T , i = 0, . . . ,7, wherei is attributed to each
unit square in the plane by a given mapM. A special symbolA denotes the set of target
states, andB denotes the set of forbidden states for the object. We verified that the
forbidden states are not reachable for the instances shown in Fig. 11.9, whose maps
are given by:

MNAV01 = MNAV02 = MNAV03 =





B 2 4
2 3 4
2 2 A



 ,MNAV04 =





B 2 4
2 2 4
1 1 A



 .

The dynamics of the 4-dimensional state vector(x1,x2,v1,v2)
T are given by

(

ẋ
v̇

)

=

(

0 I
0 A

)(

x
v

)

−
(

0
A

)(

0
vd(i)

)

, with A =

(

−1.2 0.1
0.1 −1.2

)

.

The initial states for for NAV01–NAV03 are defined byx0 ∈ [2,3]× [1,2], for NAV04
by x0 ∈ [0,1]× [0,1], and

v0,NAV01 ∈ [−0.3,0.3]× [−0.3,0], v0,NAV02 ∈ [−0.3,0.3]× [−0.3,0.3],
v0,NAV03 ∈ [−0.4,0.4]× [−0.4,0.4], v0,NAV04 ∈ [0.1,0.5]× [0.05,0.25].

As splitting constraints we useCand= {(v1,δ1,∞),(v2,δ2,∞)}, where appropriateδi

were established by some trial-and-error runs, and(split_crit1) as splitting criterion.
Note thatx1, x2 need not be partitioned, since they depend only onv. The other analysis
parameters were left at their default setting. While we need to specify bounds for the
analysis region, we can handle the unbounded case by checking that the reachable state
space is strictly contained in the analysis region. All instances shown were obtained
with a-priori bounds of[−2,2] on the velocities, and the reachable velocities remained
within an interval[−1.1,1.1], which confirms our a-priori bounds as valid. Figure 5.2
shows the set of reachable states computed by PHAVer as a result. Computation times
and memory consumption are shown in Table 11.2, and were obtained on a Pentium
IV, 1.9GHz with 768 MB RAM running Linux. For the instances NAV01–NAV03, the
analysis was fairly straightforward, withδi = 0.5. For the instance NAV04 we had to
setδi = 0.25, and the analysis did not terminate at first. We applied a heuristic: The
convex hull was computed for the first 20 iterations for speed, then switched to normal
reachability, and at iteration 40 a bounding box simplification was triggered manually.
In comparison, for a predicate abstraction tool the following times were reported in
[Iva03]: For NAV01–NAV03 34s, 153s (68MB) and 152s (180MB), respectively, on
a Sun Enterprise 3000 (4 x 250 MHz UltraSPARC) with 1 GB RAM.
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(a) NAV01 (b) NAV02

(c) NAV03 (d) NAV04

Figure 11.9: Reachable states of the navigation benchmark projected to thex1,x2-plane
(initial states darkest, arrows show terminal velocity forlocation)
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Table 11.2: Experimental results for the navigation benchmark

Automaton Reachable Set
Instance Time Memory Iter. Loc. Trans. Loc. Polyh.

NAV01 34.73 s 62.6 MB 13 141 3452 79 646
NAV02 62.16 s 89.7 MB 13 153 3716 84 1406
NAV02i 41.05 s 53.7 MB 13 148 3661 84 84
NAV03 61.88 s 90.0 MB 13 153 3716 84 1406
NAV04ii 225.08 s 116.3 MB 45 267 7773 167 362

i convex hull,ii convex hull up to iter. 20, bounding box at iter. 40

11.3 Managing Complexity

A set of symbolic states is described by a linear predicate, the convex sub-predicates
of which define convex polyhedra, which in turn are describedby a set of constraints.
In exact fixpoint computations with polyhedra, the size of numbers in the predicate as
well as the number of constraints typically increases unless the structure of the hybrid
system imposes boundaries, e.g., with resets or invariants. To keep the complexity
manageable, we propose the simplification of complex polyhedra in a strictly con-
servative fashion by limiting the number of bits, i.e., the size of coefficients, and the
number of constraints. We reduce only inequalities to preserve the affine dimension of
the polyhedron. In practice, both simplifications are applied when the number of bits
or constraints exceeds a given threshold that is significantly higher than the reduction
level. The resulting hysteresis between exact computations and overapproximations
gives cyclic dependencies time to stabilize.

11.3.1 Limiting the Number of Bits

We consider theith constraintaT
i x⊲⊳i bi of a polyhedron of the formAx+b⊲⊳ 0, where

ai is a vector of the coefficientsai j ∈ Z of A, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,n, ⊲⊳ is a vector
of signs⊲⊳i∈ {≤,<,=}, andb is a vector of inhomogeneous coefficientsbi ∈ Z. We
assume that theai j and bi have no common factor and that there are no redundant
constraints. The goal is to find a new constraintαT

i x ⊲⊳i βi with coefficientsαi j having
less thanz bits, i.e.,

|αi j |, |βi| ≤ 2z−1, (11.3)

with the least overapproximation possible. Expressing thenew coefficients in terms of
a scaling factorf > 0, rounding errorsr i j , |r i j | ≤ 0.5 and an errorr i for the inhomoge-
neous term we get

αi j = f ai j + r i j ,

βi = f bi + r i.
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procedureLimitConstraintBits
Input: Polyhedron as a set of constraintsP = {aT

k x ⊲⊳k bk|k = 1, . . . ,m},
index i to constraint to be limited, desired number of bitsz

Output: new constraintαT
i x ⊲⊳i bi

success:= f alse;
f := min{(2z−3/2)/|ak j|,(2z−2)/|bi| | j = 1, . . . ,n};
while ¬successdo

for j = 1, . . . ,n do αi j := round( f ai j ) od;
q := min

x∈P
αT

i x ;

if αi = 0 or q = −∞ then abort fi;
βi := ceil(q);
if |βi| ≤ 2z−1 then success:= true
else f := min{ f/2−3/(4|ak j|),(2z−2)/|βi| | j = 1, . . . ,n} fi;

od.

Figure 11.10: Algorithm for limiting the number of bits of a constraint

There is no a-priori bound onr i, since it depends on the new directionαi and the other
constraints that define the polyhedron. With the bounds on the r i j , we get| f ai j +
r i j | ≤ 2z− 1, and get upper bounds onf using |r i j | ≤ 0.5 and, in the best case, we
expectβi to be close tof bi . Sinceβi must be rounded strictly upwards to guarantee
conservativeness, we get|r i| ≤ 1 as an estimate:

f ≤ (2z−3/2)/|ai j |, (11.4)

f ≤ (2z−2)/|bi|. (11.5)

To predict the effects of rounding precisely is difficult andwould lead to a mixed
integer linear program,2 so we employ a heuristic algorithm, shown in Fig. 11.10. Let
round(x) be a function that returns the next integer betweenx and zero, andceil(x)
be a function that rounds to the next larger integer. First, we estimatef based on
(11.4),(11.5), then we compute a newβi using linear programming. Ifβi has more
thanzbit, we decreasef and start over. The procedure is repeated until all coefficients
αi j = 0, in which case the problem is infeasible. Note that it is notguaranteed that
the new polyhedron is bounded. Figure 11.11 illustrates thebasic scheme. The normal
vectorai of the constraint, shown in (a), is approximated byαi , as shown in (b). Linear
programming yields the inhomogeneous termq that makes the constraint tangent to the
polyhedron, as in (c). Rounding ofq yieldsβi , and the polyhedron outlined in (d).

2The problem is much simpler if the polyhedron is given as a setof vertices instead of constraints,
since the vertices only have to “snap” to the next points withthe required number of bits. However, we
try to avoid enumerating vertices since this is generally a very expensive operation in higher dimensions.
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Figure 11.11: Scheme of limiting the number of bits

11.3.2 Limiting the Number of Constraints

A set of symbolic states is described by a linear predicate, the convex sub-predicates
of which define convex polyhedra, which in turn are describedby a set of constraints.
The number of constraints usually increases with the numberof iterations of a fixpoint
computation, which forces us to limit this number to remain within a computation-
ally feasible complexity. This reduction has been implemented in literature by means
of, e.g., bounding boxes [BM99], or oriented rectangular hulls [SK03]. Instead, we
propose to simply drop the least significant of the constraints, as this seems a good
compromise in terms of accuracy and speed. In addition, the constraints in our ap-
plications are, as a whole, invariant with respect to the fixpoint computation. This
invariance has a greater chance of being preserved as good aspossible if we keep con-
straints instead of drawing up an entirely new set. As with limiting the number of bits,
we usually chose to not limit equalities in order to preservethe affine dimension of the
polyhedron. If an equality is to be limited, it must be replaced by two inequalities.

We measure the significance of a constraint based on a criterion crit that measures
the the difference between the polyhedron with and without the constraint. LetP be
a set of linear constraints describing a convex polyhedron,andP\i = P\ {aT

i x ⊲⊳i bi}
be the polyhedron without it’sith constraint. Then the difference between the points
containedP andP\i is the polyhedronP¬i = P\i ∪{−aT

i x ⊲⊳i −bi}, where(⊲⊳i ,⊲⊳i) ∈
{(<,≤),(≤,<)}, obtained by simply replacing theith constraint with its complement.
It has less non-redundant constraints thanP and is therefore preferable in the formula-
tions below. We consider three methods:

1. volumetric: LetV(P) be the volume of the points contained inP. Thencrit =
V(P\i)−V(P) = V(P¬i). RequiresP¬i to be bounded.

2. slack: Letbmax= maxx aT
i x s.t. x∈ P¬i. Thencrit = (bmax−bi)/||ai||, i.e., the

distance, measured in the direction of the constraint, between the points farthest
apart inP¬i. RequiresP¬i to be bounded in the direction ofai.

3. angle:crit = −maxj 6=i aT
j ai . Measures the negative cosine of the closest angle

between the normal vector of theith constraint and all others.
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We consider two general procedures of selecting thezmost important out ofmoriginal
constraints:

1. deconstruction: Starting from the entire set of constraints, drop them− z con-
straints with the least effect according tocrit.

2. reconstruction: Starting from an empty set of constraints, add thez constraints
with the greatest effect according tocrit.

While deconstruction is more likely to preserve as much as possible of the original
polyhedron, construction requires less iterations ifm> 2z. The criteria based on vol-
ume and slack require the initial polyhedron to be bounded, for which one could use,
e.g., the invariant of the location. The following example shall illustrate the difference
between volumetric and angle criteria, and its potential unboundedness.

Example 11.1.Consider the polyhedron shown in Fig.11.12(a). It has 6 constraints
A–F, whose angles with the neighbors are noted in the graph. In avolume based
deconstruction with 5 constraints, constraint A is removed since that causes the small-
est change in volume. The resulting polyhedron is shown hashed in Fig. 11.12(b).
The angle based reconstruction with 5 constraints results inthe shaded polyhedron in
Fig. 11.12(b), where the constraints are labeled in the orderthey are chosen: First,
an arbitrary initial constraint is chosen, say constraint C.The second choice is the
constraint that has the largest angle with C, i.e., that is mostopposed to it. In this
case, this is constraint F, since it has an angle of180◦ with C. The third choice is the
one that is most opposed to both C and F, here constraint B because it has an angle
of 90◦ with both C and F. The fourth constraint is A, with minimum angles of45◦, and
the fifth is D with a minimum angle of30◦. Figure 11.12(c) shows the reduction to 4
constraints. Here the angle based method results in an unbounded polyhedron because
constraint D is not chosen. An algorithm should take this possibility into account and
test for boundedness.

The construction method with an angle criterion was the fastest in our experiments.
The angle calculations can be sped up by using a look-up tableα(i, j) that maps an
angle to every pair of constraints. This yields an algorithmof complexityO(nm2 +
m3), shown in Fig. 11.13, whereC is the set of candidate constraints andH is the
set of chosen constraints. It includes a test that preservesthe boundedness ofP. H
is initialized with the set of equalities, which are not reduced to preserve the affine
dimension of the polyhedron, and an arbitrary initial constraint. Here we choose the
one with the smallest coefficients. In a while-loop, the constraint is chosen based on
the best of the worst-cases, i.e., the smallest angle with the constraints inH. SinceaT

j ai

is the cosine of the angle, choosing the smallest angle translates into maximizingaT
j ai .

The constraint is added toH and removed from the candidatesC, and the procedures
is repeated until|H| ≥ z and the boundedness ofP implies boundedness ofH. This
algorithm is in our implementation∼1000× faster than a slack based deconstruction
for limiting 400 constraints down to 32 in 4 dimensions.
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(a) Original with 6 constraints (b) Reduced to 5 constraints

(c) Reduced to 4 constraints

Figure 11.12: Example for limiting the number of constraints by volumetric decon-
struction (hashed) and angle based reconstruction (shaded)

procedureLimitConstraintsByAngle
Input: PolyhedronP as a set of constraintsaT

i x ⊲⊳i bi , i = 1, . . . ,m,
desired number of constraintsz

Output: PolyhedronH

for i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,m, j > i do
α(i, j) := aT

i a j

od;
H := {aT

k x ⊲⊳k bk | k = argmink(maxj |ak j|)}∪{aT
i x ⊲⊳i bi| ⊲⊳i∈ {=}};

C := P\H;
while (|C| > 0∧ (|H| < z∨ (bounded(P)∧¬bounded(H))) do

j = argminj (maxiα(i, j)) s.t. aT
i x ⊲⊳i bi ∈ H,aT

j x ⊲⊳ j b j ∈C;
H := H ∪{aT

j x ⊲⊳ j b j};
C := C\{aT

j x ⊲⊳ j b j}
od.

Figure 11.13: Reconstructing a polyhedron with a limited number of constraints by
angle prioritization
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Figure 11.14: Reachable states of tunnel diode circuit in theV-I -plane, invariants
dashed

11.3.3 Example: Tunnel-Diode Oscillator Circuit

Consider a tunnel-diode oscillator circuit as described in [GKR04]. It models the
current I and the voltage dropV of a tunnel diode in parallel to the capacitor of a
serial RLC circuit, which are in stable oscillation for the given parameters. The state
equations are given by

V̇ = 1/C(−Id(V)+ I),

İ = 1/L(−V −1/G· I +Vin),

whereC = 1 pF, L = 1 µH, G = 5 mΩ−1, Vin = 0.3V, and the diode current

Id(V) =







6.0105V3−0.9917V2 +0.0545V if V ≤ 0.055,
0.0692V3−0.0421V2 +0.004V +8.9579e−4 if 0.055≤V ≤ 0.35,
0.2634V3−0.2765V2 +0.0968V −0.0112 if 0.35≤V.
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Figure 11.15: Reachable states of clocked tunnel diode circuit

The dynamics were approximated with LHA, similar to the approach in Sect. 11.2.1.
Figure 11.14 shows the convex hull of the reachable states starting from states de-
fined byV ∈ [0.42V,0.52V], I = 0.6mA. It also shows the invariants (dashed) gen-
erated by the partitioning algorithm using constraintsCand= {(V,0.7/128,0.7/16),
(I ,1.5/128,1.5/16)}, i.e., max. 128 partitions in both directions, and splitting crite-
rion (split_crit3,split_crit1) with∢min= arccos(0.99). The analysis with PHAVer took
52.63sand 55MB RAM, with the largest coefficient taking up 7352 bits and at most 7
constraints per polyhedron.

A stopwatch was added to the system to measure the cycle time,i.e., the maximum
time it takes any state to cross the thresholdI = 0.6µA,V > 0.25V twice. For the
clocked circuit, the number of bits and constraints grows rapidly and a more precise
analysis, such as shown in Fig. 11.15 is only possible with limits on both. We compare
the exact analysis for constraintsCand= {(V,0.7/32,0.7/16), (I ,1.5/32,1.5/16)}
with an analysis limiting the bits to 16 when a threshold of 300 bits is reached, and
a limit of 32 constraints at a threshold of 56. Figures 11.16(a) and 11.16(b) show a
polynomial increase in the number of constraints, and an exponential increase of the
number of bits in the new polyhedra found at each iteration. The analysis takes 979s
(210MB) when exact, and 79s (39.6MB) when limited. At a more than tenfold increase
in speed, the overapproximation is negligible and results in a cycle time estimate that
is only 0.25 percent larger.
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(a) Number of bits

(b) Number of constraints

Figure 11.16: Reduction in bits and constraints for the clocked tunnel diode circuit,
exact (dashed) and with limits on bits and constraints (solid)
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11.4 Related Work

Earlier attempts to improve over HyTech started with an algorithm specialized on rect-
angular automata, which are LHA whose linear predicates define multi-dimensional
rectangles, was proposed in [PKWTH98] and implemented basedon the HyTech en-
gine. The set of reachable states is represented by the initial states and the intersection
of the reachable states with the faces of the invariants. Theset of reachable states in
a location is then the convex hull of the faces and the initialset. The post operator is
simplified by computing the minimum and maximum time it takesfor a state to leave
the invariant. A computation of these bounds can be done easily in a conservative way
with limited precision, and allows the complexity to remainlow. The successor sets on
faces are overapproximated with hyperrectangles. While this approach has been suc-
cessfully applied in the two-dimensional case [PSK99], theoverapproximation with
rectangular regions can become excessive for higher dimensions.

An improvement of this face-based approach was proposed in [Pre00], by general-
izing from rectangular regions on the faces of invariants toarbitrary convex sets. The
algorithm exploits the fact that the faces of invariants of rectangular automata are in the
directions of the axes and orthogonal. The precision of the points defining the convex
region is limited conservatively by replacing each verticeby the 2n vertices (n being
the number of dimensions) resulting from the possible combinations of component-
wise rounding to the next lower and higher value. The algorithm operates solely with
the vertices of polyhedra, whose number can increase exponentially with the dimen-
sion of the system, in addition to the increase introduced bylimiting the precision.

A later improvement over HyTech by Henzinger et al. used interval arithmetic to
speed up computations and reduce the complexity [HHMWT00]. However, the use of
interval arithmetic can quickly lead to prohibitively large overapproximations.

While tools for timed automata usually use exact computations, there are no tools
for hybrid systems apart from HyTech known to us that do so. The first HyTech pro-
totype was based Mathematica and did not have any numerical restrictions, but it also
was a factor 50–1000 times slower than the later version, which was written in C++
[HHWT95]. Our on-the-fly overapproximation essentially performs a partitioning of
the automaton similar to the approach in [HHWT98], where Henzinger et al. approxi-
mate arbitrary nonlinear hybrid automata with LHA. We use a shared passed and wait-
ing list in the reachability computation, a method proposedin [BDL+01]. A detailed
overview on algorithmic verification of hybrid automata canbe found in [SSKE01].

The partitioning of hybrid automata according to the dynamics has been applied in
literature to simplify the verification problem in various ways, although with different
criteria. The formal foundation for such partitions was established in [HHWT98] by
showing that a timed bisimulation exists under very generalconditions. In [HHB02],
hybrid automata are discretized completely, and discrete model checking is applied to
the discrete abstractions. In [SK99], nonlinear hybrid automata are approximated with
rectangular automata.
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To our knowledge, the only other tool with algorithmic support for circular as-
sume/guarantee reasoning is Mocha [HLQR99], see p. 62. It uses reactive modules,
which can be used to approximate hybrid systems by discretization.





Chapter 12

Conclusions

The verification of hybrid systems suffers greatly from the state explosion problem,
more so than discrete systems because of the drastic increase in complexity with the
number of continuous variables. The best known solvers for boolean operations on
linear predicates, which are interpreted as polyhedra inRn, are limited to around 20
variables for non-trivial problems, with computation times of several days even when
using floating point arithmetic. This warrants the application of compositional meth-
ods, such as the well established framework for compositional reasoning based on sim-
ulation relations by Grumberg and Long, which we revisited and enhanced in Part I.
As the main contribution of this thesis, we proposed its extension from discrete to hy-
brid automata, which required a new semantics to be able to handle shared variables.
This extension takes two forms, presented in Parts II and IIIof this thesis:

In Part II we follow a definition of simulation for hybrid automata given by Hen-
zinger [Hen96], using an equivalence relation to connect states and variables in the
comparison. E.g., a variable ˆx in a specification might represent a physical quantity
with an identical representation in a variablex of the system, while another variablet
in the specification might model timing properties that are not explicit in the system.
An equivalence relation can be used to require that ˆx = x in all states of the simulation
relation, so that any property expressed in terms of ˆx implies that the same property
holds forx. This concept is very general in that arbitrary combinations of locations
and variables can be related, and other properties, such as fairness, can be included in
the equivalence relation. However, the structural information separating locations and
variable valuations is lost during the composition of systems, so that arguing about
shared variables is not possible on the semantic level. The application of this approach
is therefore limited to systems without shared variables.

In Part III, we retain the separation of discrete locations and continuous variables
in a novel semantics for hybrid systems based onhybrid labeled transition systems.
We impose an Input/Output structure on the system and define equivalence based on
the values of input- and output-variables. The semantics ensure that automata control
the evolution of their output variables and encode the invariants of hybrid automata



in stutter transitions, thus making invariants expressible in simulation. Compared to
Part II, we lose the ability to restrict the equivalence of locations, and only consider
identity as equivalence of variables. Most importantly, wecan show with these se-
mantics that simulation based on timed transition system semantics is compositional
for hybrid automata with unrestricted inputs, and for the fundamental class of linear
hybrid automata, which can be used to approximate any hybridautomata arbitrarily
close, and are accessible to algorithmic verification.

The results from applying simulation relations in compositional reasoning, and the
above extensions to hybrid systems, are summarized in the following sections.

12.1 Discrete Systems

Simulation relations are an intuitive concept for comparing systems. They are read-
ily and intuitively applicable in compositional reasoning, as proposed by Grumberg
and Long [GL91]. Originally, simulation was defined only between automata with
identical alphabets. We propose an extension of this simulation concept to arbitrary
alphabets calledΣ-simulation. It is consistent with the classic definition, since it co-
incides with simulation in the case of identical alphabets.Most importantly, it retains
the precongruence properties of simulation and we showed that it is the largest such
extension of simulation. The freedom to compare automata ofarbitrary alphabets en-
ables simpler proofs and slightly smaller models for specifications. Conveniently,Σ-
simulation can be implemented effortlessly in classic simulation frameworks and tools,
since simulation andΣ-simulation easily transpose with the help ofChaos-automata,
which simply introduce self-loops in every location. This translation has inspired more
compact simulation proofs and tautologies and should be of general relevance to the
verification of discrete systems.

Our compositional framework follows in its basic structurethat of Grumberg and
Long. It differs through the use ofChaos-automata andΣ-simulation, and extends
it with some stronger theorems, such as the decomposition ofthe specification. For
circular assume/guarantee-reasoning, we propose a novel proof rule. Contrary to a
rule by Henzinger et al. proposed in [HQRT02] we do not require receptiveness. We
believe it to be the most permissive rule possible in a simulation framework, although
this is yet to be proven.

12.2 Hybrid Systems with Discrete Interaction

Thomas Henzinger proposed in [Hen96] to define simulation for hybrid systems based
on their timed transition system (TTS) semantics, and to include an equivalence re-
lation for that identifies which states in the system should correspond to which in
the specification. We were able to show that, if the systems share no variables, the
TTS-semantics and the parallel composition operator commute, and all properties of



labeled transition systems can be transferred directly to hybrid automata. As a con-
sequence, TTS-simulation for such hybrid systems is compositional, and the com-
positional framework of Part I can be applied as long as the simulation relations are
contained in the equivalence relations associated with thecomparison of automata. We
extend the major rules for compositional reasoning from Part I and obtain the restric-
tions imposed by the equivalence relations.

12.3 Hybrid Systems with Continuous Interaction

In the TTS-semantics of Part II, locations and variables areamalgamated to a state
of a labeled transition system, and it is impossible to extract variable valuations from
states of a TTS. This prompted us to introduce an extension oflabeled transition sys-
tems, called hybrid labeled transition systems (HLTSs), which retains the structure of
locations and variables. We use HLTSs to define semantics forhybrid input/output-
automata (HIOAs), and require in simulation that input- andoutput variables of the
same name in automata under comparison must have the same values. Internal vari-
ables of the systems in the comparison are considered to be unrelated. We also propose
a corresponding path semantics, and show consistency with TTS-semantics.

Simulation is defined based on the TTS-semantics, and we showthat this defi-
nition is consistent with and weaker than simulation based on traces. Because the
TTS-semantics abstract from the continuous activities of variables by existential quan-
tification, TTS-simulation is in general not compositionalin the presence of shared
variables. We show that compositionality holds for two important classes of hybrid
systems: hybrid automata with unrestricted inputs, and linear hybrid automata with
convex invariants. Since any hybrid automaton can be approximated arbitrarily close
with a linear hybrid automaton, this opens a way to verify many hybrid systems com-
positionally by approximating the components and the specification with linear hybrid
automata. Our definition of unrestricted inputs implies that the inputs can not directly
affect the activities of the controlled variables, and thusexcludes dynamics such as
ẋ = u. They can, however, be used to model sampled feedback systems, since for
those the value of the input is relevant only at discrete timeinstants.

For other classes, the TTS-semantics must be applied in compositional reasoning
before the composition operator, which introduces an abstraction from the continuous
interaction of the components. With respect to the continuous dynamics, this corre-
sponds to assuming open inputs, and can also lead to a violation of nonconvex invari-
ants. E.g., a differential equation ˙x = u with open inputu means thatx(t) can take
arbitrary values fort > 0. This is a gross overapproximation that prevents the compo-
sitional analysis of, e.g., systems with continuous feedback. This overapproximation
can be remedied to an extend by assuming bounds on the inputs or their derivatives
(especially in A/G-reasoning).

Assume/Guarantee-reasoning seems particularly warranted and useful when deal-
ing with hybrid systems. For one, even if the abstraction contains just one continuous



variable less than the concrete system, it can cut the computation costs by several
orders of magnitude. Secondly, since the continuous state space has a metric, proper-
ties like invariants often find a compact representation. This is particularly interesting
when one is able to give aproper specification, i.e., one that is independent of the
actual implementation.

12.4 PHAVer

The computational complexity of hybrid systems remains a challenging problem, and
is hard to predict. In the general case, neither reachability nor simulation are guar-
anteed to terminate in finite time. This prompted us to obtainexperimental results
as early as possible during the work on this topic. Started inOctober of 2002, the
algorithms have evolved into a tool called PHAVer (Polyhedral Hybrid Automaton
Verifyer). It was, to our knowledge, pioneering in two respects, and was initially more
a proof of concept than a full-fledged implementation of a ready-to-use tool. Firstly, it
was the first application of exact arithmetic with unboundedrepresentation in hybrid
systems verification, and it was totally open how the computation engine – the Parma
Polyhedral Library (PPL), which had been released only a fewmonths earlier – would
compare to other tools or be useful at all. Secondly, it was the first implementation for
checking simulation for hybrid systems, as well as assume-guarantee reasoning, and
we chose to first implement a simple but rigorous approach to obtain sound results,
rather than optimizing algorithms and data-structures from the start.

The results with respect to the performance of exact arithmetic, are rather positive,
in no small amount thanks to the quality of the PPL. The application of exact arithmetic
and not-necessarily-closed polyhedra has paid off not onlyby side-stepping numerical
problems, but with a separation of concerns: Phenomena of convergence, overapprox-
imation and termination can be clearly identified and counteracted correspondingly,
rather than being intertwined beyond recognition through numerical limitations. On
several occasions, we would have wrongly identified problems to be of numerical ori-
gin, and consequently might have given up on solving them rather than tracing their
roots. Naturally, the complexity of linear predicates usually increases drastically dur-
ing the course of a computation. Similarly to a limited-precision approach, we have to
resort to overapproximation in those cases, but have the advantage that we can do so
intelligently and with guaranteed conservativeness. For this we proposed algorithms
for limiting the number of bits and coefficients of a convex linear predicate.

The results with our crude implementation of simulation checking are mixed. On
the bright side, the simulation check is actually faster than reachability for a few ex-
amples, and sometimes it terminates quickly while exact reachability (without limiting
bits and constraints) does not terminate at all. On the down side, our implementation
suffers greatly from the complexity of computations with higher dimensional poly-
hedra, and is orders of magnitudes slower than a reachability analysis of the same
property. To check simulation forP� Q, the current, simple, version computes a sim-



ulation relationR in the state space ofSP×SQ, i.e., over the product of the state spaces
of P andQ. A transition inP is checked by intersecting the target states with the simu-
lation relationR, which yields an operation inSP×SP×SQ. This is dramatically more
expensive than a computation in the state space ofP alone. A further limitation is the
costly difference operation in the course of the fixed-pointcomputation of a simulation
relation. It requires very expensive simplification procedures for the polyhedral sets
to keep the number of convex polyhedra at an acceptable level. This simplification is
implemented very crudely, and could probably be much improved. In Sect. 6.3.2 we
mentioned a number of improvements to alleviate these problems, but their implemen-
tation was beyond the timeframe of this thesis.

12.5 Future Research

Simulation Recall that we could show withΣ-simulation that the parallel composi-
tion of two specifications corresponds to their logical conjunction. It should be pos-
sible to also define disjunction and complement operators, and thus obtain a boolean
algebra. Such a construction could be applied, e.g., in equation solving, controller syn-
thesis, and to generate assumptions for assume/guarantee reasoning algorithmically.

We did not take into account weak simulation, i.e., silent transitions that are un-
detectable through simulation relations. This, however, is be essential to compare
approximations of hybrid automata with linear hybrid automata that have not the exact
same state partitioning. According to our formalism, this weak simulation should still
be strong with respect to environment labels, and only convex invariants should be par-
titioned with silent transitions. This does not prevent thepartitioning of the automaton
with labels with respect to which the simulation is strong, yet prevents the specification
from having partitions that are not in the system.

Compositional Reasoning The successful application of compositional reasoning
to a more general class of hybrid automata requires a more detailed model of the inter-
action than the TTS-semantics used in this thesis. Further work should try to establish
a simulation concept that also describes the trajectories,e.g., by providing bounds for
the derivative. This can be generalized to a paradigm of augmented states, in which
the trajectories are described by bounded parameters over afamily of functions.

PHAVer On the implementation side several possible improvements were outlined in
Sect. 6.3.2, and they can be expected to yield several ordersof magnitude improvement
over the current simulation algorithms.

To be able to check simulation between LHA-overapproximations of nonlinear
hybrid automata, silent transitions, i.e., checking of weak simulation, should be imple-
mented. While this is straightforward if done in a naive way, it is a challenge to devise
an efficient implementation that avoids the redundant computation of time elapse sets
over several locations connected with silent transitions.



In applying our on-the-fly overapproximation to hybrid systems with affine dy-
namics it has become evident that an effective partitioningis the key factor to success.
Currently, all reachable states are partitioned, independently of whether they are rel-
evant to the specification or not. Significant advances in both reachability and simu-
lation checking should be possible by iterative refinement,in the case of reachability
with respect to a set of forbidden states. Initially, we assume a coarse partitioning. A
first analysis identifies which states are violating the specification or are forbidden in
this coarse partition. Through backtracking or backwards reachability analysis, one
can identify a subset of the reachable states that contains the violating runs, and refine
the partition only for this subset. The analysis is repeatedin the forward direction,
this time restricted to the runs that are violating, and witha smaller partition in only
those states. In this manner, the number of partitions underexamination can decrease
as the partitions get smaller, while in a conventional analysis, this is never the case.
This approach is closely related to Counter Example Guided Abstraction Refinement
(CEGAR) in [CFH+03].



Appendix A

PHAVer Language Overview

We have tried to construct a textual input language that is asuser friendly as possible,
while keeping the parser simple. In the syntax, we have borrowed extensively from
the creators of HyTech [HHWT97], since their language is intuitively understandable.
The following sections describe the syntax of PHAVer’s representation of automata,
states, relations etc., and brief descriptions of the analysis commands, followed by a
section on the user-definable parameters.

A.1 General

Comments are preceded by either//, --, or enclosed in/* . . . */. An identifier is
a letter plus any combination of letters, digits and the characters_ (underscore) and
~ (tilde), where~ is designated for joining the identifiers of locations of composed
automata. A number can be given in floating point format, e.g., 3.14 or 6.626e-34,
or as a fraction, e.g.,9/5. Note that numbers are internally represented as exact ratio-
nals, and no conversion to binary floating point format takesplace (which would lead
to rounding errors). E.g., the input0.1 is parsed and represented in PHAVer as 1/10,
while a 64-bit floating point representation of 0.1 would actually be the number

0.1000000000000000055511151231257827021181583404541015625.

Commands, constants, parameters and automata can occur in anarbitrary sequence. A
command is terminated by; (semi-colon).

A.2 Constants

Constantsare defined in the formidentifier := expression; whereexpressionis any
combination of expressions, identifiers and numbers with+,-,/,*,(,).



A.3 Data Structures

There are four types of data structures that can be assigned to identifiers: linear pred-
icates, sets of symbolic states, symbolic relations and automata. Alinear expression
is specified over an arbitrary set of variables, numbers and constants that can be com-
bined using+,-,/,*,(,) as long as it yields a linear expression as defined in Def. 5.5.
I.e., it is not allowed to multiply two variables, or divide by a variable, and the attempt
to do so will result in an error message. A linear constraint is a combination of two
linear expressions with one of the signs<,>,<=,>=,==. A convex linear predicateis
given as a conjunction of linear constraints that are joinedby & (ampersand). Alinear
predicateis a disjunction of convex linear predicates joined by|. Brackets(,) can be
used to avoid ambiguities. A linear predicate can be assigned to a variable in the form
identifier= linear predicate;.

A symbolic stateis a combination of a location name and a linear predicate, joined
by&, e.g.,start & x>0 & y==0. A set of symbolic statesis a list of symbolic states,
joined by, (commata). A set of symbolic states of an automatonaut is assigned to a
variable in the formidentifier= aut.{ set of symbolic states}; Symbolic relations are
returned by the simulation relation algorithms. There are currently no provisions for
specifying relations. Identifiers can be assigned to other identifiers simply using=.

In the following, letvar_identbe an identifier defining a variable,loc_identa name
for a location,label_identan identifier defining a synchronization label. An automaton
with identifieraut is specified in the following form:

automaton aut
state_var: var_ident,var_ident,. . .;
input_var: var_ident,var_ident,. . .;
parameter: var_ident,var_ident,. . .;
synclabs: lab_ident,lab_ident,. . .;
loc loc_ident: while invariant wait { derivative };

when guard sync label_ident do {trans_rel} goto loc_ident;
when . . .

loc loc_ident: while . . .
end

The invariant and theguardare linear predicates over the state and input variables
and the parameters. Thederivativedefinition depends on the dynamics:

• For “linear” (LHA) dynamics, it is a convex linear predicateover the state vari-
ables. E.g.,0 <= x & x < 1 for ẋ∈ [0,1).

• For affine dynamics, it is a convex linear predicate over the variables and their
derivatives. The non-differentiated variables are indicated by’ (single quote),
e.g.,x == -2 * x’ for ẋ = −2x.

Note that parameter uncertainties can be incorporated by using inequalities. A lin-



ear predicatetrans_relspecifies the continuous transition relationµ, where the post-
transition value of the variable is indicated by’ (single quote). State variables that are
not changed by the transition must be specified, e.g.,x’==x & y’==y. The reset of
a variable to 0 would be defined, e.g., byz′ == 0. Automata are composed using&
(ampersand), e.g.,comp_aut = aut1 & aut2;

A.4 Commands

PHAVer provides commands for computing reachable sets of states and simulation re-
lations, plus a number of commands for the manipulation and output of data structures.
In the following list, square brackets [] are used to indicate optional arguments.iden-
tifier is used to denote the identifier for an arbitrary object,predicate_identfor a linear
predicate,state_identfor a set of symbolic states,rel_ident for a symbolic relation
andaut_identfor an automaton. Letstate_or_rel_identstand for either a set of sym-
bolic states or a relation. Letstate_listbe an explicit comma separated list of symbolic
states, e.g.,start & t==0, stop & t==1. Recall that objects can be copied with
an assignmentnew_identifier= old_identifier;

A.4.1 General

• echo "text";
Displaystextand starts a new line.

• who;

Displays a list of identifiers currently in the memory.

• identifier.print([file_name][,method]);
If file_nameis specified, writes a representation ofidentifierto the filefile_name,
otherwise to the standard output. An optional integermethoddetermines the
format:

– 0: (default) Location names and linear predicates are produced in textual
form.

– 1: Output the linear predicates as a sequence of linear constraints in float-
ing point form. Equalitiesφ = 0, whereφ is some linear predicate, are
converted toφ ≥ 0∧−φ ≥ 0. The coefficients of a constraint∑aixi +b⊲⊳ 0
are output separated by spaces, one constraint per line. Convex predicates
are separated by a blank line. No location information is given. This form
can be used for output with polyhedral visualization packages. The order
of variables is the same as in the list provided by the automaton output.

– 2: Output the linear predicates as a sequence of vertices in floating point
form. The vertices belonging to a convex predicate are separated by a blank



line. No location information is given. This form can be usedfor output
with plotting tools likegraph. If 2-dimensional, the points are in counter-
clockwise order and represent a closed line for each convex predicate, i.e.,
the last point is equal to the first. The order of variables is the same as in
the list provided by the automaton output.

A.4.2 Reachability Analysis

• state_ident=aut_ident.reachable;
Returns the set of states reachable in the automatonaut_identfrom the initial
states.

• state_ident1=aut_ident.reachable(state_ident2);
Returns the set of states reachable in the automatonaut_identfrom the states in
state_ident2.

• state_ident1=aut_ident.reachable_stop(state_ident2);
Computes the set of reachable states, but stops as soon as a state in state_ident2
is found. Returns the states instate_ident2that were found to be reachable
before termination, i.e., the ones of the last iteration.

A.4.3 Simulation Checking

• rel_ident=get_sim(aut_ident1,aut_ident2);
Returns a simulation relation foraut_ident1�aut_ident2.

• is_sim(aut_ident1,aut_ident2);
Computes a simulation relation and displays whetheraut_ident1�aut_ident2.

• is_bisim(aut_ident1,aut_ident2);
Computes a simulation relation and displays whetheraut_ident1�aut_ident2.

• ag_sim(aut_ident1,aut_ident2,aut_ident3,aut_ident4);
Computes a simulation relation using assume/guarantee reasoning and displays
whetheraut_ident1|| aut_ident2� aut_ident3|| aut_ident4.

A.4.4 Refinement

• aut_ident.set_refine_constraints((lin_expr1,δ1min,δ1max),

(lin_expr2,δ2min,δ2max),\dots);

Defines the refinement constraints used in subsequent analyses. A location will
be split by a constraint of the formlin_expr1≤ c, wherec is the center of the
location with respect to the linear expression.δ1min andδ1max define the min-
imum and maximum extent of every location in the refinement process. The
constraints are prioritized according to the refinement parameters.



A.4.5 Manipulation Commands

• identifier.remove(var_ident,var_ident,. . .);
Existential quantification over the specified variables.

• identifier.project(var_ident,var_ident,. . .);
Existential quantification over all except the specified variables.

• identifier.get_parameters(bool);
Performs existential quantification over state and input variables, i.e., non-para-
meters. A boolean parameterbool specifies the quantification over locations:

– false: Disjunction, the parameters are common to all locations. E.g.,
compute the set of reachable states, intersect it with a set of desired states,
and get the parameters for which all desired states are reachable with option
false.

– true: Conjunction, the parameters occur in any of the locations. E.g.,
compute the set of reachable states, intersect it with a set of forbidden
states, and get the parameters for which any of the forbiddenstates are
reachable with optiontrue.

• predicate_ident=state_or_rel_ident.loc_union;
Returns the states unified over the locations.

• predicate_ident=state_or_rel_ident.loc_intersection;
Returns the states intersected over the locations.

• identifier1.contains(identifier2);
Writes whether the objectidentifier2is contained in the objectidentifier1of the
same type to the standard output.

• identifier.is_empty;
Writes whether the objectidentifier is empty to the standard output.

• rel_ident1=rel_ident2.inverse;
If rel_ident2is a relationR, thenrel_ident1is assignedR−1.

• rel_ident1=rel_ident2.project_to_first;
If rel_ident2is a relationR(p,q), thenrel_ident1is assigned the relation defined
by R′ = {p|∃q : R(p,q)}.

• aut_ident.add_label(lab_ident);
Adds the labellab_ident to the alphabet of the automatonaut_ident. Can be
used to add dedicated labels for refinement to an existing model.



A.5 Parameters

The following is a summary of the parameters used in PHAVer. Aparameter is defined
in the formidenti f ier = value;. The default setting is given in brackets, and the type
is boolean unless specified otherwise.

A.5.1 General

• ELAPSE_TIME (true): Can be used to switch off the time-elapse operator. Useful
for the analysis of purely discrete systems, but the speed-up is modest.

A.5.2 Reachability Analysis

• REACH_MAX_ITER (0): Integer specifying the maximum number of iterations
used, i.e., the number of discrete transitions explored. Only active if > 0.

• CHEAP_CONTAIN_RETURN_OTHERS (true): Determines the type of containment
test used:

– false: exact, i.e., a convex polyhedronp is considered contained in a non-
convex polyhedronq if the differencep\q is empty.

– true: a convex polyhedronp is considered contained in a non-convex poly-
hedronq = q1∪ . . .∪qn (a union of convex polyhedra) if there is a convex
polyhedronqi in the union that contains it, i.e.,∃i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : q ⊆ qi .
This method is generally faster than exact testing, although it results in
more polyhedra.

• REACH_STOP_AT_FORB (false): When checking for reachability of a set of for-
bidden states, stop as soon as a forbidden state is encountered.

• USE_CONVEX_HULL (false): Use convex-hull overapproximations. Highly rec-
ommended when using on-the-fly refinement, and usually a goodidea.

• REACH_STOP_USE_CONVEX_HULL_ITER (1000000000): Integer specifying the
maximum number of iterations for which the convex-hull overapproximation is
used. Can be set to a lower value to improve termination.

• REACH_USE_BBOX (false): Causes the overapproximation of the post-transition
states with a bounding box. Can be used to force termination, but usually leads
to excessive over-approximation.

• REACH_USE_BBOX_ITER (1000000000): Integer specifying the frequencyn (a
number of iterations) with which the bounding-box overapproximation is used.
It is only applied at one iteration, then followed byn iterations with the normal



setting. Can be set to a lower value to improve termination. Note that it is
independent ofREACH_USE_BBOX.

• REACH_ONLY_EXPLORE (false): Toggles a specialexplorationmode: There is
no testing if newly reached states are contained in previousones. Terminates
only if the number of iterations is set withREACH_MAX_ITER.

• CONSTRAINT_BITSIZE (0): Integer specifying the number of bits used in con-
straints, i.e., in the polyhedral computations. Equalities are not affected. If a
constraint can not be specified with that amount of bits, a error is thrown. Only
active if> 0.

• REACH_BITSIZE_TRIGGER (0): Integer threshold for limiting the number of
bits used. The bits are reduced as specified inCONSTRAINT_BITSIZE only if
they exceed this threshold. Can significantly improve termination and reduce the
overapproximation, usually set to 10−−30× the limit.

• REACH_STOP_USE_BITSIZE (1000000000): Integer specifying the maximum
number of iterations for which the number of bits are constrained. Can be set to
a lower value to improve termination.

• LIMIT_CONSTRAINTS_METHOD (1): Integer specifying the method with which
the number of constraints is reduced:

– 0: those constraints are preserved, whose extent is maximalif they were
omitted (slow).

– 1: those constraints are preserved that maximize the angle with all other
constraints (very fast).

• REACH_CONSTRAINT_LIMIT (0): Integer specifying the maximum number of
constraints allowed in a convex polyhedron. Exceeding polyhedra will be over-
approximated as specified byLIMIT_CONSTRAINTS_METHOD. When using
convex-hull overapproximations, the limiting is performed before the time-elapse
operator, so that the resulting number of constraints can behigher. Usually set
to at least 2n if n is the number of variables. Only active if> 0.

• REACH_CONSTRAINT_TRIGGER (0): Integer threshold for limiting the number
of constraints. A convex polyhedron is reduced toREACH_CONSTRAINT_LIMIT

constraint once it exceeds this threshold. Can significantlyimprove termination,
usually set to 2–3× the constraint limit. Boundedness of the polyhedron is pre-
served, with more constraints if necessary. Only active if> 0.

• TP_CONSTRAINT_LIMIT (0): Integer specifying the maximum number of con-
straints used for describing the derivative. Exceeding derivative predicates will



be overapproximated as specified byLIMIT_CONSTRAINTS_METHOD. Bound-
edness of the polyhedron is preserved, with more constraints if necessary. Only
active if> 0.

A.5.3 Simulation Checking

• PRIME_R_WITH_REACH (true): Initialize the simulation relation with the reach-
able states ofP||Q.

• USE_CONVEX_HULL_FOR_PRIMING (true): Use convex-hull reachability for the
initialization if PRIME_R_WITH_REACH is true.

• PRIME_R_WITH_DISCRETE_REACH (true): Overapproximating initialization of
the simulation relation with the locations ofP||Q that are reachable by discrete
transitions.

• STOP_AT_BAD_STATES (true): Stop as soon as bad states are encountered. Only
useful ifPRIME_R_WITH_REACH=true.

• SHOW_BAD_STATES (false): Output bad states as they are encountered.

• SIM_SIMPLIFY_R (true): Simplify the simulation relation, i.e., remove redun-
dant polyhedra and join convex unions where possible, aftereach difference
operation. Costly, but usually indispensable.

A.5.4 Refinement

• TIME_POST_ITER (0): Integer specifying how many iterations are performed
between reachable states and restricting the derivative tothose reachable states.
Higher numbers improve the accuracy of refined dynamics, butnumbers > 0
require that the derivative is re-computed every time the cell is examined, which
significantly slows down the analysis.

• REFINE_CHECK_TIME_RELEVANCE (true): Eliminate refinement transitions that
are never crossed by timed transitions and are therefore irrelevant.

• REFINE_DERIVATIVE_METHOD (0): Integer determining how the set of deriva-
tives is determined:

– 0: convex hull of the derivatives occurring in the location,

– 1: bounding box of method 0 (faster),

– 2: center of method 0. This method is useful for creating sample runs of the
system for a single state. The reachable set for a single state can usually be
determined very fast, and can be compared with results of, e.g., simulation
tools.



• REFINE_PRIORITIZE_REACH_SPLIT (false): Prioritize constraints that have
reachable states strictly on both sides.

• REFINE_PRIORITIZE_ANGLE (false): Prioritize constraints according to the
maximum angle spanned by the derivative in the resulting locations.

• REFINE_SMALLEST_FIRST (false): Prioritize constraints according to their ex-
tent in the location. True corresponds to smallest first.

• REFINE_DERIV_MAXANGLE (1): Floating point numberamax. A location is only
refined if amax > cos(αmax), whereαmax is the max. angle between any two
derivative vectors in the location. A value smaller than 1 results in a refinement
based loosely on the “curvature” of the derivative, typically between 0.85−0.99.
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Samenvatting

Ten gevolge van de hand over hand toenemende integratie van microprocessoren in
bijna alle elektrische apparaten, toepassingen en technische processen, speelt software
een steeds belangrijkere rol bij de besturing van fysieke systemen. De interactie tus-
sen software en fysieke apparaten en processen kan leiden tot complex, gecombineerd
continu-discreet gedrag dat de analytische mogelijkhedentart van zowel de klassieke
regeltheorie, die zich primair richt op systemen met zuivercontinue tijd en waarden, als
van de technieken uit de informatica, die betrekking hebbenop discrete tijd en waar-
den. Systemen met gecombineerd continu-discreet gedrag wordenhybride systemen
genoemd. Veel veiligheidskritische toepassingen, zoals systemen voor luchtverkeers-
leiding en “drive-by-wire”, vertonen hybride gedrag. Het doel vanformele verificatie,
dat wil zeggen het wiskundig modelleren van een systeem en het formeel bewijzen
van zijn eigenschappen, is op ontwerpniveau te garanderen dat een systeem voldoet
aan zijn specificatie (en dus veilig is). Terwijl formele verificatie een standaardgereed-
schap is geworden bij het ontwerp van discrete systemen zoals digitale circuits, wordt
de toepassing voor hybride systemen gehinderd door de inherente complexiteit van
discreet-continu gedrag. Verificatie is slechts toepasbaar bij relatief eenvoudige syste-
men omdat de rekenkosten exponentieel toenemen met het aantal componenten en toe-
standsvariabelen. Dit fenomeen wordt aangeduid als hettoestandsexplosie-probleem.
Alhoewel toestandsexplosies zich ook voordoen bij zuiver discrete systemen, hebben
hybride systemen bovendien te kampen met de complexiteit van hoger dimensionale
continue dynamica, die dramatisch toeneemt met het aantal toestandsvariabelen.

Om de verificatie van grotere systemen mogelijk te maken, breiden we in dit proef-
schrift abstractie en compositioneel redeneren, twee fundamentele benaderingen die
succesvol worden toegepast in het discrete domein, uit naarde wereld van hybride
systemen. In eenabstractievan een system wordt informatie weggegooid die irrele-
vant is voor het bewijzen van gewenste eigenschappen. Het resulterende vereenvou-
digde model dient de geldigheid van deze eigenschappen te behouden. Eencompo-
sitionele analysevan een systeem onderzoekt de delen van een systeem op zodanige
wijze dat eigenschappen van het gehele systeem kunnen worden afgeleid uit eigen-
schappen van de delen. Een bijzonder effectieve manier van compositioneel bewijzen
is aanname/garantie-redeneren (assume/guarantee, A/G).Hierbij wordt de specificatie
van een deelsysteem gebruikt als een aanname die het gedrag van andere deelsystemen
beperkt, hetgeen leidt tot circulaire of kettingregelachtige bewijzen.
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Om formeel aan te tonen dat een model inderdaad een abstractie is van een ander
model, construeren we eensimulatierelatietussen de toestanden van de modellen. Een
toestandsimuleerteen andere indien hetzelfde (of meer) gedrag mogelijk is. Intuïtief
is dit behoudend in de zin dat als iets niet kan plaatsvinden in de abstractie, het ook
niet kan plaatsvinden in het concrete systeem. Dezelfde aanpak kan gebruikt worden
om een systeem en zijn specificatie te vergelijken; hierbij correspondeert het systeem
met het verfijnde model en de specificatie met het abstracte model. Of een composi-
tionele analyse altijd geldig is hangt af van de manier waarop de notie van simulatie
is gedefinieerd. Niet alle soorten simulaties zijn berekenbaar voor hybride systemen.
Het voornaamste doel dat met dit proefschrift wordt beoogd is compositionaliteit aan
te tonen voor een notie van simulatie die berekenbaar is vooreen relevante klasse van
hybride systemen. Het proefschrift is onderverdeeld in drie delen. In het eerste deel
wordt een uitbreiding beschreven van de theorie van simulaties voor discrete systemen
van Grumberg and Long [GL91] met een verbeterde notie van simulatie en additione-
le bewijsregels voor compositioneel redeneren. In het tweede deel wordt aangetoond
dat dit raamwerk direct toepasbaar is op hybride systemen zonder gedeelde variabelen
door gebruik te maken van gelabelde transitiesystemen vergelijkbaar met die van Hen-
zinger [Hen96]. In het derde deel worden hybride systemen met gedeelde variabelen
in een invoer/uitvoer setting behandeld. We introduceren een gewijzigde semantiek die
ons in staat stelt om compositionaliteit aan te tonen voor twee fundamentele klassen
van hybride systemen: die met onbeperkte invoer en die met stuksgewijze constante
begrenzingen van de afgeleiden en lineaire beperkingen. Delaatste klasse is in het bij-
zonder relevant aangezien ieder hybride systeem met elke gewenste nauwkeurigheid
benaderd kan worden door systemen uit deze (beslisbare) klasse.

Hieronder geven we een meer gedetailleerde samenvatting van de resultaten in de
drie delen van het proefschrift.

Discrete Systemen Simulatierelaties vormen een intuïtief concept voor het vergelij-
ken van systemen. Zoals aangetoond door Grumberg and Long [GL91] zijn ze gemak-
kelijk en intuïtief toepasbaar ten behoeve van compositioneel redeneren.

Oorspronkelijk waren simulaties alleen gedefinieerd tussen automaten met dezelf-
de alfabetten. Wij stellen een uitbreiding voor van deze notie van simulatie,Σ-simulatie
genaamd, naar willekeurige alfabetten. Deze uitbreiding is consistent met de klassieke
definitie, aangezien ze overeenstemt met simulatie in het geval de alfabetten gelijk zijn.
De belangrijkste verdienste is dat de precongruentie-eigenschappen van simulaties ge-
handhaafd worden; we laten zelfs zien dat het de grootste uitbreiding van simulaties
is die hier aan voldoet. De vrijheid om willekeurige automaten te vergelijken leidt
tot eenvoudiger bewijzen en kleinere specificaties. Erg handig is datΣ-simulatie pro-
bleemloos geïmplementeerd kan worden in klassieke raamwerken en gereedschappen
voor simulaties: simulatie enΣ-simulatie kunnen eenvoudig getransponeerd worden
met behulp vanChaos-automaten, die simpelweg zelf-lussen introduceren in iedere
locatie. Deze vertaling leidt tot meer compacte bewijzen van simulaties en tautologie-
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ën, en is derhalve van algemeen belang voor de verificatie vandiscrete systemen.
Ons compositionele raamwerk volgt in zijn basisstructuur dat van Grumberg en

Long. Het verschilt door het gebruik vanChaos-automaten enΣ-simulaties, en breidt
het uit met enkele meer krachtige stellingen, onder andere over de decompositie van
specificaties. Voor circulair aanname/garantie-redeneren stellen we een nieuwe bewijs-
regel voor. Een aanname/garantie-regel is een compositionele bewijsregel die meer
stringente specificaties toelaat door de modules van het systeem te combineren met
aannames over het gedrag van hun omgeving, en levert daarmeein het algemeen een
kleinere verzameling problemen. Indien deze aannames op een circulaire manier af-
hangen van de specificatie, is de regel alleen geldig indien aan additionele voorwaar-
den is voldaan die deze circulariteit doorbreken. Wij presenteren aanname/garantie-
condities voor simulatierelaties en laten zien dat deze condities noodzakelijk en vol-
doende zijn voor het bestaan van een simulatierelatie. In tegenstelling tot een regel
die door Henzinger et al. is beschreven in [HQRT02] eisen wijgeen ontvankelijkheid
(“receptiveness”).

Hybride Systemen met Discrete Interactie Thomas Henzinger stelde in [Hen96]
voor om simulaties voor hybride systemen te definiëren op basis van hun getimede
transitiesystemen (Timed Transition System, TTS) semantiek, en met een equivalen-
tierelatie aan te geven welke toestanden van het systeem dienen te corresponderen met
welke toestanden in de specificatie. Wij laten zien dat, indien de systemen geen vari-
abelen delen, de TTS-semantiek en de parallelle compositie-operator commuteren en
dat in dit geval alle eigenschappen van gelabelde transitiesystemen direct overgedragen
kunnen worden naar hybride automaten. Als gevolg hiervan isTTS-simulatie compo-
sitioneel voor zulke hybride systemen, en het compositionele raamwerk voor discrete
systemen kan toegepast worden, mits de simulatierelaties bevat zijn in de equivalentie-
relaties die geassocieerd zijn met de te vergelijken automaten. We breiden de belang-
rijkste regels voor compositioneel redeneren uit van discrete naar hybride systemen
en leiden beperkingen af die opgelegd dienen te worden aan deequivalentierelaties.
Het concept van simulatie met equivalentie is zeer algemeenin de zin dat willekeurige
combinaties van locaties en variabelen kunnen worden gerelateerd en andere eigen-
schappen, zoals fairness, opgenomen kunnen worden in de equivalentierelatie. Indien
echter normale gelabelde transitiesystemen gebruikt worden als semantische funde-
ring, raakt de structurele informatie die locaties en valuaties van variabelen scheidt
verloren bij de compositie van systemen, waardoor redeneren over gedeelde variabe-
len niet mogelijk is op semantisch niveau. De toepassing vandeze aanpak is derhalve
beperkt tot systemen zonder gedeelde variabelen.

Hybride Systemen met Continue Interactie In de TTS-semantiek van Henzinger
worden locaties en variabelen samengesmolten tot toestanden van een gelabeld tran-
sitiesysteem, en is het onmogelijk om valuaties van variabelen te extraheren uit de
toestanden van een TTS. Dit bracht ons ertoe een uitbreidingte introduceren van gela-
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belde transitiesystemen, hybride gelabelde transitiesystemen (HLTS) genaamd, die de
structuur van locaties en variabelen behoudt. We gebruikenHLTSs om de semantiek
van hybride invoer/uitvoer-automaten (Hybrid Input/Output Automata, HIOA) te defi-
niëren en eisen in de definitie van simulatie dat de invoer- enuitvoervariabelen van de
automaten onder beschouwing gelijk zijn. We nemen aan dat elke geregelde variabele
die geen deel uitmaakt van de uitvoer niet in relatie staat met de variabele van het an-
dere systeem. We definiëren ook een corresponderende paden-semantiek en tonen de
consistentie hiervan aan met onze TTS-semantiek.

We stellen een notie van simulatie voor die gebaseerd is op deTTS-semantiek, en
tonen aan dat deze consistent is met en zwakker dan simulatieop basis van traces. Aan-
gezien de TTS-semantiek abstraheert van de continue activiteit van variabelen door
existentiële kwantificatie, is TTS-simulatie in het algemeen niet compositioneel in aan-
wezigheid van gedeelde variabelen. Het is ons echter geluktom compositionaliteit aan
te tonen voor twee belangrijke deelklassen van hybride systemen: hybride automaten
met onbeperkte invoer, en lineair hybride automaten met convexe invarianten. Aange-
zien iedere hybride automaat met elke gewenste nauwkeurigheid benaderd kan worden
door een lineair hybride automaat, opent dit de weg om veel meer hybride systemen
compositioneel te verifiëren door zowel componenten als specificatie te benaderen met
lineair hybride automaten. Merk op dat onze definitie van onbeperkte invoer impliceert
dat de invoer niet direct invloed kan uitoefenen op de geregelde variabelen, waardoor
een dynamiek als ˙x = u uitgesloten is. Deze automaten kunnen echter wel gebruikt
worden om bemonsterde systemen met terugkoppeling te modelleren, aangezien voor
deze systemen de waarde van de invoer alleen relevant is op discrete tijdstippen. Voor
andere klassen dient bij compositioneel redeneren de TTS-semantiek te worden toege-
past vóór de compositie-operator, die abstraheert van continue interactie tussen com-
ponenten. Dynamisch correspondeert dit met het aannemen van open invoer en kan het
leiden tot een schending van nonconvexe invarianten. Zo betekent een differentiaalver-
gelijking ẋ = u met openu dat x(t) willekeurige waarden kan aannemen voort > 0.
Dit is een drastische overapproximatie die de compositionele analyse van bijvoorbeeld
systemen met continue terugkoppeling verhindert. Deze overapproximatie kan tot op
zekere hoogte worden ondervangen door aan te nemen dat de invoer of de afgeleide
daarvan begrensd is (in het bijzonder bij aanname/garantie-redeneringen). Het gebruik
van aanname/garantie-redeneringen voor hybride systemenlijkt zonder meer gerecht-
vaardigd en nuttig. Allereerst kan de abstractie van zelfs een enkele continue variabele
de rekenkosten met diverse ordes van grootte reduceren. Tentweede, aangezien een
continue toestandsruimte een metriek heeft, kunnen eigenschappen zoals invarianten
vaak compact gerepresenteerd worden. Dit is met name interessant indien men in staat
is om eennettespecificatie te geven, dat wil zeggen een specificatie die onafhankelijk
is van de feitelijke implementatie.

Experimentele versies van algoritmen voor het checken van simulaties en aanna-
me/garantie-redeneringen, alsmede voor het uitvoeren vanbereikbaarheidsanalyses,
zijn geïmplementeerd in een software tool genaamd PHAVer, dat vrij beschikbaar is
[Fre05].



Zusammenfassung

Mit dem Einzug von Mikroprozessoren in nahezu alle elektrischen Apparate und tech-
nischen Prozesse spielen auch Software-Regelungen von Hardware-Systemen eine zu-
nehmend wichtige Rolle. Die Interaktion von Software mit physikalischen Elemen-
ten und Prozessen kann ein komplexes, gemischt kontinuierlich-diskretes Verhalten
hervorrufen, das sowohl die analytische Kapazität der klassischen, kontinuierlichen,
Regelungstheorie als auch die der klassischen, diskreten, Informatik übersteigt. Sol-
che Systeme werden alshybrid bezeichnet. Viele sicherheitskritischen Anwendungen,
z.B. Flugsicherungen oder Drive-by-Wire-Systeme, weisen ein solches Verhalten auf.
Es ist das Ziel derformalen Verifikation, d.h. einer mathematischen Modellierung des
Systems und eines formellen Beweises, die Sicherheit eines Systems auf der Entwurfs-
Ebene zu garantieren. Während formale Verifikation sich als Standardwerkzeug in der
Entwicklung von diskreten Systemen etabliert hat, so z.B. bei digitalen Schaltkreisen,
steht der Anwendung bei hybriden Systemen die inherente Komplexität kontinuierlich-
diskreten Verhaltens im Weg. Verifikation ist in der Anwendbarkeit auf relativ einfa-
che Systeme beschränkt, da der Berechnungsaufwand exponentiell mit der Anzahl der
Komponenten und Variablen ansteigt. Dieses Phänomen wird als Zustandsexplosion
bezeichnet. Bei hybriden Systemen ist sie besonders drastisch, da die Komplexität der
Analyse kontinuierlicher Dynamik dramatisch von der Anzahl der Zustandsvariablen
abhängt.

Um die Verifikation grösserer Systeme zu ermöglichen, erweitert diese Disserta-
tion zwei fundamentale Ansätze aus dem Bereich der diskretenSysteme, Abstraktion
und kompositionelle Beweise, auf den Bereich der hybriden Systeme aus. In einer
Abstraktioneines Systems wird versucht, Information, die für den Beweis der Sicher-
heit unwesentlich sind, zu vernachlässigen, und so ein einfacheres Modell zu erhalten.
Ein derart vereinfachtes Modell muss also konservativ in Bezug auf diese Eigenschaf-
ten sein. Einekompositionelle Analyseuntersucht Teilsysteme derart, dass daraus auf
Eigenschaften des Gesamtsystems geschlossen werden kann.Eine besonders effekti-
ve Form der kompositionellen Analyse ist derAnname/Garantie-Beweis, in dem die
Spezifikation eines Teilsystems als Annahme das Verhalten der anderen Teilsysteme
berücksichtigt wird, und so zu einem zirkulären oder kettenartigen Beweis führt.

Um formal zu zeigen, dass ein Modell tatsächlich eine Abstraktion eines anderen
ist, konstruiert man eineSimulationsrelationzwischen den Zuständen der Modelle. Ein
Zustandsimulierteinen anderen wenn von dort aus das gleiches, oder sogar mehr, Ver-
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halten möglich ist. Intuitiv ist dies konservativ in Bezug auf Sicherheits-Eigenschaften,
da Verhalten, das im abstrakten Modell nicht möglich ist, auch nicht im konkreten Sy-
stem auftreten kann. Ob eine kompositionelle Analyse korrekt ist, hängt davon ab, wie
man Simulation definiert, und nicht alle Arten von Simulation lassen sich für hybride
Systeme effizient berechnen. Das zentrale Ziel dieser Dissertation ist, Kompositiona-
lität fuer eine einfach berechenbare Art von Simulation undfür eine relevante Klasse
von hybriden Systemen zu zeigen.

Die Arbeit gliedert sich in drei Teile: Im ersten Teil wird der Ansatz der kom-
positionellen Simulation für diskrete Systeme nach Grumberg und Long [GL91] ver-
allgemeinert, und zusätzliche Beweisregeln fuer die kompositionelle Analyse aufge-
stellt. Im zweiten Teil wird gezeigt, dass sich dieser Ansatz direkt auf hybride Syste-
me anwenden lässt, wenn die Teilsysteme keine gemeinsamen Variablen haben. Als
Semantik werden dazu beschriftete Transitionensysteme nach Henzinger eingesetzt
[Hen96], die sogenannte TTS-Semantik. Im dritten Teil werden hybride Systeme mit
gemeinsamen Variablen betrachtet. Dazu wird ein Modell fürhybride Systeme mit
Ein-/Ausgabe-Verhalten erarbeitet, und die Semantik geeignet modifiziert. Damit lässt
sich zeigen, dass sich zwei relevante Klassen an hybriden Systemen kompositionell mit
TTS-Semantik analysieren lassen. Bei den Klassen handelt essich um hybride Syste-
me mit unbeschränkten Eingängen, und um hybride Systeme mitstückweise konstant
begrenzten Ableitungen und linearen Beschränkungen. Letztere Klasse ist besonders
relevant, da sich damit nach Henzinger et al. jedes hybride System beliebig genau kon-
servativ approximieren lässt [HHWT98]. Somit öffnet diese Dissertation den Weg zu
einer algorithmischen kompositionellen Analyse beliebiger hybrider Systeme.

Algorithmen für die Berechnung von Simulationsrelationen,kompositionellen Be-
weisen und fuer Erreichbarkeitsanalyse wurden in einem Werkzeug namens PHAVer
implementiert, dass öffentlich verfügbar ist [Fre05]. PHAVer benutzt exakte Arith-
metik, und kann damit Simulationsrelationen und Erreichbarkeit für Lineare Hybri-
de Automaten exakt berechnen, und für hybride Systeme mit affiner Dynamik eine
garantiert konservative Überapproximation erzeugen. DerKomplexitätszuwachs wäh-
rend der Analyse wird mittels Limitierung der Anzahl der Bitsvon Koeffizienten und
der Anzahl der Beschränkungen in linearen Prädikaten kontrolliert. Dieser Ansatz zur
Erreichbarkeitsanalyse hat sich an einem Benchmark-Systemselbst gegenüber nicht-
konservativen Methoden als vorteilhaft erwiesen, und es ist damit gelungen, Systeme
zu analysieren, die bislang von keinem anderen Werkzeug behandelt werden konnten.
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